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Understanding the Command and Control (C2)
through the Social Network Analysis: the case studies
of Paris-Brussels terrorist attacks
Nicolò Spagna

Nota autore
Nicolò Giuseppe Spagna is a junior research analyst of ITSTIME (Italian Team for Security,
Terroristic Issues and Managing Emergencies) at Catholic University of Sacred Hearth in
Milan. He has a master’s degree in Security Policies with a specific background in Sociology
and Criminology. His research activities concern the study of terrorist networks and their communication framework, the crime-terrorism nexus, propaganda and jihadist communication
systems. Other his field of interests concern the monitoring of jihadist web activity, terrorist
profiling, thus he is also specialized in open source intelligence (OSINT) and social media
intelligence techniques (SOCMINT).

Abstract
The globalized and fragmented terrorism nowadays, has become multipolar and extremely
dynamic especially with the advent of self-proclaimed Islamic State (ISIS). The Information
Warfare is always a primary source for the information management in the hybrid warfare, thus
it is essential to elaborate on the study of terrorist organizations in relation to their command
and control systems. This research attempts to provide a better understanding of the command
and control and the terrorist networks utilizing two case studies: Paris and Brussels terrorist
attacks perpetrated by ISIS’ operatives. This study applies a multi-level social network analysis
(SNA) in order to analyze the functional and morphological structure of the network that
allowed the perpetration of the attacks. The relational data used were managed through the
open source intelligence process. By SNA, the local and global analysis reveals that the entire
network behind the attacks has a pattern which tends to be structured as a hybrid organization:
an ensemble of a traditional hierarchical structure and a fully-connected organization. The
functional analysis reveals the existence of a strict and hierarchical decision-making system in
which the command function was exercised. The command function was based on the capabilities and roles of several key players which are emerged as crucial for the network structure
and for the planning of terrorist attacks.

Abstract
Il terrorismo di oggi è frammentato e globalizzato e successivamente all’avvento dell’autoproclamato Stato Islamico (ISIS) è divenuto multipolare, estremamente dinamico ed in costante
cambiamento. All’interno di questo quadro bellico la cosiddetta Information Warfare diviene
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sempre più primaria, per questo è essenziale approfondire lo studio dei network terroristici in
funzione dei sistemi di comando e controllo. Questa ricerca tenta di fornire una maggiore
comprensione del comando e del controllo utilizzando due casi di studio: gli attentati terroristici di Parigi e Bruxelles compiuti e rivendicati da ISIS. Questo studio con l’applicazione della
social network analysis (SNA) analizza la struttura funzionale e morfologica della rete che ha
operato per l’attuazione degli attacchi. A tale scopo, i dati relazionali utilizzati per l’analisi
sono stati raccolti attraverso un processo di open source intelligence. Utilizzando la SNA, l’analisi locale e globale ha rivelato che la rete antistante gli attacchi presentava un pattern molto
simile ad una struttura ibrida, in altre parole un mix tra una struttura gerarchica tradizionale
e un’organizzazione completamente connessa. Mentre, l’analisi funzionale ha rivelato l’esistenza di un sistema decisionale rigido e gerarchico all’interno del quale veniva esercitata la
funzione di comando. Tale funzione è stata esercitata attraverso diversi key players che sono
emersi dall’analisi come cruciali per l’architettura della rete e quindi per la pianificazione
degli attacchi terroristici.

Keywords
Rete terroristica, ISIS, analisi delle reti sociali, comando e controllo, C2, attacchi terroristici
di Parigi e Bruxelles, terrorismo.

1. Introduction
In this research the author aims to provide a more understanding of the
command and control (C2) of a jihadist network behind a terrorist attack.
This paper is a part of the entire research related to the master’s degree dissertation of the author, where social network analysis (SNA) was one of the
methods used to investigate C2 in depth. In this way, the paper focuses on
the main part of the research that includes the use of SNA with the aim of
highlighting the features of a terrorist network and interpret them for understanding the operation of the C2. In this way, the command and control’s
concept can be defined in brief as «the exercise of authority and direction
by a properly designated commander over assigned and attached forces in
the accomplishment of the mission» (U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff 2016, 40).
Thus the C2 is made up of a set of functions that «are performed through
an arrangement of personnel, equipment, communications, facilities, and
procedures which are employed by a commander in planning, coordinating,
and controlling forces and operations in the accomplishment of the mission»
(Baber, Harris, and Stanton 2012, 2). Instead, SNA is known as a method to
reveal the characteristics of the actors’ position in a group, the structure and
the social movements within it. Indeed SNA is an analysis methodology for
studying the scheme of interaction between the actors related to a specific graph (Wellman and Berkowitz 1988; Wasserman and Faust 1994; Scott
2012; Bie 2016). More specifically, several studies have used SNA in order
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to study organizational structures of terrorist networks (Krebs 2002; Qin et
al. 2005; Berzinji, Kaati, and Rezine 2012; Choudhary and Singh 2016; Bie
2016). In according to Ressler (2006) «terrorist organizations are well-suited to study using social network analysis [...] the social network analysis can
provide important information on the unique characteristics of terrorist organizations , ranging from issues of network recruitment, network evolution,
and the diffusion of radical ideas. Specifically, social network analysis can be
used to understand terrorist networks [...]» (1). The SNA approach permits
to analyze the presence or absence of a hierarchical structure, the nature of a
decision-making system, the actors who hold the authority and the actors on
which authority is exercised, to highlight empirically the characteristics of a
network, making observations within C2 organization.
To better understand C2 of a jihadist network behind a terrorist attack,
with attention to ISIS also called Daesh1, we focused on two case studies
in Europe: Paris attacks on 13 November 2015 and Brussels attacks on 22
March 2016 both claimed by ISIS’ organization. To date, no research focused
on the terrorist networks related to ISIS, furthermore the C2 related to the
planning of a terrorist attack has remained largely understudied. Thus, this
paper aims to answer the following research questions:
– What does the SNA and successive mappings of the collected relational
data reveal about the organizational structure and functional characteristics of the ISIS’ terrorist networks behind the terrorist attacks?
– What can be understood from the results of the SNA in relation to the
study of C2 related to the case studies?
This paper has been divided in four parts. The first part presents the methodology and the data collection phase. The second analyzes the tactical network related to the Paris and Brussels attacks, while the third part analyzes the
strategic network in relation to the tactical one. Final considerations on the
results and the research limits are presented in the fourth part.

2. Data and methods
2.1. From data gathering to analysis
The data utilized for this research has been collected through the open
source analysis. The process of gathering and elaboration data using open
sources is called Open Source Intelligence (OSINT), that includes two fun-

1

ISIS is for self-declared Islamic State of Iraq and Syria; Daesh is for al-Dawla al-Islamiya fi
al-Iraq wa al-Sham, transliteration from the Arabic language: اﻟﺪوﻟﺔ اﻹﺳﻼﻣﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﺮاق واﻟﺸﺎم
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damentals concepts. Firstly, the concept of intelligence which is defined «the
process of interpreting information to give it a meaning» (UNODC 2011, 9).
Secondly, the concept of open sources which refers to the type of source that
is publicly available, in other words not classified or closed sources have been
utilized.
The intelligence process is based on the following steps: the data collection with the raw information about the ties between the different actors implicated in the Paris and Brussels terrorist attacks. In this way, the goal was
the extrapolation of relational data, in fact in according to J. Scott (2012) «the
methods appropriate for relational data are those of network analysis, in which
the relations are treated as expressing the linkages that run between agents.
Relational data comprise agents as cases together with the connections and
affiliations that comprise their social relations» (3). Thus, the relational data
concern «the contacts, ties and connections, and the group attachments and
meetings that relate one agent to another [...]» (9).
Specifically, this research includes an extended concept of “tie”, such as
meetings, telecommunication links, co-workers, family links, roommates and
all information that highlight a connection between a couple of actors.
To verify the reliability of the source and the quality of the information
collected were compared each other: data evaluation. The check has been
done crossing the information from different sources, for instance, “Le galaxie djihadiste – L’atelier du Parisien” is a platform which permits to check the
different ego-network about members implicated in the recent attacks, in the
same way, it was also useful the report “An Enduring Threat: Europe’s Islamist
Terror Networks Then and Now” (Webb and Sutton 2016).
In relation to the social network analysis, the raw information has been
elaborated (data elaboration) to analyzed them. The unit of analysis of research is represented by tie, then the social network approach requires which
relational data are imported within a square, symmetrical, matrix with the
same number of rows and columns, also called n-by-n matrix (n x n), where
n represented the number of actors which compose the examined network.
In this work the relations (R) have been recorded as binary, considering
the following criterion:

At the same time, it is not considered the direction of the ties, in fact,
working on an undirected network, the analysis considers the presence of a
relation between two actors only.
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2.2 A multi-level social network analysis
In order to analyze the Paris and Brussels network, it is fundamental considers different aspects of C2. In fact, the study of C2 of a terrorist organization should consider the so-called “Military Art” which underlines that the
direction of any war, military operations, can be represented on three different, hierarchical levels of action: strategical, operational and tactical level.
These levels reflect the military management complexity. In according to
M.N. Vego (2009) the strategic level can be divided into two sublevels: national-strategic and theater- strategic level. The national-strategic level (also
called grand strategy) define the political and military goal that an organization want to achieve. Considering the grand strategy of the self-declared ISIS,
consists in the islamification of the world through the actualization of jihād.
In other words, the “grand” strategy is an action’s theory which needs the
existence of a “grand” coordination for reaching the political-religious goals.
After the strategic level, there is an intermediate field of war knowledge
situated between strategical and tactical level, namely operational art. Without delve too much into the explanation, the operational dimension refers
to its integration capacity of strategic and tactical levels. In fact «only on this
level can the abstract and mechanical extremes be fused into a functional
formula», in other words, the «operational art translates [the political aims]
into effective military operations and campaigns» (Naveh 2013, 7–8). In this
way, with the operational art, strategic goals are operationalized in multiple
sub-levels in relation to different operative theaters where the organization
operates. Finally, the tactical level of war concerns the operations conducted
in a small part of the operational theater. This level consists in the of operationalization strategy lower level, thus the translation of the operational art
into field movements.
In this research, social network analysis has been divided in two study
levels. The first level called Tactical Analysis refers to the tactical terrorist
network analysis. In according to Asal et al. (2016) tactical terrorist network is
a network «characterized by relationships among individuals who are instrumental to a specific terrorist operation», in other words this type of network
is composed by terrorists strictly linked to the attack execution. The second
level called Strategic Analysis refers to the analysis of the different groups – or
people – connected each other with functions of strategic planning attack
(e.g. recruitment). Networks which operate at the strategic level usually don’t
move on the selected territory as a target of the attack. The following tables
show utilized networks for the tactical and strategic analysis.
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Table 1
Level of analysis

Network’s name

Tactical analysis

Paris network;
Bruxelles network;

Strategic analysis

Paris network;
Bruxelles network;
Verviers network;
Zerkani network;
Sharia4Belgium network;
Resto du Tawhid network;
Val de Marne network;
Charlie Hebdo network;
Buttes-Chaumont network;
Strasburgo network;
Toulouse-Artigat network.

2.3 From properties, variables and hypothesis to network metrics
In order to study C2 behind the Paris and Brussels terrorist attacks, the
C2’s research concept has been split in two main dimensions, the morphological structure and the functional structure. In this way, it is examined two
interrelated but distinct indicators for both dimensions. The network’s morphology consists in the overall network structure and the related ties pattern
within it, in fact the morphology of a graph can be hierarchical, generally into
an organization there are univocal relationships between the superior and the
subordinate, while into a fully connected graph all members are connected
to each other. The functional structure refers to the structure of the decision-making system that can be centralized or decentralized. A decision-making system is centralized if there is a specific C2 chain, with specific positions
and roles, indeed the centralization refers to the existence of a command
center who directly controls resources and operations throughout a unique
command chain with clear lines of authority (Shapiro 2005). Decentralized
decision-making system has not a clear and specific C2 chain or even with
specific main actors who hold the authority, it is generally present a mutual
coordination between each part of the network, then the main body of organization provides only general guidelines (Hanna 2009). Finally, it is noted that
these indicators (centralized – decentralized/ hierarchical – fully connected)
must be viewed as a continuum. Based on above considerations the following
hypothesis was elaborated:
H1: Paris and Brussels attacks were directed by Syria through the Amn
al-Kharji group as reported by different analysis (Webb and Sutton 2016;
P.D.A. Speckhard and Yayla 2016; A. Speckhard and Yayla 2017; Orton
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2017a). Amn al-Kharji, the ISIS’ foreign intelligence service that at one time,
among its different tasks, was responsible for planning and organizing terrorist
attacks in the West. Thus, considering the operational context in which the
attacks took place, it is hypothesized that the morphology network tends to a
hierarchy organization, while the functional structure tends to a centralized
decision-making system.

Finally, these indicators have been operationalized through the definition
of statistics metrics. In this way, the following metrics have been applied to
study both dimensions:
– Density;
– Degree centrality;
– Betweenness centrality;
– Closeness centrality.
Density measures the connectedness of a network by dividing the actual
nodes of egdes by the number of total possible edges. It is the most basic
measure of cohesion at the network level, indeed density reflects the extent to
which the nodes are connected to each other in allover the analyzed network.
In according to different studies in SNA (Borgatti, Everett, and Johnson
2013; Stollenwerk, Dörfler, and Schibberges 2016; Cunningham, Everton,
and Murphy 2016) there is a diversity of measures to study the patterns and
the structure of a social network. The most important used measure is centrality, that analyzes a node position within the context of its network. The
centrality measures allow us to discover key players within the social network.
Key players are considered the most important nodes respect other ones, in
other words they tend to have the major impact on the relation pattern in the
network. One of the most important centrality measures is called degree centrality (Freeman 1979) which counts the number of ties an actor has within
the network.
The interpretation of degree centrality changes based on different networks and what connections represent. Taking in consideration a tactical
terrorist network, a node with high degree centrality can be considered a representative of planning, for this reason degree centrality is a measure which
generally enable analyst to identify leaders within the network. At the same
time, it is important to point out that not all the nodes with high degree centrality are associated to the power’s concept related to other actors. Certainly,
a node with high degree centrality highlights a critical position within the
network, however an interpretation is required for each case (Koschade 2006;
Borgatti, Everett, and Johnson 2013).
Another important centrality measure is called betweenness centrality
(Freeman 1979; Borgatti, Everett, and Johnson 2013). The betweenness cen-
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trality of an actor is calculated as the proportion of shortest paths between
pairs of other nodes within the network which pass through the initial actor.
Nodes with high betweenness centrality can be considered as a broker within
the network, indeed nodes need brokers for achieving other actors. In this
way, nodes with high betweenness centrality control the information’s flow
in the net.
Finally, the last centrality measure is called closeness centrality, that
simply measures the minimum distance of each node to the other nodes.
Closeness centrality is the reciprocal of farness which for a node is the sum
of the lengths of the geodesics distances to every other node. In this research,
has been used the normalized closeness centrality of a node, that is the reciprocal of farness divided by the minimum possible farness expressed as a
percentage. In this way, high value of closeness centrality corresponds a high
node’s centrality within the network. In according to Cunningham, Everton
and Murphy (2016) «actors scoring highly in closeness centrality will have
opportunities to access information [without intermediaries] from not only
those the actors around them, but also many other actors who are considered
outside of their neighborhood because, on average, they are relatively close to
all other actors in the network» (149).
The degree-based measures described permit to study the local centrality
of the network, which mean highlight the role played by individual actor
within the network. In conclusion, the following research hypotheses were
elaborated:
H2: In order to study the morphological and functional structure of the networks related to Paris and Brussels terrorist attacks, the analysis of local centrality permits to identify the relevant positions of the actors within the C2.
H3: In order to study the morphological structure of the networks related to
Paris and Brussels terrorist attacks, the analysis of global centrality permits to
identify the pattern of the network within the C2.

3. Social network analysis of Paris-Brussels terrorist group
3.1 Analysis of cohesion and local centrality measures
The first analyzed network (figure 1) consists of the individuals involved in
the terrorist attacks occurred on 13 November 2015 in Paris and on 22 March
2016 in Brussels. The network is made up of 58 nodes, specifically 25 belonging to the Brussels group and 33 to Paris group. The analysis of network
cohesion (table 2) shows a network density of 0.097. In other words, within
the network the existing connections between individuals, considering the
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potential connections, are about 10%. The entire Paris-Brussels network has
a low network density. In fact, network density simply describes the number
of ties within the network, expressed as a proportion of the number possible
(Borgatti, Everett, and Johnson 2013). Density value highlights that the Paris-Brussels group is highly centralized, because only a small number of nodes
– 10% – hold most of the ties within the network.
The network’s centralization is also observable by calculating geodesic distances. In according to Wasserman and Faust (1994), considering the paths
between a given pair of nodes within the network, these path vary in length.
Therefore, a shortest path between two hypothetical nodes is referred to as
a geodesic concept. In this way, geodesic distance is defined as a length of a
geodesic between these nodes, thus the geodesic distance identifies the shortest length between two actors. The geodesic distance calculated within an
undirected binary network is the number of links (and hence the nodes) that
form the path between two nodes. In the Paris-Brussels group about 76%
of the geodesic distances between nodes have 2-3 intermediaries along their
respective paths.
Figure 1 - Paris-Brussels network
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Table 2 - Network cohesion Paris-Brussels network
Network cohesion

Paris-Brussels network

Nodes

58

Density

0.097

Average number of contacts for each node

5.525

Average value of geodetic distances

2.6

The analysis of the terrorist networks generally aims at identifying the key
roles played by the individuals in the network. To achieve this, the study of local centrality permits to capture the relative importance of nodes in the group
through different metrics. Degree centrality estimates how central an individual is
by analyzing the number of direct relationships that he has with other individuals
in the network. In fact, the idea is that a node with few edges, in relation to a
node with many edges, has a low centrality (degree centrality). Considering the
Paris-Brussels group, the degree centrality has been shown in table 2, where the
first 11 individuals with a high value of degree centrality have been reported. Specifically, the value of Degree indicates the number of nodes which an individual is
linked to, whereas nDegree refers to the normalized value of degree centrality, in
other words it expresses a percentage of nodes which a specific node is in contact
to.
The two most central individuals within the Paris-Brussels network are Abdelhamid Abaaoud connected with 40% of the nodes of the entire network (nDegree=0.386), and Salah Abdeslam connected with 43% of the nodes of the entire
network (nDegree=0.439).
The key role of Abdelhamid Abaaoud and Salah Abdeslam is also confirmed
by investigative evidence related to the terrorist attacks in Paris and Brussels. At
the end of 2014 the migration crisis started in Macedonia with a subsequent escalation in the spring of 2015. In June 2015, Macedonian government initiated a
legislative procedure with the aim of producing a new asylum law in accordance
with the European legislative framework. But, nevertheless, on 16 June 2015, the
Macedonian government, under the pressure of human rights groups, in order
to mitigate the migration crisis, allowed migrants to legitimately apply for temporary asylum at the border, thus, permitting migrants to transit legally through the
country for 72 hours (Šabić and Borić 2016). In June 2015, Abdelhamid Abaaoud
exploited the Macedonian migration crisis delegating a young Algerian called
Bilal C. to map the safe routes in the Balkans, fundamentals to allow future attackers to enter in Europe with a low risk level (Brisard and Jackson 2016). At the
same time, Abdelhamid Abaaoud had coordinated the attack of Moroccan Ayoub
el-Khazzani considering the information received by Bilal C. On 21 August 2015,
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Ayoub el-Khazzani on board of Thalys train direct to Paris from Amsterdam, he
tried to attack passengers with an AKM assault rifle, before he was blocked by the
passengers during the terrorist operation (Le Parisien 2015b).
On the same way, Salah Abdeslam played a fundamental role in planning the
Paris attacks, in fact, his support for logistics operations emerged from investigations. Salah Abdeslam, Mohamed Abrini (nDegree=0.211) and Ahmad Dahmani
traveled together in the Netherlands for the acquisition of firearms that were used
in the terrorist attacks. In addition to the acquisition of weapons, Salah Abdeslam
carried the attackers to the different safe houses in France and Belgium. The investigations confirmed that from August and October 2015 Salah Abdeslam did
four trips (Brisard and Jackson 2016, 6). Specifically:
– On August 30, 2015, Salah Abdeslam met in Kiskoros (Hungary) Bilal Hadfi
(suicide attacker near the Stade de France) and Chakib Akrouh (member of
commando who fired on restaurants Le Carillon and Le Petit Cambodge in
Rue Alibert in Paris);
– On September 9, 2015, Salah Abdeslam likely met in Budapest Najim
Laachraoui (nDegree=0.190) e Mohamed Belkaid who were present in
Hungaran territory since September 3rd;
– On September 17, 2015, Salah Abdeslam met in Budapest Sami Amimour,
Ismael Omar Mostefai and Foued Mohammed-Aggad, the terrorists who
attacked the Bataclan restaurant;
– On October 2, 2015, Salah Abdeslam met in Ulm (Germany) Osama
Krayem, Sofiane Ayari and A. Ahmed.
Other individuals with a high score of degree centrality within Paris-Brussels
network are Khalid el-Bakraoui (nDegree=0.333) and the brother Ibrahim elBakraoui (nDegree=0.228). On March 22, 2016, Ibrahim el-Bakraoui and Najim Laachraoui carried out a suicide attack close to departure hall of the American and Brussels Airlines at Brussels-National Airport in Zaventem. Almost at the
same time, Khalid el-Bakraoui carried out a suicide attack in the middle carriage
of a train at Maelbeek metro station in the center of Bruxelles.
Another attacker, Mohamed Abrini (nDegree=0.211) escaped from Zaventem Airport without committing martyrdom. While he was on the run, he was
nicknamed by the media as “Man in the hat”. On April 8, 2016, after two weeks
the attacks in Brussels, Mohamed Abrini was arrested in the Anderlecht district
(Brussels) with another facilitator of the operation called Osama Krayem (Boztas
and Chazan 2016).
Mohamed Abrini also has a high score of degree centrality (nDegree=0.211),
in fact he was present in both Paris and Brussels attacks. The day before the
Paris attacks a CCTV system of a service station in Oise (north of Paris)
filmed Mohamed Abrini and Salah Abdeslam while they were driving the car
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used to carry the attackers. High scores of centralities are also associated with
Mohammad al-Mahmood e Amhad al-Mohammad (nDegree=0.211) both
suicide bombers who attacked near the Stade de France on November 13,
2015. Their real identities are still unknown, Mohammad al-Mahmood was
nicknamed by Dabiq2 magazine as Ali al-Iraqi, while Ahmad al-Mohammad
with the kunya3 of Ukasah al-Iraqi. Ahmad al-Mohammad is believed to have
entered with Mohammad al-Mahmood as asylum seekers two months before
the Paris attacks in Europe passing through Greece (on October 3, 2015), Serbia (on October 7, 2015) and Austria (on October 8, 2015) (Webb and Sutton
2016, 24). The remaining nodes with considerable scores of degree centrality
refer to Paris attackers. Brahim Abdeslam (nDegree=0.211) Salah’s brother
who carried out a suicide attack in Comptoir Voltaire Cafè; Chakib Akrouh
(nDegree=0.193) died with Abdelhamid Abaaoud and Hasna Aitboulahcen
after detonating his explosive belt inside the safe house during the blitz of
the authorities on November 18, 2015 in Saint Denis district (Paris). Chakib
Akrouh has a significant degree centrality score, in fact, it is not a coincidence
considering his proximity to Abdelhamid Abaaoud and Abdeslam brothers.
Finally, the last terrorist called Bilal Hadfi (nDegree=0.193), suicide bomber, despite he presents a high score of centrality the information about him
don’t show any key role.
Table 3 - Degree centrality: Paris-Brussels network

Rank

Nodes

Degree

nDegree

1

Salah Abdeslam

25

0.439

2

Abdelhamid Abaaoud

22

0.386

3

Khalid el-Bakraoui

19

0.333

4

Ibrahim el-Bakraoui

13

0.228

5

Najim Laachraoui

12

0.211

6

Mohamed Abrini

12

0.211

7

Mohammad al-Mahmood

12

0.211

8

Ahmad al-Mohammad

12

0.211

9

Brahim Abdeslam

12

0.211

10

Bilal Hadfi

11

0.193

11

Chakib Akrouh

11

0.193

Dabiq is jihadist online magazine that has been spread by the self-proclaimed Islamic
State until June of 2016.
3
Honorific name adopted by a fighter during the war.
2
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With the aim of highlighting the individuals with a key role within the
network, we have focused on the ability of the nodes to manage the information and resources. For this purpose, the betweenness centrality measure
was calculated. As defined in the methodology, betweenness centrality is a
measure of how often a given node within the network falls along the shortest
path between two other nodes (Freeman 1979). In other words, this metric is
interpreted in relation to the information and resource flow. Consequently,
betweenness centrality permits to identify the gatekeeper positions in the net.
In according to literature (Everton 2012; Berzinji, Kaati, and Rezine 2012;
Borgatti, Everett, and Johnson 2013) high-betweenness nodes are in position
to threaten the net and to filter information, thus generally if an individual
within the network has high betweenness, many nodes need this individual
to reach other nodes through efficient ways. The gatekeeper positions have
power because they can decide to transmit or not a specific information – or
command – to whom or when send it.
The table 4 shows the scores of betweenness centrality of the first relevant individuals of the Paris-Brussels network. Betweenness column refers the
number of times that the node falls along the shortest path between to other individuals. While, the normalized score of nBetweenness column refers
to the value of Betweenness divides by the total number of ordered pairs of
nodes, then the betweenness can be interpreted as a percentage.
Table 4 - Betweenness centrality: Paris-Brussels network
Rank

Nodes

Betweenness

nBetweenness

1

Salah Abdeslam

498.442

31.231

2

Abdelhamid Abaaoud

491.508

30.796

3

Khalid el-Bakraoui

402.547

25.222

4

Mohamed Abrini

237.513

14.882

5

Ibrahim el-Bakraoui

167.043

10.466

6

Yassine Atar

110.000

6.892

7

Fatima Aberkan

107.298

6.723

8

Najim Laachraoui

104.589

6.553
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Figure 2 - Degree centrality: Paris-Brussels network

Figure 3 - Betweenness centrality: Paris-Brussels network

3.2 Analysis of the global centrality: Centralization indices
As specified before, the dimension of network centrality comprises of two
different levels: local and global. If the local centrality permits to study the
weight which the single node has within the network through the centrality
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measures, the global centrality permits to analyze how the network is globally
structured utilizing the centralization indices. Centralization is a property
of a network as a whole, indeed it provides a metric on the extent to which
an overall network has a centralized or decentralized structure. In this way,
centralization and density are important complementary measures, because
if density measure defines the whole level of connectedness in a network, the
centralization measure defines the extent to which this connectedness is distributed around focal nodes (Abraham and Hassanien 2012; Borgatti, Everett,
and Johnson 2013). As asserted by Katharina A. Zweig (2016) the concept of
centralization is strictly connected to the extent of dispersion and heterogeneity of a node in a network, in other words, centralization indices refer to
the extent of dispersion (inequality) in a network in comparison with a star
network. In according to Gouda, Kulkarni and Elmallah (2007) «a network
is called a star if the network topology consists of one center node and several
peripheral nodes, and each peripheral node is connected only to the center
node (by an edge)» (318).
The centralization indices are calculated in relation to the local centrality
measures (i.e. degree, betweenness and closeness centrality), where all three
centralization indices vary from zero to 1, where zero identifies a network in
which all nodes are linked to all other nodes (situation that is realized with a
regular/circle network), instead a value of 1 corresponds for all three measures
to a perfect star network, where we have a maximum centralization structure
(Wasserman and Faust 1994).
Table 5 - Centralization indices: Paris-Brussels network
Centralization indices

Score

Percentage

Degree centrality

0.3478

34.78

Betweenness centrality

0.2884

28.84

Closeness centrality

0.4326

43.26

Table 5 shows the centralization indices related to the Paris-Brussels
network, and the scores show a moderate level of centralization within the
network. Considering the studies of Harold J. Leavitt (1974) regarding the
effects of different communication patterns on performance within groups,
these represent an excellent starting point to consider the effects that different
organizational structures have on the roles of actors within a network. The
figure 4 shows the four distinct organizational structures defined by Harold J.
Leavitt, also called network archetypes, based on small graph of five nodes.
Leavitt (1951) also stated that if «two patterns [structure] cannot be “bent”
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into the same shape without breaking a link, they are different patterns» (59),
consequently he defined the circle, chain, y and star networks.
Figure 4 - Leavitt’s network archetypes (1974, 83)

It is necessary to clarify that the four network archetypes should be considered positioned along a continuum, in fact «the circle [network], one extreme,
is active, leaderless, unorganized, erratic, and yet is enjoyed by its members. The
[star network], at the other extreme, is less active, has a distinct leader, is well
and stably organized, is less erratic, and yet is unsatisfying to most of its members» (Jenkins et al. 2012, 33). Thus, it can be asserted that the centralization
measures express the degree of disparity or variance in a network as a percentage
of that of a star network of the same size. On the same way, Yang, Keller and
Zheng (2016) affirm that «the greater the centralization of a network, the larger
the disparity between the nodes’ individual centrality measures» (61).
Considering the table 5, the centralization scores are between ~20 and
~40%, these values highlight a moderate hierarchy within the Paris-Brussels network, in conclusion there is a moderate amount of concentration in the network
as whole, therefore in relation to the single actors the positional advantages are
moderately distributed unequally.
Figure 5 - Network archetypes along a continuum
(Borgatti, Everett, and Johnson 2013, 150)
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3.3 Analysis of roles, fragmentation and cutpoints of the network
Analyzing Paris-Brussels group by centrality measures, the key actors in the
network have been detected, indeed centrality has permitted to study the network at the node level. The centrality measures are strictly connected to the
concept of power, but it must be contextualized within a planning dimension
and implementation of a terrorist attack. The concept of power in this work
is considered divided in three parts: Human resources control (i.e., the power
to connect actors each other who have no direct relationships), monitoring of
intelligence (i.e., the power to control the information’s flow and to get the
commands to the actors), resource control (i.e., the power to control the resource’s flow and the logistics dimension). All these dimensions of power are
interdependent. In this way, high-degree centrality nodes are highly visible in
a network, therefore more vulnerable because they are at risk of detection by
the authorities. In relation to the organized crime could be affirmed that the
main leaders of a criminal organization tend to have high values of betweenness centrality associated with a low score of degree centrality. F. Calderoni
(2014), in a research entitled “Identifying Mafia Bosses from Meeting Attendance”, through the analysis of meeting attendance of an Italian organized
crime called ‘Ndrangheta he showed that betweenness centrality is the most
significant predictor of leadership in the mafia organization. This result is
significant because it has highlighted how high-betweenness actors control
criminal activities more indirectly, probably with the aim of avoiding detection by the authorities. This statement in relation to the terrorist activities is
not necessarily true. Although nodes with high degree centrality are more visible in a network, the nature of a terrorist activity requires that the operation’s
leader be in touch with most network members actively participating in the
terrorist operation. It is possible to assert that in a terrorist operation – from
planning to execution – there is generally a considerable shift from security to
efficiency within “efficiency-security trade-off” (Morselli, Petit, and Giguère
2006), this dynamic generates a progressive deterioration of security during
the overall operation. Therefore, in a terrorist operation the leader (or coordinator) as well as being actively involved in planning he has the capacity to
bring information, commands, resources and individuals together (brokering
role). These aspects have also been demonstrated by recent events. Taking
into consideration the Barcelona attacks perpetrated on 17 August 2017, the
authorities claimed the main planning director was Abdelbaki Es Satty, also
called “The Ripoll Imam”. The Imam was the planner of the entire terrorist
operation and he was connected with all members of the Ripoll cell which
he had also recruited and indoctrinated. Furthermore, he was also a logistics coordinator in fact he met Ahmad Alkhald Mohamad Siham, a known
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ISIS’ bomb-maker linked also with Paris attack in November 2015 (Stade de
France) and Brussels in March 2016 (Zaventem), in order to receive guidelines for making the bombs. Finally, he was in contact with various exponents
of other terrorist organizations, such as al-Qaida, linked to previous terrorist
attacks (Reinares and Garcia-Calvo 2018).
In this perspective, considering the Paris-Brussels network, it is decided to
consider those members who presents a high score of degree and betweenness centrality as key players with command power. In according to R.T. Antony (2015) «individuals at the apex of a layered hierarchical organization
(president in a traditional business model) tend to have high centrality, high
betweenness and moderate closeness. Because the president possesses both
high centrality and high betweenness [...]» (180), for this reason «the apex of
a hierarchy represents a critical network failure point»4. Considering the level
of analysis that as specified before it is a network characterized by connections among individuals who are instrumental to a specific terrorist operation.
Focusing on the tactical Paris-Brussels network the main roles have been defined and shown below:
– Coordinator. The actors to whom coordination of the operation is entrusted occupy a position that allows them to be in contact with the majority of the actors in the network. These possess a high level of degree
centrality, and then a high capacity of social influence. It is more likely
that high-degree centrality actors are more influential toward the closest
individuals (Qin et al. 2005). Between coordinators and facilitators exist
an informational asymmetry related to the diversity of roles with the aim
of ensuring the security of the operation, reflecting a hierarchy of information (brokering role);
– Gatekeeper. The actors who possess a high score of betweenness centrality, but not degree centrality, are important for their ability to manage
resource and information flows;
– Leader/Supporter. The actors who present a high score of degree centrality, but not betweenness are surely social influencers, however their role
should be analyzed case by case.
For this work, it was decided to define coordinators those who have high
levels of degree and betweenness centrality. Sociologically speaking, the leader figure refers to the ability to influence the people, however the leader does
not necessarily integrate a coordinating role for the inability to handle the information (gatekeeper). In other words, the coordinator is represented by the
following equation: Coordinator = Leader + Gatekeeper. Table 6 shows the
4

Ibidem.
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coordinators of Paris-Brussels group, the nodes of the network who present
high scores of nDegree and nBetweenness.
Table 6 - Nodes of the Paris-Brussels network with high scores
of nDegree and nBetweenness
Nodes

nDegree %

nBetweenness %

Salah Abdeslam

44

31

Abdelhamid Abaaoud

39

31

Khalid el-Bakraoui

33

25

Mohamed Abrini

21

15

Ibrahim el-Bakraoui

23

10

Najim Laachraoui

21

7

The importance of these actors in the network has also been underlined
by the calculation of the fragmentation centrality. In according to the literature (Everton 2012; Borgatti, Everett, and Johnson 2013; Cunningham,
Everton, and Murphy 2016; Zweig 2016) the fragmentation centrality is a
useful topographical measure of the network, which is generally defined as
the proportion of all pairs of nodes that are not tied with one other. More
clearly the fragmentation centrality measures the degree to which a network
is fragmented. In this way, with the aim to highlights the weight of the single
nodes of the Paris-Brussels network, it has been calculated the fragmentation
centrality taking in account two different scenarios: the first scenario composed by the standard Paris-Brussels network and a second scenario composed by the standard Paris- Brussels network without the actors considered
coordinators as shown in table 6.
If actors considered as coordinators were eliminated from the Paris-Brussels
network, what would be the weight of fragmentation?
Table 7 - Fragmentation centrality

Fragmentation centrality

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

0.0000

0.686

The fragmentation score for scenario 1 is tending to zero, while after the
elimination of the coordinators from the network the fragmentation score is
increased by almost 70%, in other words these actors have a strong weight, in
fact they can easily break up the network because they assume a critical posi-
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tion in the Paris-Brussels group. It is possible to identify nodes that are critical
to the integrity of the network also with the cutpoints analysis. S.J. Strang
(2014, 10) defines a cutpoint as a «single individual connecting two or more
components of a network. Removing that individual should disconnect those
components [...]», therefore actors whose removal disconnects the network,
or a component of a network are called cutpoints or articulation points. The
cutpoints analysis is a function which permits to observe the vulnerability of
the system network (Council et al. 2003; Cunningham, Everton, and Murphy 2016), indeed in the Paris-Brussels network the cutpoints represent the
nodes without which the implementation of the attacks would not have taken
place, or it would have been more difficult. Ucinet software has been indentified 11 cutpoints. The actors defined as coordinators are reported in bold: Abdelhamid Abaaoud, Salah Abdeslam, Mohamed Abrini, Chakib Akrouh,
Najim Laacharaoui, Hasna Aitboucachen, Ahmand Dahmani, Youssef El
Ajmi, Ibrahim el-Bakraoui, Khalid el-Bakraoui e Yassine Atar.
3.4 Analysis of the structural holes
In order to understand the concept of structural holes defined by R. Burt
(2009), it is possible to take in consideration three different types of graphs
shown in figure 6 (adapted from the author from Everton 2012, 255) that
consists in the triads of three individuals (a central node, EGO; a second node,
alter and the third node) and the ties among them. The first graph presents a
situation where all actors share information, trust and rules, then any social
conflict between two actors can be moderated by a third person. In other
words, the existence of ties between the nodes makes the concept of group
instead of a set of individuals. Considering the graphs 2 and 3, the sharing of
a set of social norms and trust are considerably lower than the previous graph.
In the graphs 2 and 3 which are not fully connected, one of the actors (EGO
in the graph 2 and Alter in the graph 3) is in strategic advantage because he is
in a role of brokering between the other two actors. These two actors have an
advantage because they can exploit the competition present among the other
peripheral nodes in their favor. This strategy is called tertius strategy, where
the tertius gaudens is «the third who benefits» (G. Simmel cited in Burt 2009,
30), a person who emerge successful from negotiation. In short, the absence
of a tie in graph 2 (between Alter and the Third) and graph 3 (between ego
and the Third) is called structural hole (Nooy, Mrvar, and Batagelj 2011).
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Figure 6 - Three types of graphs (tryads)

On the one hand, in a network the presence of a structural hole represents
«an opportunity to broker the flow of information between people, and control the projects that bring together people from opposite sides of the hole»
(Zhang 2010, 18), on the other hand a fully connected graph generates a constraint between actors. The concept of constraint is very important, because
«Burt’s structural holes measure does not identify structural holes per se but
rather estimates the constraint that all actors in a network face, in light of all
the triads in which they are embedded» (Everton 2012, 255), for this reason a
low score of constraint means more autonomy in a group, then the presence
of potential roles of brokers. In relation to the analysis of structural holes
(Table 8) of the coordinators (Table 6), the relative measures are explained
below.
Table 8 - Structural holes measures of the coordinators reported in Table 6
Nodes

EffSize

Efficiency

Constraint

Hierarchy

Salah Abdeslam

19.320

0.773

0.131

0.030

Abdelhamid Abaaoud

16.636

0.756

0.143

0.048

Khalid el-Bakraoui

14.789

0.778

0.169

0.072

Mohamed Abrini

9

0.750

0.233

0.064

Ibrahim el-Bakraoui

8.385

0.645

0.257

0.080

Najim Laachraoui

8.167

0.681

0.268

0.077

– EffSize: the value of “effective size of the network” refers to the number
of alters of ego, minus the average number of ties that each alter has to
other alters. The measure does not consider direct ties with EGO. From the
interpretative point of view, high values of “effective size of the network”
refer to a greater power of influence carried out by the focal node EGO.
Finally, this measure is not standardized, it tends to a minimum value of
1, at a maximum value equivalent to the network size minus 1 (Baum and
Rowley 2008; Burt 2009);
– Efficiency: the measure of efficiency concerns the proportion of ego’s ties
to its neighborhood which are non-redundant. It is essential to define the
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concept of redundancy (also called dyadic redundancy), which concerns
that «ego’s tie to an alter is “redundant”. If A is tied to both B and C, and B
is tied to C, A’s tie to B is redundant, because A can influence B by way of
C» (Scott and Carrington 2011). Besides, the “effect size of the network”
provides guidance about the social influence and the general impact of
the focal node ego, while measure of efficiency helps us how much impact the focal node ego has on other Alters. More clearly, in relation to
the achievement of the goals an individual of the network can be effective
without being efficient (Hanneman and Riddle 2005). A value of 1 indicates that every tie of the network is not redundant, on the contrary a value
of zero indicates ah high level of redundancy, then a low efficiency of the
focal node ego. If ego is associated with low efficiency this means that
ego could not carry out a high level of influence on the Alters because
they are also within the network in a strategic position (Burt 2009);
– Constraint: the value of constraint identifies the level of obligation that
ego has towards Alters in the network. A high score of constraint means a
high level of subordination of Alters on ego. In the same way, Hanneman
and Riddle (2005, chap. 9) assert that «If ego’s potential trading partners all
have one another as potential trading partners, ego is highly constrained.
If ego’s partners do not have other alternatives in the neighborhood, they
cannot constrain ego’s behavior» On the contrary, low score of constraint
means that ego can carry out a high influence, then a brokerage power,
on the Alters;
– Hierarchy: the value of hierarchy is strictly linked to the measure of constraint. Considering an ego network, if the constraint on ego is concentrated in a single node, the hierarchy measure will tend to a higher value
(tending to 1). If the total constraint is equally spread among the various
Alters in the ego network, the measure of hierarchy will tend to a low
value (tending to zero). In this way, hierarchy score measures the property
of dependency in relation to ego across the Alters in its neighborhood
(Degenne and Forsé 1999).
In the Table 8 we can observe that the first six nodes, with a low value
of Constraint, are the same actors (coordinators) with the highest values of
nBetweenness and nDegree as reported in the Table 6. We can note Salah
Abdeslam (Cs=0.1315) and Abdelhamid Abaaoud (Cs = 0.143) have closed
Constraint values tending to zero, resulting in a strong executive power and
brokering role on their Alter.

5

Cs = abbreviation of Constraint
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The same trend is applicable to other nodes: Khalid el-Bakraoui (Cs =
0.169); Mohamed Abrini (Cs = 0.233); Ibrahim el-Bakraoui (Cs = 0.257)
and finally Najim Laachraoui (Cs = 0.268).
Another valuable measure is the Hierarchy – with values for all actors closed to zero – has resulted in a very important source of info: the dependency
degree, known as Constraint value, referred to each Coordinator, is not concentrated in a unique Alter but is spread over the ego’s ties.
In other words, within the Paris-Brussels network, the nodes shown in Table 6, show a minimal level of subordination (as stated before: Hierarchy→
zero). Ultimately, the tending to zero levels of Constraint and Hierarchy confirm furthermore, as the previously association of these actors with the coordination role within the network Paris-Brussels.
3.5 Final analysis of the Paris-Brussels network
Based on these consideration, it can be summarized that the Paris-Brussels
network gravitates towards the following hot nodes:
– Abdelhamid Abaaoud;
– Salah Abdeslam;
– Khalid el-Bakraoui;
– Ibrahim el-Bakraoui;
– Mohamed Abrini;
– Najim Laachraoui.
Crossing the data emerged from the analysis of the network and descriptive information (from OSINT) linked to the actors it has been highlighted
fundamental roles and key positions for a more understanding of the organizational tactical terrorist network structure analyzed.
Firstly, Abdelhamid Abaaoud emerges as a leading figure in this Paris-Brussels network, in relation to direct planning of attacks in Europe, and
specifically in Paris. As stated by Gartenstein-Ross (2016), Abaaoud can be
considered as the tactical coordinator of operations in Europe. Abaaoud coordinated other actors as Sid Ahmed Ghlam and Ayoub el-Khazzani to carry
out other attacks and providing them operational guidance, before Paris attacks.
Abdelhamid Abaaoud has been widely supported by Salah Abdeslam
which came a purely logistical coordination within the planning as described
above. In addition to trips made by Salah Abdeslam to transport the attackers
in Paris, there are other elements that show his importance within the network, reflecting the strong interconnection between the attacks in Paris and
Brussels.
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On 15 March 2016 authorities identified one of the first safe house of Paris-Brussels network in the municipality of Forest in Rue Dries (Belgium). During
the blitz, a killed man was later identified as Mohamed Belkaid6. He was transported by Salah Abdeslam from Hungary to Paris on September 9, 2015. On
18 March 2016, the authorities capture Salah Abdeslam in Molenbeek district of
Brussels (Belgium) along with Soufiane Ayari7. Mohamed Belkaid and Soufiane Ayari were connected to Salah Abdeslam, indeed, although unconfirmed,
it is assumed that these three actors have supported the terrorist attacks of 22
March 2016 in Brussels (Webb and Sutton 2016).
The remaining members of Paris-Brussels network to avoid being discovered
by the authorities, they decided to accelerate the planning and modify the targets. For this, on 22 March 2016 two different groups went into action: the cell
of Zaventem, composed by Ibrahim el-Bakraoui, Najim Laachraoui and Mohamed Abrini – the first two you carried out a suicide bombing at the Zaventem
airport – while the cell of the Maalbeek, who attacked the metro station, was
composed by Khalid el-Bakraoui and Osama Krayem. The coordinating role of
brothers Khalid and Ibrahim el-Bakraoui revealed by the social network analysis is confirmed also by different evidences.
Khalid and Ibrahim el-Bakraoui in addition to being involved in suicide
operations, they rented the apartments used as safe houses in Paris and Brussels
attacks. The brothers managed the renting the apartments8 used by bombers of
Paris in the town of Charleroi (Belgium) and apartments in the towns of Forest
and Schaerbeek located around the capital of Brussels. The use of these apartments as logistical bases has been confirmed by the investigative sources. In fact,
the fingerprints of Abdelhamid Abaaoud, Salah Abdeslam, Brahim Abdeslam
and Bilal Hadfi were found in the apartment in Charleroi. The Bilal Hadfi’s
DNA was also found in the apartment in Schaerbeek, the same where Salah
Abdeslam found refuge after the Paris attacks.
During the blitz of 15 March 2016, Mohamed Belkaid was killed in the
apartment in Forest, while Salah Abdeslam and Soufiane Ayari escaped to an
apartment in Molenbeek where they have been captured after three days on 18
March 2016.
For the sake of completeness is necessary to point out that there are other
evidences which support the key role of the brothers el-Bakraoui and Salah Abdeslam within the network. Despite German intelligence has repeatedly denied
6

Initially, Mohamed Belkaid was wanted under the alias Samir Bouzid (Webb and Sutton
2016, 31).
7
Soufiane Ayari was also known with the alias of Amine Choukri and Monir Ahmed Alaaj
(Webb and Sutton 2016, 16).
8
Khalid el-Bakraoui utilized the alias Ibrahim for renting the apartment in Charleroi Maaroufi
(Webb and Sutton 2016, 10).
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the news, different newspapers (Dearden 2016; Halkon 2016; The Guardian
2016) reported as Salah Abdeslam possessed documents about the Juelich Research Center9 and a nuclear waste storage center located near the Belgian border.
In the same way, the brothers el-Bakraoui recorded about 10 hours of footage
relating to the habits of Belgian nuclear program manager, probably with the
aim to kidnap him to build a dirty bomb (Steinbuch 2016; Mullin 2016). Similarly, the logistical support of Najim Laachraoui emerged relating to the manufacture of the explosive belts used by suicide bombers in the attacks in Paris
and the explosives used in the Bruxelles attacks. In addition to this he rented
the apartment in the town of Auvelais (Belgium) and his DNA was found by the
authorities in the apartment in Schaerbeek. The important role played by Najim
Laachraoui has also been revealed during the investigations about the terrorist
attacks in Barcelona on 17 August 2017. As described above, the mastermind
of the Barcelona attack named Abdelbaki Es Satty was directly trained by the
Islamic State explosive expert called Ahmad Alkhald Mohamad Siham, the
same explosives chief of the terrorist group that helped to carry out the attacks in
Paris, November 2015, and Bruxelles, March 2016. In fact, as stated by the U.S
State Department (2017) «Alkhald traveled to Europe, where he helped plan
the Paris attacks and manufacture the explosive belts used in that plot [...]. Following his return to Syria shortly before the attacks in Paris, Alkhald continued
to guide ISIS operatives in Europe on making the bombs used in the March
2016, Brussels attacks». As for Abdelbaki Es Satty, Ahmad Alkhald Mohamad
Siham has directly provided technical guidance to Najim Laachraoui for the
construction of suicide belts and explosives used during attacks (Orton 2017b),
for this reasons Najim Laachraoui is a focal node within the network.
Finally, Mohamed Abrini is closely related to many of those who took part
in the Paris attacks. First of all, he lived in the same neighborhood of Abdelhamid Abaaoud and was a close childhood friend of Salah Abdeslam (Webb and
Sutton 2016, 13). The centrality of Mohamed Abrini is explained by the strong
support to Salah Abdeslam during the planning. On November 11, 2015, Mohamed Abrini and Salah Abdeslam were filmed by a CCTV system in a gas station at Ressons in northern Paris (BBC News 2016b). Abrini’s fingerprints have
been found in two apartments rented in Belgium and inside the car used during
attacks in Paris10. Despite he didn’t complete the martyrdom operation within
the Zaventem airport in Brussels, the figure of Mohamed Abrini is central for
the logistical support related to both attacks in Paris and in Brussels.

9

For more details about the research center Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH see: http://www.
fz-juelich.de/portal/DE/Home/home_node.html.
10
Ibidem.
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In conclusion, from the analysis of Paris-Brussels network emerged many
elements that help to delineate the first network features related its structure (C2
of the operations) behind the attacks. Given the complexity and the amount of
information obtained from the cross-analysis between social network analysis
and the information obtained from the OSINT process, to clarify the key points
are summarized below:
– The key actors within the Paris-Brussels network who assume a brokering
role (high-betweenness centrality) and the role of leader (high-degree centrality) are Abdelhamid Abaaoud, Salah Abdeslam, Khalid El-Bakraoui,
Ibrahim el-Bakraoui, Mohamed Abrini, Najim Laachraoui;
– Key actors presented have been associated with the role of operational coordinators (general and logistical coordination);
– From the analysis of the structure of network Paris-Brussels it has emerged
a centralized network where the power and leadership positions are held by
few actors (i.e. coordinators); the centralization indices related to centrality
measures (i.e., degree, betweenness, closeness) highlight a moderate amount
of concentration and hierarchy in the network as whole.

4. Analysis of Paris-Brussels terrorist group in relation to the
jihadist peripheral networks
4.1 Strategic analysis: Introduction to the jihadist peripheral
networks
After the analysis of network Paris-Brussels the respective peripheral network
have been considered. The main goal was to reduce the limits related to the
use of the SNA as already shown above. The incompleteness of the data and the
network dynamics. The introduction in the analysis of complementary actors
involved in Paris and Brussels attacks offers a wider analytical view.
Morselli, Giguère and Petit (2006) during the analysis of Krebs’ work (2002)
outlined that the marginal actors are important within a network linked to terrorist activities, indeed their considerations allow to increment the accuracy of
the analysis. Additional actors with an indirect role, highlighted the major actors
in the network. This is shown by the changes of density and centrality measures
from a tactical terrorist networks (i.e., network directly implicated in the attacks)
to strategic terrorist network (i.e., tactical network and complementary networks).
A density decrease is expected in relation to an increase of number of nodes, on
the other hand, this leads to an increase in the level of centralization.
We try to clarify how metrics and influence of key players could vary considering the peripheral network.
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4.2 Social network analysis of Paris-Brussels terrorist group in
relation to the jihadist peripheral networks
The figure 11 shows the overall network composed by Paris-Brussels tactical terrorist network and the extremist peripheral groups. The overall network
is composed by 202 actors which are the protagonists of events between 2012
and 2015 (with exception of Tolouse-Artigat network that is more dated). The
Table 9 shows the topographical features of the overall network, specifically
the metrics about the cohesion of overall network. The density score is 0.025,
therefore only 2.5% of the possible ties within the overall network are present.
This result reflects that very few actors have advantage positions, due to the
possess the majority of ties in the network. It can be considered obvious that
with the expansion of the Paris-Brussels network the density decreased from
0.097 to 0.025. Actually, the comparison of the two density scores does not
provide us with useful information. As pointed out by Borgatti, Everett and
Johnson (2013), more attention should be taken when density scores of small
networks is compared with density scores of much larger networks. Indeed,
density scores often are lower in large networks respect small networks because the measure o density is inversely related to network size. In this way,
it has been considered the average degree of the network which is simply the
average number of ties that each node within the network has (Everton 2012;
Cunningham, Everton, and Murphy 2016). Compared to the Paris-Brussels
graph the overall network has a lower score of average degree, this means that
the entire network is less dense than the firs
Table 9 - Network cohesion Paris-Brussels group + jihadist peripheral networks
Network cohesion

Paris-Brussels group +
jihadist peripheral networks

Nodes

202

Density

0.025

Average number of contacts for each node

5

Average value of geodetic distances

4.2

The Table 10 shows the degree centrality scores about the firsts ten actors with a high-degree values (nDegree). Abdelhamid Abaaoud emerged
as the most focal node in the overall network with a value of 20.4% (nDegree=0.20398), while Salah Abdeslam emerged as the second focal node
with a score of 13.4% (nDegree=0.13443). To follow, Khalid Zerkani with
a value of 11.4% (nDegree=0.11443); Khalid el-Bakraoui with 9.5% (nDegree=0.09453); Foued Mohamed Aggad with 9% (nDegree=0.08995); Fabi-
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en Clain and Chérif Kouachi, 8% (nDegree=0.07960 and 0.079463); finally, Chakib Akrouh, Salim Benghalem and Najim Laachraoui, 7% (nDegree=0.06965).
Table 10 - Degree centrality: Paris-Brussels group + jihadist peripheral networks
Rank

Nodes

Degree

nDegree

1

Abdelhamid Abaaoud

0.204

41

2

Salim Benghalem

0.13433

27

3

Khalid Zerkani

0.11443

23

4

Khalid al-Bakraoui

0.09453

19

5

Foued Mohamed Aggad

0.08955

18

6

Fabien Clain

0.07960

16

7

Chérif Kouachi

0.07463

15

8

Chakib Akrouh

0.06965

14

9

Salim Benghalem

0.06965

14

10

Najim Laachraoui

0.06965

14

Concerning the overall distribution of betweenness centrality, the Table
11 shows the first ten actors with a high-betweenness score (nBetweenness),
where the value of Betweenness refers to the extent to which a node lies on
paths between other nodes, instead the normalized value – nBetweenness –
is an adjusted percentage for network size. In this way, the first nodes with
high betweenness represent the actors with a considerable influence within a network in relation to their control over the flows information. In this
case too, Abdelhamid Abaaoud is the most influent node within the network
(nBetweenness=64%), after this in order: Mehdi Nemmouche (nBetweenness=24%); Salim Benghalem (nBetweenness=22%); Fabien Clain (nBetweenness=19%); Foued Mohamed Aggad (nBetweenness=16%); Khalid
Zerkani (nBetweenness=14.6%); Salah Abdeslam (nBetweenness=10.5%);
Khalid el-Bakraoui (nBetweenness=8.05%) Fares Mourad (nBetweenness=7.7%) and Sid Ahmed Ghlam (nBetweenness=7.6%).
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Table 11 - Betweenness centrality: Paris-Brussels group + jihadist peripheral networks
Rank

Nodes

Degree

nDegree

1

Abdelhamid Abaaoud

12846.355

63.912

2

Mehdi Nemmouche

4820.031

23.980

3

Salim Benghalem

4505.881

22.417

4

Fabien Clain

3818.483

18.997

5

Foued Mohamed Aggad

3233.744

16.008

6

Khalid Zerkani

2939.015

14.622

7

Salah Abdeslam

2105.157

10.473

8

Khalid el-Bakraoui

1618.712

8.053

9

Fares Mourad

1549.000

7.706

10

Sid Ahmed Ghlam

1534.469

7.634

Finally, it has been calculated the SNA metrics of centralization which
describe the extent of the overall network centers over a few number of nodes
(Table 12). The betweenness centralization index of 62.63% is very high,
suggesting thus few nodes hold a wide power related to the intermediary positions. On the same way, the closeness centralization index of 36%, this score
indicates that there is a moderate homogeneous dispersion of closeness centrality between actors.
On the other side, the degree centralization index of 18% is very low, this
score suggests that there are an almost equality of influence within network,
or is better to say, an equality in the connectivity, because the interactions
between nodes are homogenous (score closer to zero).
Summarizing, the analysis of centralization indices in relation to the overall network composed by Paris-Brussels group and the jihadist peripheral networks, show mixed scores. In terms of betweenness (62.63%) and closeness
(36%) the network’s centralization is rather high, while in terms of degree
centrality (18%) the network’s centralization is very low.
After that, the interpretation about network’s structure is very important,
in fact with these different scores of centralizations the network appears to be
not extremely hierarchy and nor a full-connected organization but a mix of
the two.
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Table 12 - Centralization indices: Paris-Brussels group + jihadist peripheral networks
Centralisation indices

Score

Percentage

Degree Centrality

0.18

18

Betweenness Centrality

0.6263

62.63

Closeneess Centrality

0.3588

35.88

4.3 Analysis of the strategic-operational terrorist network:
Closeness centrality
As stated before, the purpose of studying the Paris-Brussels terrorist group
with the aggregation of jihadist peripheral networks considers additionally two
main focal points: firstly, the dynamism of the network itself and its changes
within a larger range of time and secondly the incomplete data related to the
connections and actors in the network.
In this way, the double analysis related to the level of action: tactical and
strategic-operational level can be considered a valid evaluation. Indeed, the
analysis of tactical terrorist network highlighted the actors with a key role:
the executors of the attacks and the related coordinators. Some of them were
identified also as strategic-operational players supported by the strategical
analysis.
The strategical analysis differs from tactical analysis in the choice of premises.
The tactical social network analysis is based on the actors with high scores
of degree and betweenness centrality. The tactical network is constituted of
the executors of attacks. Among them we have assumed that individuals who
coordinated the attacks are required to have a lot of connections (leader figures) and to control the information flow (brokering role). In this way, within
the Paris-Brussels network, the coordinating role has been associated to actors
with high scores of degree and betweenness centrality (as said previously: Coordinator = Leader + Gatekeeper).
First of all, to analyze the behavior of the nodes related to the coordinating role within Paris-Bruxelles network, the centrality measures of the overall
network before and after the introduction of jihadist peripheral networks has
been compared. Table 13 shows the comparison of the respective degree and
betweenness centrality related to the tactical (Paris-Bruxelles network) and
strategic-operational analysis (Paris-Bruxelles + jihadist peripheral networks).
Only Abdelhamid Abaaoud presents high scores of degree and betweenness
both in tactical and strategic-operational analysis. Specifically, Abdelhamid
Abaaoud shows a strong increase of betweenness centrality from tactical to
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strategic-operational dimensions (nBetweenness=3164), while the other
actors show a relevant decrease of measures of different intensity.
Table 13 - Degree and betweenness comparison between tactical
and strategical dimensions
11

Coordinators

Tactical Analysis
Paris-Brussels network

12

Strategic Analysis
Paris-Brussels+jihadist
peripheral networks

nDegree %
(rank)11

nBetweenness %
(rank)

nDegree %
(rank)12

nBetweenness %
(rank)

Abdelhamid Abaaoud

38.596 (1)

30.796 (2)

20.40 (1)

63.912 (1)

Salah Abdeslam

43.860 (2)

31.231 (1)

13.43 (2)

10.473 (7)

Khalid el-Bakraoui

33.333 (3)

25.222 (3)

9.453 (4)

8.053 (8)

Ibrahim el-Bakraoui

22.807 (4)

10.466 (5)

6.468 (9)

3.819 (21)

Mohamed Abrini

21.053 (5)

14.882 (4)

5.970 (10)

4.572 (19)

Najim Laachraoui

21.053 (5)

6.553 (8)

6.965 (8)

6.638 (14)

The two diagrams (graph 1 and 2) presented below, report for each coordinator the change in the respective degree and betweenness measures.
These results confirm the purely tactical coordinating role for the actors within Paris-Brussels network, except Abdelhamid Abaaoud who present a tactical-operational coordinating role. This is also confirmed by the descriptive
information available from open sources. Abdelhamid Abaaoud started his
command role with the network of Verviers operating from Turkey and later
from Greece. In this way, Brisard and Jackson (2016) have pointed out as
Abdelhamid Abaaoud was «a leading figure in this French-Belgian network,
directly supervising the deployment from Syria and reception in Western Europe of the Verviers Islamic State team attack, as well as providing them with
operational guidance. Unable to return to Belgium, Abaaoud maintained extensive communications with his accomplices there and played a central and
dominant role in coordinating the Verviers cell’s activities, from operational
security issues to division of labor [...]» (3). On the same way, Daveed Gartenstein-Ross (2016) has confirmed the importance of Abdelhamid Abaaoud
in the role of tactical commander for military operations outside the Syrian-Iraqi territory.
11
12

Ranking based on the total nodes of the network (N=58).
Ranking based on the total nodes of the network (N=202).
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Graph 1

Graph 2

Confirmed the coordinating role of Abdelhamid Abaaoud in relation to
the planning of terrorist attacks, who are the other relevant actors?
As stated before, the premises assumed for tactical analysis, tend to change
if we want to operate within a strategic-operational dimension of the planning. Although nodes, with high scores of degrees and betweenness centrality
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remain relevant, it is necessary consider more relevant the actors who have a
considerable score of betweenness centrality, without necessarily having high
scores of degree centrality. In other words, considering a strategic-operational
level we can assume that «members with high betweenness, hold special interest for terrorist experts because gatekeepers are usually the contact person
between several terrorist groups and play important roles in coordinating terrorist attacks» (Qin et al. 2005, 294). In addition to Abdelhamid Abaaoud the
nodes with significant values of betweenness centrality are presented below:
– Mehdi Nemmouche;
– Salim Benghalem;
– Fabien Clain;
– Foued Mohamed Aggad;
– Khalid Zerkani;
– Salah Abdeslam;
– Khalid el-Bakraoui;
– Fares Mourad;
– Sid Ahmed Ghlam.
Abdelhamid Abaaoud, Mehdi Nemmouche and Salim Benghalem are
closely linked each other. Salim Benghalem has been described by open
sources as one of the top French recruiter and planner of Paris attacks above
Abdelhamid Abaaoud (Webb and Sutton 2016). Additionally, their relevance
within the ranks of the self-proclaimed ISIS emerges from other evidences.
Salim Benghalem known Mehdi Nemmouche in Syria, when they both were
jailers of four French hostages: Didier Francois, Edouard Elias, Pierre Torres
e Nicolas Henin. They were detained in Aleppo between July and December 2013. Nicolas Henin, after his release, asserted that from observation of
the relationships between the jailers, Salim Benghalem possessed a superior
rank (BBC News 2016a). On February 9, 2015, Salim Benghalem appeared
in a videotape titled “From Inside Halab” published by the media branch
al-Hayat Media Center, where the French recruiter Salim Benghalem was
interviewed by British journalist and hostage John Cantlie. In this videotape,
the French recruiter exalted the jihad, inciting other Muslims to defend their
religion becoming lone attackers (MEMRI TV 2015).
According to open sources, Salim Benghalem has been associated with a
coordinating role in the Paris attacks, for instance Daveed Gartenstein-Ross
(2016) highlighted Salim Benghalem as the “commander of Europe” who
would have the task of overseeing tactical commanders like Abdelhamid
Abaaoud. Strategic-operational social network analysis shows for Salim Benghalem a high score of betweenness centrality, then this value represents an
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indication of how this actor was central in relation to the ability to handle the
information and resources, such as foreign fighters.
In this way, we could assert that Salim Beghalem was not a fundamental
representative to the operation – as Commander of Europe – but he was probably a logistical representative in relation to the Paris terrorist attacks. Starting
from the Val-de-Marne network, which gravitated around Salim Benghalem,
it is very likely that he continued the recruitment of jihadists taking vantage
of his influence and contacts spread across the French territory. In this way
the self-proclaimed Islamic State guaranteed a predominant position at Sam
Benghalem for his strong ties with French radical networks. Based on these
observations, it is very likely that Salim Beghalem was a logistical connector
– a recruiting bridge – between the tactical-operational coordination (possessed by Abdelhamid Abaaoud) and strategic-operational coordination. In
any case, we could exclude the role of European coordinator of attacks by
Salim Benghalem.
In addition to Salim Benghalem, Fabien Clain has presented a high score
of betweenness centrality. The open sources have emphasized the possibility
that Abdelhamid Abaaoud was replaced after his death by Fabien Clain, in
fact his voice has been recognized in the audiotape that claimed the Paris terrorist attacks (Webb and Sutton 2016; Gartenstein-Ross 2016). It is clear how
to be a spokesman of so-proclaimed Islamic State is different than holding a
coordinating role. On the same way of Salim Beghalem, Fabien Clain was
specifically a recruiter. After converting to Islamic religion when he was 18,
in 2000 he moved to Toulouse in France, becoming one of the leaders of the
local Salafite movement.
In Toulouse Fabien Clain knows Mohamed Merah on whom he exerts a
strong influence and indoctrination (Piquet 2016).
Three years later, on March 11, 2012, Mohamed Merah killed a French
soldier. Four days later in Montauban he opened fire against a group of soldiers. On March 19, the same year, he attacked the Jewish school in Toulouse
killing three people and injuring others. Few days later, Mohamed Merah
was killed by the authorities during the blitz in his home in Toulouse (Le
Parisien 2015a).
Ultimately, although some open sources have described the significant
role of Fabien Clain within the self-appointed Islamic State there are no evidence that he has somehow directed the attacks in Europe. It would be more
appropriate he had a role of recruitment of Syrian fighters throughout the
french hubs known by Clain himself.
This aspect has indirectly emerged from the terrorist attack perpetrated by
Larossi Abballa on 13 June 2016. Investigations in fact revealed that Abballa
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was led by Rachid Kassim through the instant messaging application Telegram (Magazine Marianne 2016).
In addition, it also emerged that Fabien Clain’s email address had been
found in possession of a relative of Larossi Abballa. Clain’s omnipresence
within the French jihadist network finds a more concise explanation of the
facts if we consider Fabien Clain as a recruiter. Into the Fabien Clain’s most
recent sightings was with his brother Jean-Michel Clain in mid-2016. These
would appear to be non-active in the fight, they have built a community along
with various Toulouse knowledge among which there is brother of Mohamed
Merah (France Inter 2016).
Fares Mourad has a considerable value of betweenness centrality in relation to the Strasbourg network. He also played a major role as a recruiter,
although he was not in connection with the attacks in Paris and Brussels,
Mourad was already jailed in 2014 on his return from Syria because he was
one of the main recruiters of young French foreign fighters (Boutry and Sellami 2016).
As far as the central position of Mehdi Nemmouche and Foued Mohammed Aggad is related to their double link between the Paris network and the
Strasbourg network. In fact, from the available information it is possible to
state with certainty that their role was only marginal and only related to the
execution of the related attacks. The same dynamics includes the position of
Sid Ahmed Glam, in fact he was arrested on April 19, 2015 while he was perpetrating an attack on a church in Villejuif (Val-de-Marne) (L’Express 2016).
Below the representation (Figure 7) of the betweenness centrality along
the y-axis. The representation provides a greater perception of the position
and roles of the various actors in relation to the Paris and Brussels attacks.
Within the large network (Paris-Brussels network + peripheral networks)
we were asked not only what actors played the role of gatekeeper, in other
words the actors who have the ability to filter the information and resources,
but also which actors would be able to convey information and resources in a
quick and varied way. For this reason, within the strategic analysis, in addition
to betwenness it has been calculated the closeness centrality. In according
to Wasserman and Faust (1994) the metric focuses on how close an actor is
central if it can quickly interact with all others, in this way is possible to affirm
«nodes with greater closeness are connected to more individuals. They are
rapid disseminators of information and other communications [...]» (Duval,
Christensen, and Spahiu 2010, 4).
Table 14 shows for the overall network the nodes with high scores of closeness centrality, the range of oscillation between each actor is very small.
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Figure 7 - Pyramidal representation of the positions of the actors –
Betweenness centrality

Table 14 - Closeness centrality: Paris-Brussels network + jihadist peripheral networks
Rank

Nodes

nCloseness

1

Abdelhamid Abaaoud

42.675

2

Salah Abdeslam

35.378

3

Khalid Zerkani

34.447

4

Chakib Akrouh

34.010

5

Mehdi Nemmouche

33.333

6

Fatima Aberkan

33.278

7

Sid Ahmed Ghlam

33.223

8

Ahmad al-Mohammad

33.168

9

Mohammad al-Mahmood

33.168

10

Brahim Abdeslam

33.168

11

Foued Mohamed Aggad

33.114

12

Fabien Clain

33.059

13

Bilal Hadfi

33.005

14

Ibrahim el-Bakraoui

32.897
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15

Mohamed Abrini

32.790

16

Khalid el-Bakraoui

32.630

17

Lazez Abraimi

32.315

18

Sami Amimour

32.212

19

Ismael Omar Mostefai

32.212

20

Nourredine Abraimi

32.006
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4.4 Final analysis of the strategic-operational terrorist network:
Structural holes, roles, positions of the actors
This study set out to utilize the social network analysis in order to clarify the structure and organizational characteristics of overall network behind
the Paris and Brussels terrorist attacks. Considering the tactical and strategic social network analysis utilized in this paper, the related considerations
can be summarized as follows. The global centrality shows two important
structural characteristics. The structural level of hierarchy is moderate at the
tactical level, in other words there is a moderate centralization in the tactical
network, while at the strategic level the global centrality has shown a mixed
result. The overall network composed by Paris-Brussels and the peripheral
networks has shown that the interactions between nodes are homogenous
in terms of connectivity between the actors (low score for degree centralization). At the same time the high score of betweenness centralization shows a
high level of structural constraints between nodes, thus only few nodes hold a
wide power assuming the position of gatekeepers within the overall network.
Finally, the relevant score for closeness centralization has highlighted the
presence of few key nodes which are connected to more individuals, then
they can achieve very quickly other actors to spread information and resources in different ways.
From a communication point of view considering the closeness and betweenness centralization indices the overall network tends to a hierarchy
structure, there were few actors who hold the management power of information and resources in relation to the planning of the attacks. Although the
presence of a low score of degree centralization index could indicate that no
actors influence and dominate all other nodes, became necessary pay attention to interpret that index. Indeed, the centralization indices provide information in structural terms, thus not necessarily, the homologation in terms of
connectivity coincides with the presence of the same capacity for influence
among the network actors. In this way, it is possible to speak in terms of hybrid
structure, where from the structural point of view the organizational form
of the group behind the terrorist attacks in Paris and Brussels is a networked
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structure strictly speaking, or we can also consider this in terms of reticular
structure. In the same time, within this reticular structure a hierarchical decision-making and management structure is set up as deducted by betweenness
and closeness centralization indices scores.
More specifically, through the analysis of the local centrality were identified the actors who composed the central hub and led the terrorist attacks.
Abdelhamid Abaaoud can be defined as tactical-operational coordinator of
the Paris-Brussels attacks, in fact he scores a high degree and betweenness
centrality in the tactical analysis and highest score for degree and betweenness centrality in the strategic analysis. He also scores highest for closeness
centrality, which shows that he is the actor who had the best capacity of reaching a large quantity of supporter in the net. At the same time, the tactical
central hub was formed by Salah Abdeslam, Khalid el-Bakraoui, Ibrahim
el-Bakraoui, Najim Laachraoui, Mohamed Abrini, although they maintain
a relevant importance, their degree and betweenness scores decrease in relation to the strategic analysis, showing how their coordinating function was
limited to the tactical dimension of the attacks.
As previously explained, to reinforce these considerations we have analyzed the structural holes in relation to the Paris-Brussels network and the
peripheral networks.
Table 15 - Structural holes measures of the Paris-Brussels network
+ jihadist peripheral network
Nodes

EffSize

Efficiency

Constraint

Hierarchy

Abdelhamid Abaaoud

36.268

0.885

0.076

0.033

Khalid Zerkani

20.217

0.879

0.122

0.059

Salah Abdeslam

21.593

0.800

0.123

0.039

Khalid el-Bakraoui

15.526

0.817

0.168

0.103

Najim Laachraoui

11.857

0.874

0.186

0.105

Foued Mohamed Aggad

10.889

0.605

0.189

0.007

Fabien Clain

12.500

0.781

0.206

0.085

Salim Benghalem

10.714

0.765

0.222

0.058

Mohamed Abrini

9167

0.764

0.232

0.068

Chakib Akrouh

7.714

0.551

0.250

0.048

Ibrahim el-Bakraoui

8.538

0.657

0.254

0.070

Bilal Hadfi

6.231

0.479

0.261

0.018

Mohammad al-Mahmood

4.833

0.403

0.299

0.035
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Ahmad al-Mohammad

4.833

0.404

0.299

0.035

Brahim Abdeslam

4.167

0.347

0.300

0.017

Fares Mourad

4.200

0.420

0.321

0.036

Sami Amimour

2.600

0.260

0.351

0.020

Ismael Omar Mostefai

2.600

0.260

0.351

0.020

The table 15 shows the relative measures of the structural holes about
the overall network. The nodes have been ranked according to Constraint
value, the actor with a lower score of constraint is precisely Abdelhamid
Abaaoud (Cs=0.076) which is also associated with the highest value of Efficiency (Ef=0.885). This result points out the key role of Abaaoud relating
to the coordination of resources, information and the exercise of power over
one’s neighborhood. On the contrary, actors who have directly perpetrated
the attacks in Paris on 13 November 2015, show the highest value of Constraint and then low scores of Efficiency. In order to achieve a greater understanding, are reported in the table 16 the metrics regarding the main actors
are in relation to the C2, with the associated role (coordinator, logistical coordinator, recruiter and attacker) and the dimension in which actors operated
(i.e., strategic, operational and tactical dimension) in the Paris and Brussels
attacks planning.
Table 16 - Dimensions, roles and metrics about key nodes of the network

13

13

Nodes

Dimension

Role13

nDegree

nBetweenness

nCloseness

Abdelhamid
Abaaoud

Strategicoperational

General
coordinator

20.40

63.912

42.675

Salah
Abdeslam

Tacticaloperational

Logistical
coordinator*

13.43

10.473

35.378

Khalid elBakraoui

Tacticaloperational

Logistical
coordinator*

9.453

8.053

32.630

Ibrahim elBakraoui

Tacticaloperational

Logistical
coordinator*

6.468

3.819

32.897

Najim
Laachraoui

Tacticaloperational

Logistical
coordinator*

6.965

6.638

31

Mohamed
Abrini

Tactical

Logistical
coordinator *

5.970

4.572

32.790

Asterisk identifies those actors who were also attacker.
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Foued Mohamed Aggad

Tactical

Attacker

8.955

16.088

33.114

Chakib Akrou

Tactical

Attacker

6.965

2.570

34.010

Bilal Hadfi

Tactical

Attacker

6.468

2.376

33.005

Mohammad
al-Mahmood

Tactical

Attacker

5.970

0.790

33.168

Brahim
Abdeslam

Tactical

Attacker

5.970

0.616

33.168

Ismail Omar
Mostefai

Tactical

Attacker

4.975

0.495

32.212

Sami Amimour

Tactical

Attacker

4.975

0.495

32.212

Ahmad
al-Mohammad

Tactical

Attacker

5.970

0.790

33.168

Salim
Benghalem

Strategicoperational

Recruiter

6.965

22.417

27.199

Fabien Clain

Tacticaloperational

Recruiter

7.960

18.997

33.059

Khalid Zerkani

Tactical

Recruiter

11.443

14.622

34.447

Fares Mourad

Tacticaloperational

Recruiter

4.975

7.706

25.703

Finally, a 3d scatter-plot (Graph 3) has been developed with the aim to
show the metrics on the different axis (x = nDegree, y = nBetweenness, z =
nCloseness) related to the actors listed in the table 16. This visualization method emerged very useful to visualize the command and control chain; infact it
can be observed which actor assumed the role of general coordinator (Abdelhamid Abaaoud) tends a position towards the upper right corner of the space. On
the contrary, when the actor has a role associated with the tactical dimension
he tends to the position towards the lower left corner. The actors who are less
subject to this logic are Salim Benghalem and Fares Mourad, however their
position in the space is related to their minimal roles in the planning of Paris
and Brussels attacks. On the same way, Khalid Zerkani and Fabien Clain have
a relevant position in the scatter plot. Although they did not participate directly
in the planning of the terrorist attacks, during the years their work in terms of
recruitment has been so remarkable to influence in a preponderant way the
real possibility of implementation of future Paris and Brussels attacks. For last,
Foued Mohammed Aggad has been considered into the scatter-plot as outlier
in relation to his participation in both the Strasbourg cell and the Paris-Brussels
network.
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In conclusion, it has been represented another scatter-plot (Graph 4) related
to the structural holes’ analysis, where on X-axis is reported the Constraint while
on the Y-axis is reported the Efficiency (the actors are differentiated in relation to
the associated roles).
Paris-Brussels network with the relative peripheral networks in relation to the
degree and betweenness centralities are reported below in figures 9 and 10.
Graph 3 - 3D Scatter-plot related to roles and positions of the actors

Graph 4 - Structural holes – Role and position of the nodes
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5. Conclusions, limitations and perspective
This study has analyzed the morphologic and functional structure of the
network related to the Paris-Brussel terrorist attacks. Utilizing the social network analysis has been possible to highlight the key actors within the network
and their related roles. After that, considering the marginal networks which
during the years gravitated around the Paris-Brussels group, it has been possible to delineate the overall structure of the jihadist network related to ISIS
and the Paris-Brussels network’s behavior within a strategic vision (Paris-Brussels group with the peripheral networks) in addition to the tactical dimension
(Paris-Brussels group). In this way, the H2 e H3 hypotheses concerning the
usefulness of local and global centrality measures for the study of functional
and morphological structure has been amply corroborated.
On one side, the local centrality measures underline the presence of a
strict command and control chain within the tactical-operational dimension
of planning with a pyramidal functional structure with a single general coordinator at the top and specific key positions below. The pyramidal functional
structure refers to the presence of a hierarchical decision-making structure
within the overall network. On other side, the global centrality highlighted
that the network tends to a reticular structure and not a pyramidal structure
strictly speaking. In this way, the analysis has shown the presence of a reticular structure tending to an «edge organization» (Alberts and Hayes 2005).
Thus, the presence of a reticular structure with a centralized decision-making
reflects the presence of a hybrid structure. The figure 8 shows some simple
models of three different organization structures. The hybrid organization
can be considered as a mix between the traditional hierarchical command
and control and a full edge organization.
Figure 8

Source: Grant 2014, 199
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Firstly, the edge organization permits to increase the speed of the command function14 over a strong network grid. Moreover, within a networked
structure, the connections do not move only from the top to bottom as in a
traditional hierarchical command and control chain, but in all directions.
Secondly, within this type of organizational structure the decision-making
system is unitary and not a peer-to-peer system typical of fully-connected organizations.
In this way, this analysis permits to underline a crucial aspect of the studies about SNA. It is necessary differentiate between the functional analysis,
which refers to the role analysis, the positional study of the nodes within the
network (the determination of the key players) and how they relate to each
other, and the structural analysis of an actor that refers to the connectivity
between nodes and not necessarily the ability to influence and direct other
nodes. In this sense, as asserted by Wasserman and Faust (1994), the connectivity is a measure of the cohesiveness of a graph. A graph is cohesive if there
are frequent and numerous paths between pairs of nodes, however the connectivity does not provide any indication of the content of the relationship
between two nodes, the direction of the relationship, or taking into account
the analysis discussed here, the direction of the command function through
the graph. Thus, the first hypothesis (H1) concerning the presence of a highly hierarchical and centralized network behind Paris and Brussels attacks was
partially corroborated.
From the tactical-strategic analysis and the cross-analysis with open sources it has been possible to identify different actors and roles who conducted
various activities.
As already pointed out, the strategic analysis allowed to verify the behavior
of the nodes that emerged as focal points within the tactical analysis. In this
way it was possible to consider the relevance of the actor and his role within
both dimensions.
The considerations of peripheral networks have highlighted some actors
who were just supporters subsequently they developed over time into key
members in relation to the Paris-Brussel attacks. For example, the role of the
Zerkani cell emerged as fundamental. In fact, Khalid Zerkani has recruited
most of all actors who later participated in the planning and implementation
of the Paris and Brussels attacks.
In conclusion, this research represents one of the few attempts to study
the command and control (C2) related to a terrorist attack through social
14

The command function is generally defined as «the authority vested in an individual of the
armed forces for the direction, coordination, and control of military forces» (Builder, Bankes,
and Nordin 1999, xiii).
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network analysis. Moreover, it is one of the few studies that aims to investigate
the jihadist network linked to ISIS through the SNA. The analysis of C2 is
very important to understand the model of communication utilized within a
terrorist network for visualizing different strategic options to fragment a terrorist group in the future. However, this study is not exempt from limitations.
In according to V. Krebs (2002) the main limitations concern three problems
to be consider to analyze a dark network. Firstly, the fuzzy boundaries concern the difficult of deciding who or not include in the network; secondly,
there is always a problem of incompleteness, in other words the inevitability
of missing nodes and connections that the researcher cannot know. Indeed,
the main information about the graph are collected from open sources; thirdly, any graph usually is analyzed in its static form however the networks are
dynamic and change continuously.
Furthermore, the definition of the roles is the cross-product of the analysis with the SNA but also a set of decisions on descriptive considerations of
events and information available. It is evident that this research is based on
the intersection of qualitative information processed by open sources and
the quantitative data – the results of statistical analysis of networks-. This represents an added value but at the same time a sort of gray area.
Another data limitation is due to the inexistent information about direction, strength or nature of the ties. It is extremely useful to consider the weight
of family ties of a terrorist network, indeed several recent terrorist attacks involved family members participating in the same tactical cells. For instance,
in the Charlie Hebdo attack we had the brothers Saïd and Chérif Kouachi;
in the Paris attacks we had the brothers Brahim and Salah Abdeslam; in the
Brussels attacks we had the brothers Ibrahim and Khalid El Bakraoui, tied
also with their cousin Osama Ahmad Mohammad Atar, a strategic coordinator. In earlier times, the Boston attack was perpetrated by Tsarnaev brothers,
while the San Bernardino attack was perpetrated by Tashfeen Malik – Syed
Rizwan Farook, wife and husband. In this perspective, the consideration of
family ties could help to provide some “preventive” identification drivers to
monitor other future plots.
In conclusion, for future researches the analysis of the command and
control system (C2s) of terrorist organizations should be explored within the
use of the SNA, especially in reference to terrorist attacks. SNA became a
necessary method to understand the characteristics of a network. The entire
master’s thesis of the author considers other methods to investigate C2, such
as the NATO SAS-050 model and the N-Squared diagram. The exploration
and crossing different studies on dark networks is fundamental to keep the
monitoring on the evolution of terrorist organizations, therefore to better understand these organizations also in relation to counter-terrorism actions.
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Figure 9 - Degree centrality: Paris-Brussels network + jihadist peripheral network
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Figure 10 - Betweenness centrality: Paris-Brussels network
+ jihadist peripheral network
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Abstract
During 2017 the Islamic State (IS) had to cope with the fall of its main strongholds. Moreover, the
crisis that followed the loss of Raqqa (October 2017) resulted in a huge drop of communication
and propaganda materials. This resulted in an almost comatose state of the IS communication
apparatus: the official propaganda was reduced dramatically after the fall of Raqqa and Marawi and
it had to be kept alive by an “iron lung” consisted above all in the al-Naba gazzette and the Amaq
Agency. Meanwhile, unofficial authors entered the fray with their own production, thus keeping IS
communication active – although not at the same level as the official media majors – until late 2017
when IS climbed out of its crisis both on the quantitative and the qualitative levels. The analysis
aims to delineate IS communication efforts from mid 2017 to early 2018 focusing in particular on
the Inside the Khilafah video series. It tries also to look at the potential evolution of the IS state for
what concerns its legacy and heritage and how this could enhance the threats posed not just by
terrorism but by the wide spectrum of extremism.
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1. Introduzione
All’apice della sua fase territoriale, Stato islamico (IS) è stato in grado di gestire la produzione di migliaia di prodotti su molteplici piattaforme – foto e video,
banner e magazine oltre a una presenza e attività sui social media estremamente
pervasiva. Sul campo di battaglia, una delle priorità di IS era l’installazione di
major mediatiche: a distanza di quattro anni dalla proclamazione del califfato nel
2014, la maggior parte di queste case mediatiche non risultano più operative e la
produzione di materiale ufficiale sembra essersi ridotto progressivamente a poche
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centinaia negli ultimi mesi del 20171. Eppure, nonostante i numerosi proclami
di vittoria da parte delle diverse fazioni anti-IS, il califfato riesce ancora non solo a
resistere ma anche a colpire obiettivi sensibili in diversi teatri operativi.
Per comprendere come si sia giunti a questa situazione, nel presente articolo
ci si focalizzerà sulla storia recente di Stato Islamico in seguito alla sua sconfitta
a Mosul attraverso quelle che potrebbero essere considerate come tre distinte fasi
comunicative:
– La fase territoriale considera brevemente lo scenario compreso tra la caduta di
Mosul nel giugno 2017 e quella di Raqqa e Marawi ad ottobre, corrispondente cioè alla spirale discendente dell’apparato statale;
– La fase semiletargica/autarchica analizza i due poli di attività di Stato Islamico
dal punto di vista ufficiale e da quello dei contributi spontanei, veri breadwinner della comunicazione tra la metà di ottobre e la fine di dicembre 2017;
– La fase di ripresa e rilancio comunicativo comprende l’incremento di attività
ufficiale di Stato Islamico dalle ultime settimane del 2017 ai primi mesi del
2018.
Tra la seconda e la terza fase ci si concentrerà in particolare su un prodotto
scarsamente analizzato dalla pubblicistica che però costituisce un perno fondamentale per comprendere la strategia comunicativa di Stato Islamico. Tale prodotto è la serie Inside the Khilafah, l’unico contributo video ad essere stato presente attraverso tutta la spirale discendente del califfato fino ad ora. Verrà sottolineato
in particolare il suo costituire un trait d’union fra le tre fasi sopra descritte, mostrando come i suoi topoi e messaggi siano cambiati al mutare delle condizioni
pur conservando alcune caratteristiche costanti. Infine, la terza fase analizzerà
diversi indicatori che denotano non solo una ripresa ma anche un rilancio mediatico da parte di IS, proponendo inoltre una possibile direzione della sua eredità.

2. La progressiva perdita del territorio: la comunicazione
nel periodo compreso tra la caduta di Mosul e quelle di
Raqqa e Marawi
Benché tra le più sanguinose e difficili operazioni militari, la sconfitta a Mosul
ha paradossalmente rappresentato per Stato Islamico una delle fonti di propaganda più significative. Le numerose infografiche, le foto, i video e i magazine hanno
celebrato per mesi le gesta dei mujahedin e IS ha sfruttato l’assedio per rendere
la città un palcoscenico non solo durante gli attacchi della coalizione ma anche
in seguito alla sua caduta. La conquista della città filippina di Marawi nel maggio
2017 ha certamente infuso nuova linfa nella comunicazione IS: ben due episodi

1

Per una disamina più ampia su questa ripresa si rimanda al paragrafo 4.
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della serie Inside the Khilafa sono dedicati alle azioni militari nella regione, così
come il decimo numero di Rumiyah2 è stato intitolato “The Jihad in East Asia”.
L’attenzione per l’elemento territoriale è ben espresso dalla cura e nella ripetizione di messaggi tesi a glorificare i “martiri” di Mosul e le nuove conquiste
nel sud-est asiatico: tale scelta tuttavia sembra essere andata a discapito della comunicazione inerente gli attacchi avvenuti al di fuori dei fronti immediati. Gli
attentati a Barcellona del 17 agosto, pur essendo stati usati come copertina per
l’edizione mensile di Rumiyah, hanno beneficiato di uno spazio e considerazione inferiori rispetto a quanto avvenuto per esempio negli anni precedenti per gli
attacchi in Francia o in Belgio. Anche gli attentati nei giorni immediatamente
successivi a La Rambla non hanno trovato una sponda ideale nella comunicazione ufficiale: al contrario, tale supporto è giunto da quella non ufficiale, con
la produzione spontanea di prodotti semplici e inneggianti ad ulteriori attacchi
in Europa. Nemmeno il lungo discorso di al-Baghdadi a fine settembre è riuscito
a risollevare quello che pareva un lento declinare della produzione mediatica.
L’imponente macchina propagandistica di IS a tre mesi dalla caduta di Mosul
appariva quindi l’ombra di quello che era un anno prima: dati riportati dalla Global Coalition against Daesh indicano come i livelli di produzione mediatica nel
mese di ottobre 2017 fossero inferiori dell’’85% rispetto ad agosto 20153, contando
inoltre la mancanza di un prodotto come il magazine Rumiyah – essenziale per
raggiungere tutta quella fascia di supporter non arabofoni.

3. La fase semi letargica/autarchica: l’offensiva della
comunicazione non ufficiale
La perdita di Raqqa in Siria e Marawi nelle Filippine nello stesso giorno (17
ottobre 2017) ha segnato profondamente Stato Islamico su almeno due livelli.
Il primo è evidentemente relativo alla dimensione militare, con la caduta delle
due roccaforti che ancora davano un riferimento territoriale certo; il secondo
guarda invece al duro colpo subito dal mito del califfato e alla sua propaganda.
La conquista e la resistenza da parte di IS nella città filippina era infatti diventata
una linea narrativa che controbilanciava il continuo avanzare delle forze della
coalizione anti-IS nella regione siro-irachena; il suo apparato mediatico si è trovato quindi in una situazione insostenibile per la continuazione della credibilità di
uno “stato” radicato sul territorio. Il 17 ottobre 2017 costituisce pertanto lo spartiacque simbolico tra quella che abbiamo definito come fase territoriale e il capitolo successivo. Tale processo di transizione è stato di breve durata – circa due
2

Magazine ufficiale di Stato Islamico subentrato al precedente Dabiq dopo che forze ostili al
califfato hanno conquistato l’omonima cittadina.
3
Dal sito ufficiale: http://theglobalcoalition.org/en/maps-stats/#.
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mesi – ma ha permesso di individuare i primi frutti che il califfato ha impiantato
nel web e nelle menti dei suoi supporter. Questo interregno tende infatti a presentare una duplice denominazione: semi letargica e anarchica, caratterizzata da
una presenza minima di prodotti ufficiali IS a dalla contemporanea “esplosione”
di contenuti realizzati da singoli esponenti o sezioni.
3.1 Fase semi letargica
Questa fase rappresenta una sorta di unicum nella storia di Stato Islamico,
quanto meno dal momento della sua proclamazione ufficiale nel 2014. Due importanti eccezioni in tal senso riguardano l’agenzia ufficiosa Amaq – la quale si
concentrerà sul reclamare attacchi al di fuori del territorio europeo – e il gazzettino settimanale al-Naba. Questi medium hanno costituito il polmone d’acciaio della comunicazione ufficiale di Stato Islamico in questi mesi, in grado di
suggerire un’idea di continuità e azione da parte di un califfato privato della sua
intrinseca narrativa territoriale.
Tutto questo ha avuto delle ricadute sui sostenitori i quali hanno rischiato di
veder mancare i punti fermi della presenza di Stato Islamico nel Web: tuttavia
questi hanno continuato a cercare tali punti fermi – Rumiyah, al-Naba, Amaq
e così discorrendo – così come gli utenti interessati al tema nel loro complesso,
dove sono sempre state loro fornite in abbondanza e quindi “abituati” a cercare.
Una semplice analisi dei trend di ricerca di Google nel periodo immediatamente
pre e post l’attentato a Manhattan del 31 ottobre 2017 può in tal senso essere
indicativo4:
Trend degli interessi di ricerca tra il 27 ottobre (h.23) e il 3 novembre (h.23)

4

Ricerca effettuata su Google Trends il 4 novembre 2017: https://trends.google.it/trends/
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Nel grafico riportato si può osservare come nell’immediatezza dell’attentato l’interesse della ricerca sia stata rivolto principalmente ad Amaq e a Rumiyah, sebbene quest’ultimo sia un magazine e non un’agenzia di comunicati. Eppure è da questi due – e soprattutto dal secondo – che gli utenti hanno
cercato di reperire informazioni. Al-Naba ha comprensibilmente conosciuto
una maggiore attenzione dopo l’uscita del numero 104, contenente la rivendicazione dell’attacco, ma l’interesse è rapidamente calato, forse in ragione
proprio della sua diversa impostazione e minore accessibilità. Lungi dall’essere una cartina al tornasole, anche per le diverse variabili cui è soggetto, questo
grafico può in ogni caso fornire un indizio per comprendere il mutare dell’interesse e del modus operandi non del califfato ma dell’audience rispetto alla
riorganizzazione di quest’ultimo in campo comunicativo, elemento sempre
più importante se si desidera osservare gli effetti di IS non solo nel presente
ma anche della sua eredità.
A un pubblico quindi in cerca di riscontri, Stato Islamico ha risposto con
un numero estremamente limitato di prodotti e con azioni poco incisive ma
anche con alcuni contributi di particolare rilevanza, soprattutto tra fine novembre e dicembre 2017. Questo risalire la china ha visto la pubblicazione
di prodotti su cui IS ha massicciamente investito, quali Flames of War II e
l’episodio VI della serie Inside the Khilafah: questi tuttavia sono sembrati più
gli ultimi singulti di una califfato morente più che un ritorno vero e proprio,
come dimostra anche la scarsa attenzione (o capacità) dedicata a cavalcare
due importanti attentati come quelli che hanno colpito Manhattan il 31 ottobre e l’11 dicembre, rivendicati da Amaq (il primo) e da al-Naba tre giorni
dopo (il secondo).
3.2 Fase autarchica
La vera protagonista di questo periodo è stata la comunicazione spontanea.
In mancanza di una propaganda costante e consistente come quella ufficiale, i
sostenitori spontanei sono stati i breadwinner della comunicazione IS da ottobre
fino a dicembre 2017: una risposta caotica, diffusa, quasi una reazione “di pancia” a quella che i media tradizionali presentavano come la fine del califfato. I
prodotti di questa comunicazione sono stati per lo più di bassa qualità, banner
composti da fotomontaggi semplici e pubblicati senza un coordinamento preciso. Tuttavia è innegabile la loro costanza e virulenza, oltre che la loro risonanza.
Rimasti “orfani” delle major di IS, i supporter hanno cercato di ricalcare il successo del “genitore” Stato Islamico non tanto dal punto di vista tecnico quanto
ideologico: infatti le immagini prodotte raffigurano per lo più minacce e inviti
a colpire l’Occidente, dimostrando quindi una prima selezione dei temi da proporre in base ai messaggi interiorizzati e declinati secondo il gusto e le capacità
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dell’autore. L’aspetto forse più interessante in tal senso è l’evoluzione che tale
percorso non coordinato ha intrapreso nell’arco di poche settimane, osservando
le tematiche e le componenti utilizzate nella produzione dei banner. Come
quadro generale si può osservare una concentrazione su un numero ridotto di
temi ricorrenti quali eventi dal significativo peso specifico o personaggi famosi.
Il gravitare attorno a un tema ha dato quindi vita a un corrispettivo filone narrativo il cui successo poteva essere rilevato – ad esempio – dal numero di prodotti
successivi ad esso ispirati. Per esempio, uno dei primi si è focalizzato sul minacciare i mondiali di calcio che si terranno in Russia nel 2018: il banner risale circa
alla metà di ottobre 2017 ed è stato prodotto da Wafa’ Media Foundation, casa
mediatica non ufficiale principe di questa fase comunicativa. A breve distanza
sono seguite altre immagini che ritraevano personaggi famosi del calcio sotto
minaccia– ad esempio l’autore al-Hifawi ha compiuto un fotomontaggio nel
quale il calciatore portoghese Cristiano Ronaldo è disteso con un coltello alla
gola; sulla stessa scia sono emersi banner con Lionel Messi e Didier Deschamps,
rispettivamente un calciatore argentino e il commissario tecnico della nazionale
francese; altri ancora hanno preso di mira il brasiliano Neymar e lo spagnolo Sergio Ramos. Dalla metà di novembre uno dei temi di maggior successo
ha interessato Roma e il Vaticano, anche in relazione all’approssimarsi delle
festività natalizie e di fine anno. Wafa’ Media Foundation ha prodotto diversi
banner riguardanti sia Roma che Papa Francesco, riscuotendo un’ampia eco
tra media e siti di informazione che hanno amplificato e dato per imminente
un attacco5; l’autore Adnani ha pubblicato un banner subito dopo l’accensione
dell’Hannukkah a metà dicembre 2017 davanti alla Porta di Brandeburgo a Berlino, estendendo la minaccia anche alla comunità ebraica; al-Hifawi ha diffuso
un altro banner ambientato a New York con Babbo Natale in versione jihadista. Se quest’ultimo potrebbe far sorridere, si pensi che proprio questo banner
è stato apprezzato da Everitt Aaron Jameson, l’aspirante attentatore statunitense
che si era dichiarato pronto a compiere un assalto al Pier 39 di San Francisco.
Tale apprezzamento espresso tramite Facebook è stato citato all’interno degli

5

Franco Grilli, Jihadisti minacciano il Papa: così decapitano Francesco, Il Giornale,
17/11/2017, http://www.ilgiornale.it/news/mondo/jihadisti-minacciano-papa-cos-decapitanofrancesco-1464499.html. Più breve e “drammatico” quanto riportato da Libero nell’articolo
“Terrorismo islamico, Rita Katz: “Italia in pericolo a Natale, la minaccia dell’Isis” disponibile
all’indirizzo
http://www.liberoquotidiano.it/news/italia/13281305/terrorismo-islamico-ritakatz-site-italia-attacco-natale-vaticano-san-pietro.html. Per una disamina più approfondita si
rimanda a Daniele Plebani, Nuove minacce contro Italia e Vaticano? Distinguere tra “lupi” e
sciacalli, ITSTIME, 24/11/2017, http://www.itstime.it/w/nuove-minacce-contro-italia-e-vaticano-distinguere-tra-lupi-e-sciacalli-by-daniele-plebani/
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atti processuali6: un chiaro esempio di come sia necessario non sottovalutare
la produzione di materiale non ufficiale e la sua influenza sui sostenitori. Altri
banner, infine, hanno ripreso locandine di videogiochi (come l’autore United
Cyber Caliphate con il gioco Call of Duty: Ghost) e film (come al-Hifawi con il
film London has Fallen) per creare fotomontaggi.
Una delle note più interessanti riguarda la riproposizione di specifici elementi nella composizione delle immagini. La scelta di tali elementi con una
frequenza sempre maggiore potrebbe indicare, da una parte, la ricerca di notorietà, riproponendo alcune componenti visive ritenute di maggior successo,
dall’altra forme di allineamento volte a ottenere riconoscimento tra “pari”. Questo convergere verso l’elezione di specifici canoni, gravitando intorno a temi e
stili comuni potrebbe essere il prodromo di un linguaggio iconografico comune
tra i diversi autori e – nel tempo – alla possibile formazione di forme embrionali
di comunità virtuali. Uno degli elementi più ricorrenti e di maggior successo in
tal senso è stata per esempio la figura del jihadista preso di spalle7.

6

18 agosto 2017

20 ottobre 2017

22 novembre 2017

14 dicembre 2017

19 dicembre 2017

22 dicembre 2017

U.S. District Court, Criminal Complaint: Unites States of America vs Everitt Aaron Jameson,
Eastern District of California, p.3, 22/12/2017, chrome-extension://oemmndcbldboiebfnladdacbdfmadadm/https://www.justice.gov/opa/press-release/file/1020676/download
7
Le immagini sono solo alcuni esempi dell’impiego della figura girata di spalle e provengono
da canali Telegram come De State Headlines e da autori come Wafa’ Media Foundation.
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Questa figura è rimasta in uso anche dopo il crollo della comunicazione
spontanea intorno all’inizio del 2018. Per esempio, è stata raffigurata all’interno
della locandina del video-montaggio We see it nigh del gruppo pro-IS Al-Abd
al-Faqir, ritraente un’operazione jihadista a Parigi e poi ripresa per celebrare gli
attacchi di Carcassonne e Trébes del 24 marzo 2018, così come un ulteriore
banner del 28 marzo, We want Paris before Rome:
6 febbraio 2018

28 marzo 2018

4. Il filo rosso della comunicazione IS 2017-2018: la serie
Inside the Khilafah
Il tracollo territoriale e comunicativo di Stato Islamico negli ultimi mesi
del 2017 spinge a riconsiderare la sua propaganda e gli strumenti utilizzati
per diffonderla. Tra le diverse lenti utilizzate per leggere la comunicazione di
IS in questi anni la più utilizzata è sicuramente quella focalizzata sui social
media: veloci, con grande capacità di impatto su un numero esponenziale di
followers, facilmente riproponibili nel momento in cui gli account dovessero
essere cancellati, i post hanno sicuramente contrassegnato l’ascesa di IS e
segnalato la sua capacità di comprensione e utilizzo degli ultimi trovati in
fatto di social technology.
Una seconda prospettiva guarda alla pubblicazione di magazine, diversi
per lingua e successivamente radunati in un unico prodotto come nel caso di
Dabiq e in seguito Rumiyah. Tuttavia i due approcci sopra citati si basano su
una concezione di IS visto ancora nella sua fase territoriale, quando cioè le
migliaia di account attivi su Twitter o Facebook non erano ancora bersaglio
di specifici e continui provvedimenti (intensificatisi in maniera esponenziale
nel corso del 2017) e quando la board editoriale di Rumiyah poteva ancora
pubblicare il suo prodotto. Ferma restando la necessità di proseguire nel loro
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monitoraggio8, si ritiene necessario cercare i segnali di continuità in un altro
settore che possa indicare il “filo di Arianna” che IS sta usando per tornare
alla sua audience, seppur in modalità diverse rispetto al passato.
Tale lente è stata individuata nella serie video “Inside the Khilafah” (ItK).
La scelta è ricaduta su ItK per tre motivi: primo, è un prodotto ufficiale di IS
e pertanto frutto diretto di scelte strategiche e operative dei vertici; secondo,
è l’unico prodotto video presente ininterrottamente – seppur con pubblicazione a cadenza non regolare – da subito dopo caduta di Mosul ai primi mesi
del 2018; terzo, è quello che più ha conservato il trademark dell’età dell’oro
della comunicazione IS, con alta definizione, disponibilità in più lingue e
pubblicizzato su diverse piattaforme ufficiali.
Il primo capitolo è stato diffuso il 28 luglio 2017, pochi giorni dopo la
presa di Mosul da parte delle forze irachene. Tuttavia l’idea di mostrare il califfato dall’interno risale a tre anni prima, quando alla serie Lend me your ears
presentata da John Cantlie subentrano i video Inside ‘Ayn al-Islam, From inside Mosul e From inside Halab9. Le tre serie presentano alcune differenze per
quanto riguarda il format, la regia e lo scopo, come anche la casa mediatica
di riferimento. Sia Lend me your ears che gli altri video citati, invece, hanno
in comune il prigioniero/presentatore Cantlie, così come l’obiettivo: fornire
uno strumento di controinformazione e contronarrativa rispetto alla vulgata
occidentale sulla vita nel califfato e nelle sue roccaforti di confine – come nel
caso di Kobane. Non vi è dubbio che la condizione del giornalista britannico,
volutamente mostrata come sospesa tra la vita e la morte, abbia accresciuto
enormemente l’appeal del prodotto quasi fosse una serie tv a puntate nella
quale lo spettatore non sa se il protagonista verrà giustiziato o meno e aspetta
la prossima puntata per conoscerne la sorte: questo è valido soprattutto per
Lend me your ears, quando il giornalista veste una delle divise arancioni divenute ormai parte dell’iconografia della comunicazione jihadista. D’altra
parte i suoi reportage sul campo nei tre video in esterna lo vedono in abiti
comuni, con capelli e a volta barba cresciuti, intento a passeggiare al mercato
o guidare una moto della polizia, non risparmiando qualche battuta diretta ai
droni statunitensi che vengono avvistati: un utilizzo quindi completamente
diverso del prigioniero10. È importante inoltre notare come a firma di Cantlie
8

Sebbene Rumiyah sembri essersi fermata a settembre 2017, la ricerca tramite la pubblicazione di magazine può ancora analizzare il settimanale IS al Naba; se gli account sul Web
continuano ad essere cancellati è altrettanto possibile guardare ai “post” della fonte, ovvero
alle rivendicazioni tramite l’agenzia Amaq.
9
Altri video hanno mostrato l’interno del califfato ma nessuno con in più video conseguenti
con un progetto coerente.
10
Si veda Marco Lombardi, IS 2.0 e molto altro: il progetto di comunicazione del califfato, in Monica Maggioni e Paolo Magri, Twitter e Jihad: la comunicazione dell’Isis, ISPI, Edizioni Epokè, 2015.
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siano stati pubblicati diversi articoli in molteplici occasioni, un primo segno
tangibile di marketing orizzontale tra i prodotti del califfato11. L’esperimento
quindi è stato un indubbio successo, arrivando a fare del giornalista una sorta
di anchorman di IS. Tuttavia entrambi i format non ebbero seguito né è stato
possibile accertare la sorte di Cantlie: altri presentatori faranno la loro comparsa in più video ma nessuno replicherà quanto svolto sfruttando la figura
del giornalista inglese12.
Dall’ultima puntata dello “show” di Cantlie alla prima di Inside the Khilafah sono passati due anni durante i quali molto è cambiato sul piano della
strategia e delle condizioni nelle quali IS si trova ad operare. La nuova serie
eredita il nome ma non le modalità della prima: più che una contronarrativa,
Inside sembra assurgere progressivamente a voce principale di IS nella forma
di video, abbracciando molteplici temi cari al califfato. La serie viene infatti
pubblicizzata sugli ultimi due numeri di Rumiyah e continua ad essere segnalata su al Naba, entrambi fonti ufficiali di IS. Non solo: in Rumiyah, lo
spazio pubblicitario di Inside spesso occupa interamente la terza pagina, ossia
la sezione ove solitamente il califfato segnalava i suoi video di punta. Specie
in un momento di crisi come quello seguito alla caduta di Mosul, IS ha scelto
di accantonare momentaneamente altri prodotti per pubblicizzare un messaggio unico e fare in modo che venisse recepito sia all’interno che all’esterno
del califfato. Una certa omogeneità percorre infatti la maggior parte delle sue
puntate – caratteristiche costanti infatti sono l’alta definizione grafica, l’essere sempre disponibile in inglese ed arabo e la casa mediatica, al Hayat Media.
Alla prima puntata ne sono seguite altre sei13:

11

Ad esempio “Meltdown”, pubblicato sul sesto numero di Dabiq.
Come il filippino Abu ‘Uqayl nei video “Inside the Khilafa 3” e in “Abandoning your State”
oppure come il pediatra Abu Yusuf al-Australi in due video (aprile 2015 e luglio 2017) o ancora
come il jihadista dall’accento nordamericano in Flames of War I e II. Cantlie verrà ripreso in
ulteriori video nel 2016.
13
La timeline posta a confronto con la tabella intende essere un supporto alla lettura degli
episodi della serie in esame. Non ha pertanto pretesa di essere esaustiva ma è frutto di un
filtraggio – per sua natura selettivo teso ad evidenziare gli eventi ritenuti più significativi per
la presente analisi.
12
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Episodi della serie

Eventi concomitanti

Il grafico riportato mostra un periodo ben definito della storia di IS, dalla
spirale discendente sul controllo del territorio (compreso tra la caduta di Mosul e quelle di Raqqa e Marawi) passando alla fase di semi letargia/autarchica
(dalle sconfitte di Raqqa e Marawi alla fine delle festività di fine anno) fino al
nuovo rilancio ad inizio 2018. Pur conservando alcuni punti fermi – soprattutto dal punto di vista tecnico e sull’attenzione al combattimento – i temi
trattati in Inside tendono a svilupparsi in episodi autoconcludenti e dotati
di una propria unicità più che sviluppare una linea narrativa continua. Lo
sguardo che si vuole quindi gettare all’interno del califfato affronta diverse
tematiche a seconda delle esigenze del comando centrale: in questo modo
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è possibile notare quali argomenti sono stati scelti dai vertici in un dato periodo14.
INSIDE I
Data: 28 luglio 2017
Durata: 3.15 minuti
Tema: guerra economica

L’esordio della serie Inside the Khilafah vede la luce in un momento critico per Stato Islamico, poche settimane dopo la caduta della sua capitale irachena Mosul. La terza pagina di Rumiyah 12, che il magazine riservava ai video provenienti da tutto il califfato, è monopolizzata da ItK: la presenza su un
prodotto mediatico così importante e in tale posizione denota un’attenzione
particolare da parte dei vertici di IS, soprattutto per la tematica affrontata. Il
tema infatti è quello dell’economia e della guerra economica: ove possibile,
in tutto il califfato le valute internazionali sono bandite in favore del dinaro,
d’oro e d’argento, con la quale devono compiersi tutte le transizioni per commercio e servizi. Il video spiega che tale misura è necessaria per combattere
il sistema finanziario, definito come “satanico”.
INSIDE II
Data: 7 agosto 2017
Durata: 5.04 minuti
Tema: just terror tactics
Speaker: Abu Adam
al-Australi

Il secondo video abbraccia diversi temi e può essere diviso in due parti:
nella prima vengono recitati degli estratti dal Corano ( come la Sura “La giovenca”) in arabo mentre nella seconda il protagonista Abu Adam si rivolge al
pubblico in inglese. Il suo appello è duplice: da una parte incita i mujahedin,
soprattutto in Australia, ad accorrere nelle Filippine per combattere contro il
governo; dall’altra invita coloro che non possono compiere la hijrah a rende14

Le date riportate nelle descrizioni sono quelle fornite dal sito Jihadology all’indirizzo: http://
jihadology.net/2018/02/07/new-video-message-from-the-islamic-state-inside-the-caliphate-7/
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re le terre degli infedeli dei campi di battaglia. A questo fine sprona a usare i
mezzi del proprio mestiere per arrecare danno: sparachiodi, camion, taniche
di benzina per incendiare le case degli infedeli. È l’ultimo episodio ad essere
stato pubblicizzato da Rumiyah (numero 13) prima che il magazine cessasse
la sua attività.
INSIDE III
Data: 20 agosto 2017
Durata: 6.47minuti
Tema: conquista di Marawi
Speaker: Abu Jandal (lingua
inglese); Aby ‘Abdillah (filippina); Abul Yamaan (araba).

Un episodio di particolare importanza è quello dedicato alla conquista
di Marawi avvenuta nel maggio 2017. La presa della città viene presentata
come una ricompensa, mentre i tre speaker si alternano minacciando Roma,
incitando a combattere le truppe governative e infine a compiere l’hijra dalle
nazioni circostanti. Uno degli episodi della serie più in linea col tradizionale motto “rimanere ed espandersi”, Inside the Khilafah 3 si inserisce in un
momento di particolare arretramento da parte di Stato Islamico: per rifarsi
delle sconfitte subite, vengono celebrate le conquiste nel sud-est asiatico e si
ricorda che il jihad è una guerra che deve coinvolgere tutte le generazioni.
INSIDE IV
Data: 23 settembre 2017
Durata: 3.30minuti
Tema: Hijrah e Jihad
Speaker: Abu ‘Uqayl alSingapori

Un foreign fighter da Singapore, Abu ‘Uqayl, plaude ai risultati ottenuti a
Marawi e rincuora i soldati del califfato nel sud-est asiatico a rimanere saldi
nel tempo della prova, così come i profeti prima di loro. Ricorda inoltre che
l’hijrah e il jihad non cesseranno prima dell’ultima ora e sprona ad accorrere
nelle Filippine ma anche nello Sham, nel Khurasan, in Yemen, Africa Occidentale e Libia. Da notare, inoltre, la sfida lanciata al principe Henry d’In-
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ghilterra, probabilmente per sfruttare l’eco mediatica suscitata dagli Invictus
Games, iniziati proprio il 23 settembre tramite la minaccia al suo patron.
INSIDE V
Data: 17 dicembre 2017
Durata: 6.18 minuti
Tema: resistenza
Speaker: Abul Abbass alShami

Il quinto episodio mostra chiaramente i segni di una cura inferiore dal
punto di vista narrativo. Il video è diviso in diverse sezioni senza evidenti
collegamenti tra loro, spesso con ripetizioni dello stesso messaggio: il tutto
suggerisce un patchwork più che un video nello stile classico della serie. Il
motivo è forse da cercarsi nelle difficoltà anche logistiche affrontate del nuovo califfato, come suggerirebbe anche il tempo trascorso tra l’episodio precedente – circa tre mesi – e il successivo – dieci giorni. È possibile quindi che
al-Hayat abbia deciso di pubblicare un video accorpando diverse sezioni di
prova e di rilasciarlo a metà dicembre per aumentare la sua presenza comunicativa verso la fine dell’anno oppure per necessità, diffondendolo appena
è stato possibile. Sebbene infatti le macerie sembrino quelle di Raqqa, al
momento della diffusione del video la città era già caduta: tuttavia al-Shami
fa riferimento ai combattimenti nel deserto, forse segno che IS abbia prodotto
materiale di controinformazione prima e nell’ottica della perdita della capitale siriana.
INSIDE VI
Data: 27 dicembre 2017
Durata: 4.16 minuti
Tema: chiamata alle armi
Speaker: Abu Salih

Il video presenta un veterano che ha perso una gamba, Abu Salih al-America. Tre elementi emergono dalla scelta del protagonista: la sua nazionalità,
la sua etnia e la sua condizione di invalido. La scelta di un militante statunitense è in sé stessa una scelta propagandistica avveduta, tuttavia questa de-
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cisione potrebbe essere stata presa anche a seguito dei due attacchi condotti
a Manhattan il 31 ottobre e l’11 dicembre 2017. Per quanto riguarda l’etnia,
una delle leve utilizzate da IS è quella della discriminazione razziale che caratterizzerebbe il nemico dei “veri fedeli”, contrapponendola alla fratellanza
tra i musulmani. Infine, la condizione di invalido si inserisce in un filone
narrativo comune ad altre case mediatiche, teso a spronare i fedeli alla lotta
additando esempi di uomini e donne feriti ma pronti a combattere, anche in
questo episodio offrendo una breve sezione di just terror tactics focalizzato
sulla facilità nel reperire armi da fuoco.
INSIDE VII
Data: 7 febbraio 2018
Durata: 20.20 minuti
Tema: “jihad difensiva”

Il settimo capitolo di Inside the Khilafah presenta un carattere rivoluzionario in termini di regia, montaggio, temi e materiale selezionato. Diversi
i filoni narrativi che si intrecciano in questo episodio: il ruolo delle donne,
della fede e dei martiri insieme a quello dei combattenti mutilati. Le donne
diventano a un tempo sia causa per la quale combattere (“vendicare le caste
donne”) sia compagne di lotta: alcune infatti vengono ritratte mentre avanzano e sparano insieme ai mujahidin, obbligo al quale sono chiamate solo
in caso di estrema necessità. Quattro operazioni suicide scandiscono il video
in un crescendo emozionale che raggiunge il suo apice nelle parole e azioni
di Abu-Abdillah ash-Shami, costretto su una sedia a rotelle ma dipinto come
armato di una calma determinazione e fervore religioso nonostante la sua
menomazione. Il picco emozionale si raggiunge nel momento dell’addio alla
figlia e al nipote: alla prima asciuga le lacrime, al secondo prende la testa tra
le mani e chiede di raccontare come “lo abbia reso un musulmano libero”.
Al di là delle caratteristiche tecniche, i trend narrativi dei diversi episodi
di ItK sembrano essere figli di esigenze contingenti e non orientati a un disegno che unisce le varie puntate. Questo appare più chiaro guardando alla
timeline dove sono messe a confronto le date di pubblicazione di Inside e
alcuni eventi principali, permettendo quindi di inquadrare e fornire contesto
alla loro diffusione. In tal senso, si evidenzia una linea di regia orientata verso
l’età dell’oro dell’IS “territoriale” dal primo episodio (il nuovo conio per tutto
il califfato e la guerra economica) passando al secondo (classiche just terror
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tactics) fino al focus sull’espansione nel terzo e nel quarto (la conquista di
Marawi). Inside the Khilafah 5, come rilevato, appare come un patchwork figlio di un lungo periodo di crisi (circa tre mesi dopo una pubblicazione quasi
regolare) a cui segue un prodotto più contenuto ma ben indirizzato come il
sesto e soprattutto il settimo. Questi ultimi due episodi infatti si inseriscono
in un momento particolare per Stato Islamico, cioè durante la sua ripresa
comunicativa.

5. La fase di ripresa, rilancio comunicativo e il possibile
“IS post-IS”
Tra dicembre 2017 e i primi mesi del 2018 Stato Islamico ha visto un
rilancio della comunicazione sia in termini quantitativi che qualitativi. Per
quanto riguarda i primi, un report della BBC rileva ad esempio che il livello
di produzione di materiale a gennaio 2018 abbia quasi raggiunto quello del
settembre precedente. Un secondo report elaborato da Ingram e Winter si
è focalizzato sui prodotti ufficiali e anche in questo caso sembra confermare una ripresa nel livello di produzione15. I due report tuttavia contrastano
notevolmente sui numeri che vanno a comporla – a gennaio, per esempio,
la BBC ha rilevato 673 contributi contro i poco più di 200 osservati dai due
ricercatori16.

Il solo incremento quantitativo (peraltro dai numeri ancora incerti) non
permette tuttavia di certificare un ritorno di Stato Islamico ai livelli mediatici
antecedenti la sua contrazione territoriale. Il crollo comunicativo di IS è stato
15

Haroro Ingram, Charlie Winter, Terror, online and off: recent trends in Islamic State propaganda operations, https://warontherocks.com/2018/03/terror-online-and-off-recent-trends-in-islamic-state-propaganda-operations/
16
BBC Monitoring, Analysis: IS media show signs of recovery after sharp decline, 23 febbraio
2018. https://monitoring.bbc.co.uk/product/c1dov471
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spesso correlato alla perdita di territorio: tuttavia se questi due elementi fossero così strettamente legati, dopo che il dominio sul terreno di IS è precipitato
si dovrebbe rilavare un’attività mediatica minima se non nulla invece che
assistere non solo a una ripresa ma anche a un rilancio.
Ciò che ha separato la comunicazione del califfato da altre organizzazioni
è la strategia mediatica, pervasiva e attuata in concerto tra diverse piattaforme
con un’attenzione mai vista prima e che ora sembra ritornare in funzione.
Tale nuovo coordinamento si è palesato tra dicembre 2017 e febbraio 2018,
tramite la scelta e l’evoluzione del topos narrativo gravitante intorno al combattente ferito o menomato: il primo video, come specificato, è stato Inside
the Khilafah VI edito il 27 dicembre 2017. A questo seguono in rapida successione altri quattro video: Ways of the peace (wilayah al-Khayr, 29 dicembre
2017); The wounded on the way of God(wilayah al-Furat, 23 gennaio 2018);
Inside the Khilafah VII (al Hayat Media Center, 7 febbraio 201817). Il settimo
episodio di Inside, come visto in precedenza, vede l’evoluzione di questo filone estendendolo fino ad abbracciare una sorta di “jihad difensivo” tradotto
in formato video: donne e giovani imbracciano le armi per difendersi e già
un prosieguo di tale direttrice si è visto il 22 febbraio con The glory of jihad
2, edito da wilayah Barakah, dove anziani e altri combattenti menomati decidono di immolarsi in operazioni suicide.Difficile credere che si tratti di coincidenza: l’allinearsi su un dato tema, pur declinato in maniera differente, in
un tempo così ridotto e da parte di diverse fonti mediatiche non possono che
essere frutto di una regia consapevole che ha saldamente in mano le redini di
almeno parte della comunicazione. È questo coordinamento che indica un
ritorno della macchina propagandistica di Stato islamico, ben più di quanto
potrebbe suggerirlo un numero elevato di materiale ma prodotto da case mediatiche in modo caotico e senza un disegno comune.
Su questa linea, anche altri prodotti indicano uno sforzo di regia tesa a
un maggiore coordinamento nei primi mesi del 2018. Le rivendicazioni di
IS tramite bollettini ufficiali e l’agenzia Amaq sembrano esprimere, insieme
al gazzettino settimanale al-Naba, la volontà di riattivare dal punto di vista
comunicativo l’attenzione verso alcuni teatri e/o situazioni. I numeri 118,
119 e 120 di al-Naba (febbraio 2018), ad esempio, complessivamente vanno
a coprire dal punto di vista comunicativo la fascia meridionale del califfato
(provincie dell’Africa Occidentale e Somalia), seguono le azioni di guerra in
risposta a “Operazione Sinai 2018”18, incitano i fedeli a sollevarsi in tutte le
terre occupate dalle forze russe (probabile rilancio dell’attentato a una chiesa
17

Disponibili presso il sito di Jihadology: http://jihadology.net/
Campagna militare lanciata dal governo egiziano a inizio febbraio 2018 e comprendente la
fascia del Paese dal deserto occidentale alla penisola del Sinai.
18
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in Daghestan il 18 febbraio). Viene anche citato il Belgio tramite la celebrazione di Salah Abdeslam – unico sopravvissuto del commando autore del
massacro al Bataclan di Parigi il 13 novembre 2015 – e della sua sfrontatezza
di fronte ai giudici durante il processo. Le rivendicazioni di attacchi sempre
nel mese di febbraio e marzo hanno visto IS “mettere la bandiera” su azioni
in Kashmir, in Yemen, Libia e in misura sempre maggiore in Sinai. L’attacco
avvenuto a Carcassonne e Trèbes il 24 marzo 2018 è stato rivendicato tramite
Amaq nell’arco di un’ora dalla morte dell’assaltatore e in brevissimo tempo
tradotto in inglese, francese, russo e italiano.
Considerando la trasformazione che IS ha dovuto adottare per sopravvivere alla caduta delle sue capitali, è possibile distinguere un possibile bivio
strategico.
Da una parte ci sarà il prosieguo di Stato Islamico come gruppo, in una
forma ibrida composta da comunicazione, insurrezione, territorialità fisica e
virtuale. Le sue attività continueranno in ognuna delle dimensioni elencate,
a livelli e gradi diversi a seconda del territorio interessato dalla sua presenza
o influenza. Il gruppo Stato Islamico risorto dalle macerie di Mosul, Raqqa
e Marawi potrebbe poi ancora riattivarsi e/o continuare il proprio percorso in
altri teatri quali Libia, Yemen e Somalia, sud-est asiatico, Afghanistan, Sinai
ed altri ancora, così come portare ulteriori attacchi in Occidente: tuttavia
appare prematuro esprimere certezze in merito allo sviluppo sul campo.
L’altro percorso guarda a Stato Islamico non come entità ma come “scuola” e metodo lasciato ai posteri. A questo livello si è giunti sia tramite un processo attivo da parte di IS che passivo da parte delle nostre società.
Riguardo alla sezione passiva è bene notare che seppur condannato per le
sue atrocità, per quasi quattro anni IS è stato quasi quotidianamente presente
nei notiziari, sui giornali e sui media: una presenza costante che ha trovato il
modo di amplificare i propri messaggi e la portata delle sue azioni sfruttando
la spettacolarizzazione ad opera dei media. Inoltre, l’industria dell’intrattenimento si è presto accorta del grande potenziale riposto nell’usare il brand
Stato Islamico nei propri prodotti: ad esempio la fiction francese Ce soir-là,
la cui produzione sembra per il momento sospesa, aveva intenzione di usare
la cornice dell’attentato del 2015 al Bataclan di Parigi come palcoscenico di
una storia d’amore19; durante un concerto a San Bernardino il 5 novembre
2017, il cantante Marilyn Manson ha estratto un fucile giocattolo e ha mimato una sparatoria – quale che fosse il movente, è chiaro il riferimento al

19

Giulia Echites, Polemica sulla fiction del Bataclan: France 2 sospende il tv movie, La Repubblica,
6/1/2018, http://www.repubblica.it/spettacoli/tv-radio/2018/01/05/news/bataclan-185721308/
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massacro avvenuto due anni prima nella stessa cittadina20. Diverse serie tv
hanno incorporato elementi riconducibili a IS o addirittura sono state create
ponendolo al centro del racconto (come The State, una serie dedicata completamente alle vicende di alcuni migranti e foreign fighter all’interno del
califfato21).
Per quanto riguarda la sezione attiva, IS ha inondato per anni il Web di
materiale propagandistico tramite foto, banner, video e magazine oltre che
con una presenza massiccia sui principali social media. Le varie campagne
mirate a contrastare la sua diffusione si sono rivelate solo parzialmente efficaci e in ogni caso IS ha saputo adattarsi ripiegando su altre piattaforme, meno
pubbliche ma meglio protette come Telegram.
La sinergia tra queste due componenti ha aperto la strada all’eredità di
Stato Islamico, soprattutto per quanto riguarda la dimensione ideologica e
operativa. Ancorandosi al Web, l’ideologia di IS si è garantita un pubblico
sconfinato che può facilmente avere accesso alla sua propaganda anche senza
ricorrere ai gruppi social riservati. Diversi siti di archivio infatti permettono di
inserire e accedere a materiale anche estremista, mantenendo l’anonimato22:
in questo modo il retaggio ideologico di IS potrà rimanere a disposizione
anche in seguito a una sua sconfitta. Tale spazio virtuale consente inoltre di
offrire letture differenti della storia di IS: per esempio, durante l’assedio di
Mosul i suoi operatori media hanno continuato a produrre materiale sulla
governance della città23 nonostante il trend generale del periodo prediligesse
argomenti di tipo militare. Infine, la propaganda di IS e il messaggio di cui
è latore potrebbero colpire le fasce più a rischio radicalizzazione, specie in
situazioni di disagio psicologico e/o sociale: nel 2016, a Londra, un bambino
di nove anni si è alzato in piedi durante una lezione a scuola dichiarando la
propria fedeltà ad IS. Si scoprirà più avanti che il bambino era stato vittima

20

Jack Sheperd, Marilyn Manson issues statement after pretending to shoot San Bernardino audience with fake rifle, Independent, 7/11/2017, https://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/music/news/marilyn-manson-rifle-san-bernardino-knotfest-meets-ozzfest-statement-controversy-a8041476.html
21
Dal sito di Channel 4: http://www.channel4.com/programmes/the-state
22
Ahmad Shehabat, Teodor Mitew, Black-boxing the Black Flag: Anonymous Sharing Platforms
and ISIS Content Distribution Tactics, Perspective on Terrorism, volume 12, issue 1, 2018,
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/321995050_Black-boxing_the_Black_Flag_Anonymous_Sharing_Platforms_and_ISIS_Content_Distribution_Tactics
23
Kareem El Damanhourya, Carol Winklera, Wojciech Kaczkowskia and Aaron Dickerb, Examining the military–media nexus in ISIS’s provincial photography campaign, Dynamics of
Asymmetric Conflict, 2018, https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/17467586.2018.14
32869?journalCode=rdac20
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di atti di bullismo24: l’ideologia di Stato Islamico potrebbe quindi diventare
anche uno strumento per tradurre risentimenti e/o aspirazioni in modo concreto, un processo più di ispirazione che di affiliazione.
Lungo questa scia si pone l’eredità operativa. Dalle fonti disponibili su
alcuni recenti attentati e piani di attacco emerge infatti una non esclusività
di IS nella formazione degli attentatori che si rifanno al califfato. A tal proposito si può infatti notare una certa promiscuità nei materiali usati sia in fase
di radicalizzazione che di preparazione a un attacco: Sayfullo Saypov, l’esecutore dell’attentato a Manhattan del 31 ottobre, sembra essersi documentato sia su Inspire (magazine di al-Qaeda) sia su Dabiq (IS)25; il sopracitato
Aaron Jameson, oltre alla propria esperienza militare, si è procurato il libro
“The Anarchist Cookbook”26. Akayed Ullah, arrestato per l’esplosione di una
bomba a Manhattan l’11 dicembre 2017, pare aver condotto ricerche online
di matrice jihadista sin dal 2014 mentre risalgono a circa un anno fa le sue
prime ricerche su come costruire un ordigno: tuttavia la deriva violenta e la
preparazione effettiva è scattata solo dopo un suo viaggio presso un campo
rifugiati Rohingya in Bangladesh, suo Paese natio, dove avrebbe consegnato
soldi e medicine come se rispondesse a un appello lanciato da AQ27. Sebbene
la presa comunicativa e propagandistica del califfato su questi individui sia
solida nella loro radicalizzazione, si potrebbe ipotizzare che la matrice IS
alla base delle azioni violente di costoro possa diluirsi nel tempo. Per quanto
riguarda i futuri attentatori questo potrebbe costituire una pericolosità maggiore: non limitandosi al materiale ideologico/operativo di Stato islamico,
l’estremismo violento potrebbe arricchirsi di una biblioteca virtuale aperta
a cui attingere, facendo tesoro di decenni di lotta, per poi essere declinata e
rivendicata diversamente a seconda della fazione prescelta. Si giungerebbe
quindi non solo a un IS post-califfato ma a un “IS post-IS” che trascende l’ideologia e si focalizza sul know how per perseguire i propri fini.

24

Matthew Price, The boy who watched IS beheading videos, BBC News, 14/2/2017, http://
www.bbc.com/news/uk-38959615.
25
U.S. District Court, Criminal Complaint: Unites States of America vs Sayfullo Habibullaevic
Saipov, chrome-extension://oemmndcbldboiebfnladdacbdfmadadm/http://online.wsj.com/public/resources/documents/2017_1101_Sayfullo_Saipov_Complaint.pdf
26
U.S. District Court, Criminal Complaint: Unites States of America vs Everitt Aaron Jameson,
op. citata.
27
U.S. District Court, Criminal Complaint: Unites States of America vs Akayed Ullah,
chrome-extension://oemmndcbldboiebfnladdacbdfmadadm/https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/
press-release/file/1017396/download
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L’avvento del terrorismo internazionale, l’emergere del fondamentalismo islamico e l’incremento dei flussi migratori regolari e irregolari hanno reso le carceri italiane zone ad alto rischio di radicalizzazione. Ad oggi non è, però, chiaro in che modo e perché questo accada.
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Abstract
The advent of international terrorism, the spread of Islamic radicalisation in the societal context as well as the increase of legal and illegal migrant flows, have gradually turned the Italian
penitentiary system into breeding ground for radicalisation. It is still unclear, however, how
and why this happens. Through an in-depth and critical examination of the everyday reality
within the Italian prison system, the author identifies four key factors that favour radicalisation
processes in Italian prisons: deep offenders’ frustration, organisational issues (i.e., overcrowding, understaffing, high inmate turnover), inmate exposure to radical ideas, and inappropriate
preventive as well as countering measures adopted by the Italian authorities.
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1. Introduction
“[Italian] prisons are at risk of radicalisation. They are hostile environments that facilitate the proliferation of Islamic extremist views and promote
activities of proselytism,” the Minister of Justice Andrea Orlando declared in
a conference on Islamist terrorism in February 20151. Two years later even
Prime Minister Paolo Gentiloni confirmed the existence of prison radicalisation where he stated during a 2017 news conference: “...nowadays in Italy,
processes of radicalisation are mainly taking place in prisons as well as on the
Internet”2.
The fact that prison conditions facilitate individual’s radicalisation and
further criminalisation is not a new phenomenon in Italy. In the 1970s, when
the first terrorist offenders were incarcerated, Italian prisons became a certain
kind of “university for terrorism,” where radicalised ordinary criminals joined
terrorist groups and plotted revolts inside and outside the penitentiary system
(Della Porta, 1992; Bosi, 2016: 71-90). Afterwards, Italian prisons became
recruitment pools used by members of organised crime. The latter offered
services and financial support to ordinary criminals in exchange for loyalty.
Today similar dynamics have been adopted by radical Islamists who befriend
ordinary criminals, provide them with religious advice and gradually turn
them towards radical views.
While there is no doubt that prison radicalisation exists in Italy, there is
insufficient understanding of the phenomenon. It is still unclear why Italian
prisons favour radicalisation, much less how it takes place and the extent to
which prisons are at risk. The purpose of this paper is not to quantify this
threat, but to explain how Italian prisons facilitate radicalisation. Related research concentrates on the phenomenon of prison radicalisation from 2000,
focusing on Islamic extremism, and it identifies four key factors that influence the emergence of radicalisation in Italian prisons: the degree of frustration, organisational issues, the exposure to radical beliefs and the side-effects
of the counter-strategies adopted by the authorities.
The paper’s structure is as follows: in the first section, the literature review
provides the reader with a general understanding of prison radicalisation theories, explaining why prisons may be ideal environment for radicalisation.
The second chapter, divided into two sub sections, focuses on the Italian
prison system case study. First, an overall picture of the current Italian penitentiary system is given, analysing the spread of Islamic extremism within
it. Second, the everyday reality within the Italian prisons is examined, based

1
2

Declaration translated into English (Ministero di Giustizia, 2015).
Declaration translated into English (Presidenza del Consiglio dei Ministri, 2017).
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on the examination of four key variables identified to play a crucial role in
favouring radicalisation.
1.1 The Methodology and Choice of Prisons
The paper, extracted from the author’s Master dissertation, adopts a qualitative and in-depth research approach that illustrates the Italian prison system
case study. The author has relied on a variety of sources to research this topic
predominantly including academic papers as well as judiciary and penitentiary files. However, it also relies on government policy documents; non-governmental organisational documents; and media articles. In conjunction
to this, face-to-face and telephone interviews are provided as well to offer a
more solid understanding of the Italian case study. Some 10 semi-structured
long interviews have been conducted throughout Italy over a 3-month period
(June 2017-August 2017). The interviews were held with Daniela De Robert,
a member of the National Guarantor for the rights of persons detained or
deprived of freedom Office; 7 of the 11 Regional Guarantors for the rights of
persons detained or deprived of freedom (the Italian regions of Campania,
Emilia Romagna, Friuli-Venezia Giulia, Lazio, Marche, Piedmont, Tuscany,
Umbria); Youssef Sbai, the Vice President of the Italian Islamic Association
Unione delle Comunità Islamiche d’Italia (UCOII); and the General Manager of the Associazione Antigone Patrizio Gonnella. In addition, the author
visited two Italian prisons: the correctional facility Firenze Sollicciano, in Tuscany; and the penitentiary institution of Spoleto, in Umbria. Holding interviews with the prison staff was impossible during the author’s visits, because
of the denial of the Penitentiary Administration (DAP).
This paper has distinct limitations that need to be outlined. First, a significant impediment was the DAP’s refusal to allow interviews with prison staff
and offenders, resulting in denied access to private reports on the number of
radicalised offenders, statistical data on the phenomenon and offenders’ biographies. Second, the dissertation does not include institutions for minors in
its analysis. Juvenile detention centres would call for a separate and in-depth
focus, considering how the younger population is most vulnerable to radical
beliefs. The reader is, therefore, advised to avoid making any generalisations.
Additionally, unlike other Western countries, studies on Italian prison radicalisation are rare. This study, therefore, does not claim to portray radicalisation
dynamics related to the entire Italian prison system, rather it aims to provide
the most up-to-date study on this subject. The study leads to interesting considerations on the role of Italian prisons regarding radicalisation and on the
possible changes that could be applied during the preventive and de-radicalisation processes.
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BOX 1 Key terms & Definitions
RADICALISATION Despite the fact that radicalisation has a contested nature. This paper refers to
the phenomenon as “a growing readiness to pursue and support far-reaching changes in society
that conflict with or pose a direct threat to, the existing order,” whereas violent radicalisation is
“a process in which radical ideas are accompanied by the development of a willingness to directly
support or engage in violent acts.” The above definitions are deliberately more general than the
notion of radicalisation as applied to Islamism. It should be, in fact, clearly stated that the potential for radicalisation is found within a range of ideologies.
ISLAMISM The term refers to “forms of political theory and practice that have as their goal the
establishment of an Islamic political order in the sense of a state whose governmental principles,
institutions and legal system derive directly from the Shariah.”
POLITICALLY MOTIVATED OFFENDERS The main difference between “politically motivated offenders” and “ordinary criminals” is defined by their intentions. “...While ordinary criminals commit crimes in pursuit of selfish and/or personal ends, politically motivated offenders believe that
they are acting on behalf of a certain group, society or humanity as a whole. Politically motivated
offenders commonly distinguish between ‘legality’ and ‘legitimacy’, arguing that breaking the law
is justified when a particular policy or the entire political or legal system are illegitimate.” Not all
politically motivated offenders, however, are terrorists.
TERRORIST the term terrorist refers to all individuals who have been charged with, or convicted
of, offences that are prescribed under this country’s anti-terrorism laws.
TERRORISM To avoid the longstanding dispute over the definition of terrorism, the author adopts
the definition of the EU’s Framework Decision on Combating Terrorism, art. 1, referring to it as any
offenses which “...given their nature or context, may seriously damage a country or an international organisation committed to such objectives as: seriously intimidating a population; or unduly
compelling a Government or international organisation to perform or abstain from performing
any act; or seriously destabilising or destroying the fundamental political, constitutional, economic or social structures of a country or an international organisation.”

2. Radicalisation in Prison
Addressing the issue of prison radicalisation has become a high priority and a controversialtopic for public policy-makers in Europe and beyond.
Indeed, by trying to assess the causal factors that lead to terrorism, questions
have been raised about whether or not specific places may facilitate radicalisation and extremist activity. Four main environments have been identified
as places of concern: mosques, educational establishments, the Internet, and
prisons (Neumann, 2012; Rabasa and Benard, 2015).
For what concerns prisons, throughout history, they have served as recruitment centres and headquarters for ideological extremists of every radical
and militant movement. No matter how different their causes or backgrounds, Egyptian Islamists, Italian Marxists, Irish Nationalists or American White supremacists have all used prisons to recruit new supporters, reinforce
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the commitment of existing extremists and network with like-minded individuals. Prisons, therefore, should be considered as “microcosms” where
macro-dynamics and societal challenges are reflected or fostered in such a
context (Bosi, 2016: 74). Indeed, the majority of experts recognise prisons as
“fruitful places for radicalisation and recruitment” (Neumann, 2010: 7). This
does not mean, however, that all individuals who live in the same polarised
environment and share a sense of injustice, will necessarily turn to radicalism, much less to terrorism. Prisons can also be “engines for positive change”,
offering a “second chance” to criminals (Jones, 2004; Horgan, 2010). The
extent to which a prison may provide a favourable environment for positive or negative changes depends on a set of factors that have been found to
play a key role in radicalisation dynamics. In this context, Neumann (2010)
through an analysis of penitentiary systems across 15 countries, proposes a
number of crucial factors for explaining prison radicalisation. The first factor
refers to the nature of prisons as “places of vulnerability” (Neumann, 2010:
59). As already mentioned, the experience of detention highly stresses the
individual increasing his/her responsiveness to extremist messages. In prison,
offenders are removed from their usual living situation and deprived of their
friends and relatives, which may provoke a sense of disorientation and humiliation (Basra, Neumann and Brunner, 2016: 30). Due to the abundance
of available time, inmates are also often confronted with their past, which
raises existential questions and may result in an identity crisis (Hamm, 2013:
48; Neumann, 2007: 23). Moreover, offenders need to adapt to a new – and
often hostile – social context, which usually inflicts new living rules. The
second factor concerns institutional and organisational issues (Neumann,
2010: 29). In a place where individuals live because they are forced to, the
degree of safety and order in these prisons is crucial. Neumann (2010: 30)
has singled out two major issues: overcrowding and understaffing. In addition
to these two elements, Khosrokhavar (2013: 292-293) identifies in “the high
inmate and staff turnover” another crucial organisational cause of radicalisation. The third factor refers to the inmates’ exposure to radical beliefs and
material. More specifically, Neumann (2010: 29) points out “internal drivers” – e.g. terrorist offenders, radical inmates detained for petty crimes, and
prisons gangs ; and “external drivers” – e.g. extremist books, videos or websites
directly sent to the prison or made available to offenders.
When talking about the ideological content to which offenders are exposed, authors seem to agree that, although radicalisation can be applied to
every ideological content, certain ideologies are more appealing than others.
Specifically, studies on European prison systems identified Marxism and Islamism as the most popular ideologies (Beckford, 2006; Khosrokhavar, 2013;
Turjillo, 2009). The reason is that both ideologies, on a different timeline,
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represent an “ideology of contestation”. They offer an anti-systemic and revolutionary narrative that appeals to repressed individuals, the type of population that offenders can identify with. Furthermore, experts argue that there
are two other reasons that make Islamism so popular amongst prisoners. First,
it provides a simplistic vision of both life and line of thought that make it
easier for anyone to join the group and call themselves part of the Muslim
community (Neumann, 2009: 115). Second, Islamism is a “transnational ideology”. In today’s globalised and multi-cultural world, an ideology like Islamism which is completely de-territorialised and addresses a virtual community
(ummah) by calling for religious duties gives foreign offenders an identity
that will allow them to rebel against Western society (Neumann, 2010: 25).
This school of thought has deeply influenced European practices on the
management of radicalisation in prison and convicted terrorist-offenders,
with particular focus on the Muslim prison community and the prevention
of Islamic extremism. Although these elements may be valid, they have raised doubts as to if the focus of Islamic radicalisation did not actually foster
radicalisation. According to some scholars, this leading literature on Islamism
has eroded trust and equality by marginalising Muslims, ethnic minorities,
and immigrant groups by creating “suspect communities”. This focus has not
helped the prevention of radicalisation but has disproportionally threatened
inmates instead. Carrying on a securitisation of Muslims and Islam results in
broader discrimination and ultimately in radicalisation (Williams, 2017: 77).
All things considered, the reasons why prisons provide a favourable environment for radicalisation should be based upon the following key factors: the
degree of frustration, organisational issues (e.g., overcrowding, understaffing,
high inmate and staff turnover), the exposure to extremist ideas (meaning the
internal and external drivers), and the side-effects of counter-radicalisation
and prevention practices implemented by the country. The only way for us to
arrive at a full understanding of prison radicalisation in Italy is to examine all
the aforementioned factors. As it will be done in the following section.

3. International terrorism and prison radicalisation in Italy
From 2000 to date, Italy has been facing a new era of prison radicalisation.
After 9/11, Italy gradually became a fertile soil for radicalisation activities and
home-grown terrorism. The spread of Islamic radicalisation in the societal
context as well as the increase of legal and illegal migrant flows, followed
by the incarceration of foreign inmates and Islamic fundamentalists, partly
influenced the Italian penitentiary system. Italian prisons rapidly turned into
breeding grounds for radicalisation and terrorist activities. Indeed, according
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to the last report made by the Italian Intelligence, the Italian penitentiary
system recognises Islamic extremism to be the only issue concerning prison
radicalisation that is facing (DIS, 2018: 39).
At the beginning, Islamic radicalisation within Italian prisons spread due
to an inappropriate management of terrorist offenders and by the fact that authorities underestimated the threat. Despite previous experiences, vacillating
policies swinging from dispersion to concentration of this group of offenders
were implemented. Up until 2008, inmates detained for international terrorism were mixed indiscriminately with national terrorists (i.e., far-left militants
and anarchists) as well as with organised crime members, which resulted in a
dangerous nexus (ISSP, 2012: 39). In addition, such offenders were distributed throughout the country according to the location of their trials, without
taking into consideration the inmate criminal profile or their level of danger.
Such a practice favoured the diffusion of Islamic radicalisation among offenders and throughout Italy (Bianchi, 2009: 142).
The risk of radicalisation, however, went beyond the inmates convicted
of terrorist-related crimes. Initially, the DAP ignored the possibility that there
could have been Islamic radicals among the Muslim community detained for
minor crimes. Indeed, when a first monitoring operation was carried out by
Italian authorities in 2004, they found out that two phenomena were pretty
common among Italian prisons. First, some charismatic and radical leaders
led the common prayer on Fridays, diffusing radical ideas and seeking support among the detained Muslim community. Second, some groups which
united based on common ethnicity or religious beliefs whose members follow
the Sharia law were found. Such a phenomenon, known as “Prison Islam,” or
“Prislam,” had already spread in European prisons years before (ISSP, 2012:
36; Bianchi, 2009: 152).
In light of such findings, Italian authorities began to implement some
changes. Along the lines of the other European countries, the DAP began
to put a particular focus on the monitoring and observational tasks as well
as the rehabilitation element in order to prevent radicalisation in prison.
However, differently from other European states, Italy has not yet adopted
specialised programmes for radicalised offenders (RAN, P&P, 2016: 1).
A first change refers to the establishment, in 2007, of a Central Unit for
Investigations (NIC), in charge of analysing the phenomena of radicalisation
and proselytism in prison.
In addition, the penitentiary police force has created a monitoring model
organised on three levels:
1. High – monitoraggio, involves offenders charged with international terrorism or political extremism.
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2. Medium – attenzionamento, referring to offenders charged with minor
crimes but who share an extremist ideology.
3. Low – segnalazione, involves offenders charged with minor crimes, but
recognised by the prison institution as “vulnerable” to the influence of an
extremist ideology.
According to this model, the NIC is in charge of making monthly-based
analysis of information of daily life in prison and of contacts with the outside
world for the first category of monitorati, whereas the analysis for the second
category is carried out every other month. Conversely, the third category is
monitored by each individual prison, which is then called to send updates to
the NIC when useful and tangible information related to the risk of radicalisation and proselytism emerges.
Moreover, in 2009, the high security model developed into three sub sections as it aimed at a more rational handling of those offenders classified as
being dangerous:
1. ‘High security 1’ (AS1) hosts members of organised crime groups;
2. ‘High security 2’ (AS2) is for offenders convicted of terrorist-related crimes
at national and international levels;
3. ‘High security 3’ (AS3) involves leading drug trafficking members of organised crime.
In 2010, training modules related to the phenomenon of radicalisation
were introduced for staff working in AS2 level. Afterwards, training was made
available to all other penitentiary police and offered to all penitentiary operators who were interested in participating on a voluntary basis. Training
modules are focused on the Islamic culture and religious as well as some
knowledge of proselytism and radicalisation activities (RAN P&P, 2016: 7-8).
These changes along with the Committee of Counter Terrorism Strategic Analysis (CASA)3, the mandatory expulsion, implemented by law at the
end of the 1990s, for foreign offenders who do not have a residency permit4;
represent the main elements of the Italian strategy for the prevention of radicalisation within prison systems.
Parallel to this security and monitoring approach, Italy has in place a proper package of measures aimed at protecting inmate’s civil liberties and focu-

3

Committee created in 2014 to ensure an efficient flow of information between all of the
relevant authorities involved in the prevention of terrorism (4 Law Enforcement Agencies,
Intelligence Services – DIS, AISI, AISE – and the Ministry of Interior)
4
See more: (Bianchi, 134)
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sed on the reintegration of offenders into society. Such an approach involves
all type of offenders, radicalised and terrorist inmates included.
A first major element is the application of a tailor-made rehabilitation
process during their detention, which involves: education; employment;
relationship with family; sport, cultural and recreational activities; and the
free practice of religion. The rehabilitation programme is defined and monitored by a multi-disciplinary team (e.g., prison police, educators, social
workers, psychologist, doctors), and based on the background and personal
circumstances of each offender (RAN P&P, 2016: 5-6). More specifically,
Italian prisons have an internal school system that allows offenders to attend
classes from elementary schools to University. Concerning employment, offenders can work within the Administration or with third-party companies. All
working inmates are paid a salary according to the national contract for their
category and in line with the European Prison Rules (RAN P&P, 2016: 7). As
far as religion is concerned, offenders are free to practice any type of religion
while in prison. The Ministry of Justice and the DAP have signed a protocol
with most religious organisations in order to allow their entrance into prison.
All religious ministers are allowed to perform the rituals once per week and to
attend personal meetings with the offender, if requested. The 2015 protocol
signed with the Italian Islamic Association UCOII is the last agreement signed by the Ministry of Justice (DAP, 2015).
Another important change regards the introduction in 2013 of the figures of the “Guarantors for the rights of persons detained or deprived of their
freedom.” Guarantors are elected on a council, provincial and regional level,
and are in charge of ensuring the defence of offenders’ rights. Moreover, in
March 2016, a National Guarantor was established in order to oversee and facilitate the communication and collaboration amongst the 20 Italian regions
(Garante Nazionale dei diritti delle persone detenute o private della libertà
personale, 2017: 20-21).
Despite such an apparently stable system, Italian prisons still manage to
provide a suitable environment for radicalisation activities. The overall picture of the penitentiary system is not encouraging and tends to reflect the societal challenges that Italy has been facing since 2000. As of January 2018, the
situation in Italian prisons is represented by the following figures (Giustizia.
it, 2018; Giustizia.it, 2018b; DAP, 2018: 29):
• 58,087 inmates;
• 19,818 foreign inmates;
• 34.1% of the prison population is foreign;
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• approx. 12,567 offenders come from countries where Muslim population
represents the majority;
• catholic (54,7%) and Islamic (11.4%) are the major religious factions.
As far as the radicalisation issue is concerned, to date (DAP, 2018: 27):
• 506 offenders are being controlled;
• 242 monitorati, 62 of who are charged for international terrorism and detained in high security sections (AS2);
• 114 attenzionati;
• 150 segnalati.
All data considered, doubts raise on the system functionality of the Italian
prisons. In order to understand how prisons facilitate the proliferation of extremist views, an analysis of the everyday reality of the penitentiary system is
necessary. More specifically, based on the prison radicalisation theories mentioned in the first section and on the first-hand experience of the author, four
variables have been identified to influence the emergence of radicalisation in
Italian prisons: the degree of frustration, organisational issues, the exposure
to radical beliefs and the side-effects of the counter-strategies adopted by the
authorities.
3.1 The degree of frustration
Frustration, although alone cannot lead to radicalisation, has been found
to be the first variable of radicalisation. Two distinct types of frustration need
to be addressed. The first refers to endured by prisoners, regardless of their
faith or creed. While the second is directly related to one’s faith or ethnicity
and is much more likely to result in radicalisation because it affects core sacred feelings. Within the first type of frustration, three issues stand out.
First, offenders have limited access to employment, both while they are in
prison and after their release. Although the law requires that all prisoners have
access to jobs, prisons do not offer enough jobs for offenders; most of them are
low-quality and often underpaid (Mellano, interview; Tocca, interview; Anastasia, interview). Only 31.68% of offenders were employed in 2017, 86.5%
of whom are employed within the Penitentiary Administration, whereas the
remaining offenders work for third-party companies (Giustizia.it, 2017). The
latter data is particularly alarming if we consider that the jobs within the Penitentiary Administration often do not require any particular skills. Moreover,
the penitentiary system has adopted a sort of “rotational model” regarding job
management for offenders. Simply put, the same job is assigned to several
offenders who are required to work on different days (Materia, 2017). This
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has sharply decreased the number of hours an offender can work, resulting in
a drastically lower salary. Furthermore, prisons often do not offer any training
or vocational courses for offenders, which makes it even more difficult for
them to find a job once they are released. There are only 120 training courses
available to date (Materia, 2017). The region of Campania is a case in point.
This region has not provided any professional courses within the prison walls
for three years due to a lack of economic resources. Prisons in the region of
Lazio and Umbria are in a similar situation (Tocca, interview; Anastasia, interview). The low rate of employment and the low salaries make it impossible
for many offenders to provide for their subsistence and that of their families.
Such an issue may favour radicalisation in two ways. In the first case, inmates
with resources offer financial support, food and other needs to those offenders
who are literally destitute. This kind of relationship created in prison is very
dangerous. If such relationships are not created in prison, it is likely that once
an offender is released, he/she is more likely to return to a criminal lifestyle,
or join a crime organisation or terrorist networks due to a lack of income (Tocca, interview; Mellano, interview). This phenomenon affects more foreign
offenders. Prisoners without a residency permit are supposed to be expelled
immediately. Actually, this does not happen often due to the lack of resources, and consequently these people are forced into illegality. Single prisoners
and their families are therefore open to all kinds of assistance, and can end up
in the Jihadist networks present in Italy (Bianchi, 2009: 159-160).
Frustration can also be engendered by inappropriate prison conditions.
According to the last report of the Associazione Antigone, many prisons are
poorly maintained, with low hygienic conditions and little space for recreational purposes (di Scalea, 2017: 1). As an example, the Guarantor of the
Italian region Piedmont explains how 10 over 13 prisons in Piedmont are old
and in precarious conditions (Mellano, interview).
Another influential factor concerns food issues. The quality of the food
in prisons is highly criticised. Many prisons do not even have a cafeteria and
therefore food is served directly in the cells of the inmates (Marighelli, interview). Frustration related to food issues particularly involves Muslims offenders. While prisons do provide Muslims with a small bag containing food to be
consumed after sunset during the holy month of Ramadan, they do not provide a systematic policy of halal food. Although some prisons put halal food
at the disposal of their prisoners for private purchase in prison’s shops, this is
quite rare and very expensive (De Robert, interview; Gonnella, interview).
Frustration related to religion can be ideologised more easily. Although
the Italian law makes provisions for the free practice of religion or belief in
prison, Catholic religion receives preferential treatment (Martello, 2017).
A Catholic chapel must be present in each prison by law, whereas there is
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no mention of other religious sanctuaries. Every prison, however, provides
a space to perform the rites of other religions: usually a room used for other
social activities and, when necessary, for religious functions. In 2016, a total
of 200 Catholic chapels were counted as opposed to the 69 prayer rooms provided for inmates who observe different creeds (DAP, 2017: 10).
Another major factor is the paucity of religious ministers. The penitentiary
system provides a Catholic chaplain guaranteed by law who is part of the
penitentiary staff and is paid by the Administration. The chaplains of other
religions, on the other hand, only have access to prisons to perform the religious rituals once a week and for scheduled meetings between the offender
and the representative, if requested. Most of the difficulties regard the Muslim community. Prior to the 2015 UCOII agreement, Imams had access to
prisons strictly as volunteers or “self-made Imams” who were chosen among
the offenders to perform the collective Friday prayer (Martello, 2017). Furthermore, the spaces provided for religious duties are often too small to host
the large number of Muslim inmates. In some prisons, Muslims have to sign
up to book their spot in the room, otherwise they are forced to pray either in
their cells or in prison’s corridors (Martello, 2017). Another problematic aspect is the paucity of Islamic ministers in comparison to the elevated number
of Muslim offenders. There are 25 Imams accredited by law while Muslim
offenders to date are 7,169 (DAP, 2018: 29).
3.2 The organisational issues: overcrowding, understaffing and
high inmate turnover
Radicalisation in prison can be caused or furthered by organisational factors, especially if combined with deep frustrations. In the first section, three
main elements were singled out as prominent in European prisons: overcrowding, understaffing, and high staff and inmate turnover (Neumann,
2010; Khosrokhavar, 2013: 292). In Italy, the same factors have been found,
except in the case of staff turnover, which does not seem to be a common or
alarming issue.
Overcrowding seems to be quite a constant phenomenon in Italian prisons (Scandurra, 2017). Despite a decrease in inmates’ number and the general improvement of prison conditions between 2010 and 2015, the situation
has worsened again since 2016. To date, of the 190 existing penitentiary institutions for adults in Italy, 130 of them contain a higher number of offenders
than they should. This means that about 68% of Italians prisons are overcrowded (Giustizia.it, 2018).
Another organisational issue involves the lack of personnel and its unbalanced distribution. Although the data published by the DAP highlights a
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lack of penitentiary police staff, they actually represent 89.94% of the entire
penitentiary staff (DAP, 2017: 3). The lack of personnel to which guarantors
refer, instead, concerns the health sector and educational department — e.g.,
medical and nursing staff, educators and cultural mediators (Rovereto, interview; Mellano, interview). The inefficiency of health care services is a matter
of great concern. Offenders do not receive the medical assistance provided by
law, a fact that is clearly related to overcrowding. The number of doctors and
nurses is incredibly lower than the number of offenders, which accentuates
a scarce attention to the patients and their illnesses (Tocca, interview). Even
more alarming is the shortage of psychologists and psychiatric assistance. Often offenders with mental-issues are detained in ordinary penitentiary institutions, and are not given any specific treatment (Nobili, interview; Anastasia,
interview).
Understaffing combined with overcrowding undermine the communication between the staff and the offenders, and make it impossible for the staff
to be familiar with each offender and follow them during their detention.
This clearly undermines the effectiveness of the rehabilitation process that
all inmates are forced to follow. Foreign inmates mostly feel this lack of communication. Most of the prison staff does not speak a foreign language, and
there are no cultural mediators within the prisons (ISSP, 2012: 93). When
necessary, an external translator is engaged by the Administration – usually
for the first interview that every offender must attend. However, a third-party
inmate is called in a translator for daily communications between the foreign
offender and the staff5. The high security penitentiary institution of Sassari
is a case in point. The majority of terrorist offenders are detained in Sassari,
most of them are foreigners and they hardly speak Italian. None of the prison
staff members speak a foreign language, making any kind of communication
between the two totally impossible, and thus fostering the hostile behaviour
of terrorist offenders.
Another cause of dysfunction is the unorganised and high turnover of offenders. In Italy, most turnovers are the result of overcrowding or security issues. Usually, those offenders who are particularly violent, radicalised, or pose
a threat within the prison context are transferred. This technique, although
useful, does not take the offenders’ needs into account, so their feelings of
frustration are accentuated as it is their sense of “prison shock” (Khorokhavar, 2013: 294). There are cases where offenders have been transferred on
the day they should have received their diploma or during their school programme. Moving an inmate to a prison where the services they are used to are
5

Information confirmed during the visits to the penitentiary institutions of Spoleto and Firenze
Sollicciano.
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no longer provided, creates a great range of disillusionment and frustration
against the prison system itself, which can ultimately turn into radicalisation
(Anastasia, interview). Another aspect related to the turnover issue concerns
the requests made by offenders to change prisons. Many inmates request to
transfer so they can be closer to their relatives or to have a better job opportunity. Unfortunately, Guarantors complain about the lack of response from
the Penitentiary Administration in Rome, which often ignores the legitimate
demands of prisoners because of their heavy workload (Tocca, interview).
3.3 The exposure to radical beliefs: external and internal drivers
in Italian prisons
Overcrowding, lack of preparation, understaffing, high turnover of offenders combined with their deep frustration may result in radicalisation if given
an ideological content. As identified in the first section, inmates can be exposed to radical beliefs by internal or external drivers. In the case of Italian
prisons, a number of internal and external channels have been identified as
common phenomena throughout the country.
As far as internal channels are concerned, most terrorist offenders use
their time in prison to continue their confrontation with the Italian State.
By segregating all terrorist offenders, their radical beliefs are fostered. For
example, in the female section of the penitentiary institution of Rebibbia, in
Rome, four women were incarcerated together for crimes connected to international terrorism. The exposure of three of them to a more radicalised one
along with their isolation from the other offenders turned them towards more
radical views and behaviours. The Guarantor of the Lazio region explained
that upon seeing them for their second interview, all ladies were wearing full
burqa dresses, whereas their behaviour had been completely different when
he had met them for their first interview (Anastasia, interview).
The risk of radicalisation, however, goes beyond the inmates convicted
of terrorist-related crimes. In fact, ordinary criminals are exposed to greater
drivers. The first internal channel regards the tribal phenomenon (Mellano,
interview). In a prison context, it is common for inmates who share the same
language or origins to join. In Italy, such a tendency is fuelled by the staff itself who often hold offenders of the same ethnic background in cells together.
Italian prisons are, therefore, filled with small groups, which are often hostile
against each other, some of which are characterised by radical beliefs and
behaviours (ISSP, 2012: 76; 96).
Another common internal channel involves the phenomenon of “do-ityourself-Imams,” charismatic radical individuals who either elect themselves
or are elected among offenders to lead the common prayer on Friday (ISSP,
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2012: 72; 91). These leaders become the major spokesmen of radical ideas by
diffusing anomalous Islamic views, often using quotes and references which
are completely alien to the traditional Islamic beliefs (Bianchi, 2009: 152;
ISSP, 2012: 41). These contacts tend to extend towards both Italian and foreign petty criminals. For example, the Italian offender Domenico Quaranta,
who converted to Islam while serving time in the penitentiary institution of
Trapani, was re-arrested in 2002 and detained in the Sicilian penitentiary institution of Ucciardone, where he led the common prayers on Fridays (ISSP,
2012: 34). Such a phenomenon is partly caused by the general lack of Imams,
but there have also been cases in which inmates refused the official Imam
because he was considered a state representative (Sbai, interview).
Among the external channels, visits from relatives and non-governmental
organisations seem to be the principal driver of radicalisation. Although visits
should be approved following the control made by the penitentiary police,
the police force often lacks the appropriate instruments to control the documents presented by the visitors. Such an institutional shortage makes it possible for radicals to enter without being identified. The same kind of problem is
related to books, magazines, documents and radical material that have been
found in Italian prisons over the years (ISPP, 2012: 90). The Penitentiary
Administration lacks the appropriate means to understand and recognise material written in foreign languages, especially if written in oriental languages. There have also been cases of books introduced into prison whose cover
did not correspond to the actual book inside (Bianchi, 154; ISSP, 2012: 32;
57). Similarly, post and telephone communications are not monitored by the
police, with the exception of a handful of cases requested by the NIC. This
makes it possible for offenders to contact radicals and dangerous networks
on the outside without being detected. In fact, there is overwhelming proof
that “various groups keep contact among themselves through letters, postal
carriers and the telephone” (Bianchi, 2009: 154).
3.4 The side-effects of counter-strategies
The preventive measures applied by the Italian penitentiary police have
caused for various alarming “boomerang effects.” As reported in the first
chapter, Williams (2017: 77) has recently demonstrated how preventive and
countering measure focused on religiously motivated extremism in prison
context can foster radicalisation processes. Indeed, this is what has been happening in Italian prisons.
First, many of the indicators of radicalisation tend to be confused with the
simple practice of the Islamic religion. The repression of what is perceived
by authorities to be Islamic fundamentalism has induced an atmosphere of
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heavy suspicion that drives Muslim offenders towards radicalisation (Anastasia, interview). Muslim inmates prefer not to declare their creed when they
enter prison out of a fear of being stigmatised. The Imam Yussef Sbai (interview) has confirmed that there are many Muslims who do not practice their
creed in prison or hide it in order to avoid being controlled. Indeed, if we
look at the quantitative numbers, 45% of inmates who come from Muslim
countries did not declare their creed once imprisoned. Moreover, of the total
population, 14,235 inmates have not declared their religious beliefs – 6,160
of which are foreigners (Martello, 2017).
Second, aware of the preventive measures adopted by the police, Islamic
radicals began to adopt a silent behaviour. Preventive measures are primarily
focused on the external expression of radical views and since they are focus
almost exclusively on the Muslim community, these measures could lead to
erroneous interpretations: Muslims who are not guilty of anything more than
being Muslims could be unjustly suspected, whereas Islamists may act undisturbed (Zaccariello, 2016: 47).

4. Conclusion
This paper has sought to prove how Italian prisons favour radicalisation
due to a complex combination of factors mainly correlated to structural issues. This has been achieved through on the investigation of the everyday
life of Italian prisons and the current phenomenon of prison radicalisation.
Specifically, focus was placed on four factors that have been identified as key
variables in amplifying the conditions that lend themselves to prison radicalisation. The combination of deep frustration, organisational issues (i.e., overcrowding, understaffing, lack of preparation of the personnel, high inmate
turnover), inappropriate preventive and countering measures, and inmate
exposure to radical ideas (i.e., terrorist offenders, prison gangs, self-madeImams, radical visitors, radical material) have caused radicalisation in Italian
prisons.
Based on the evidence offered in this research, the author has not only answered the how and why Italian prisons provide a conducive environment for
radicalisation. It has also explained to whom Italian prisons are more suitable
environments for radicalisation and for which ideology Italian prisons represent more favourable contexts. Italian prisons inability to provide offenders
with the most basic needs to survive mostly affect the ones who have less in
life: foreigners and destitute individuals. In addition, it has been demonstrated that Muslim offenders are even more at risk than others because of their
religiously-related needs and because of the inappropriate preventive measure that by now have been applied.
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For the Italian prison system, therefore, the first and most important recommendation is to improve general conditions, avoid overcrowding, train
staff, and actually provide the rehabilitative programmes established by law
that allows offenders to reintegrate into society. By doing so, prisons would
turn into what they are expected to be – “a second chance in life,” instead of
being the incubators of criminals. Moreover, the evidence of this paper suggests that it would be better to shift the focus of the preventive and counter
measures from a specific ideological content to the isolated phenomenon of
radicalisation. Observing the phenomenon from a broader perspective could
provide great changes that are not limited to short-term measures but, more
importantly, could yield lasting results.
Not all the findings in this dissertation are negative. The dissertation shows
that the Italian prison system as established by law has the potential to prevent radicalisation. It is not recommended, therefore, a transformation of the
Italian prison system but rather a correct application of already existing laws.
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Astract
European Union Critical Infrastructure stability and security is based on a common, referential definition of CI proposed by EU Commission’s Communication number 704 in 2004, on
the European Programme for Critical Infrastructure Protection (EPCIP) launched in 2006
and on the Directive on Security of Network and Information Systems (NIS) approved in
2016. Those pillars of CI security policies shaped a fragmented environment characterized
by numerous, heterogeneous, national authorities and institutions incapable to guarantee real
time monitoring, assessment and management of potential threats. Analyzing the state of
the art the paper would try to show that cyber enabled structures need to adopt a cyber constant presence strategy whose efficiency cannot be guarantee by presents EPCIP and NIS
frameworks and that a EU model of cooperation based on regional CI ecosystems frameworks,
implementing the principle of subsidiarity, shall be launched in order anticipate any possible
disruption, continuously manipulating the cyber space in proper favour, of CI having regional
relevance.

Abstract
La stabilità e la sicurezza delle infrastrutture critiche all’interno dell’Unione Europea si basa
sulla definizione di queste ultime proposta dalla Commissione europea con la Comunicazione numero 704 del 2004, sul Programma Europeo per la Protezione delle Infrastrutture Critiche (EPCIP) lanciato nel 2006 e sulla Direttiva inerente la Sicurezza delle Reti e dei Sistemi
Informativi (NIS) del 2016. Questi pilastri della sicurezza delle IC hanno tuttavia dato vita ad
un sistema frammentato caratterizzato da soluzioni nazionali tra loro assai eterogenee e da istituzioni incapaci di garantire un controllo in tempo reale degli scenari o una gestione efficacie
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delle minacce potenziali. Analizzando la situazione venutasi a creare, questo articolo desidera
far notare che le autorità preposte alla sicurezza delle infrastrutture, il cui funzionamento è
oggigiorno in massima parte garantito da sistemi cibernetici, devono adottare una strategia di
costante presenza nel dominio cyber e, implementando il principio di sussidiarietà, prevedere
una cooperazione a livello sovranazionale che possa, anticipando i problemi, garantire la stabilità delle IC di rilevanza regionale. Solo autorità regionali, ove queste risultassero necessarie
a causa dell’interdipendenza infrastrutturali di diversi Paesi, potrebbero agire in tempo reale
manipolando a proprio favore gli eventi cibernetici ovvero gestendo al meglio la resilienza
delle IC.

Keywords
Aubsidiarity, critical infrstructures, cyberdefence, constant presence, common market

1. Introduzione
La minaccia rappresentata dalla presenza di organizzazioni terroristiche
e di gruppi criminali, anche sponsorizzati o agenti in nome di Stati, che vedono nell’attacco alle infrastrutture critiche (IC) degli avversari un obiettivo capace di generare profondità strategica, è considerata una problematica
sempre più comune degna di attenzione sia da parte dei decisori politici, che
dei cittadini. Le ricorrenti interconnessioni, le esponenziali diramazioni –
che spesso si estendono attraverso numerosi Stati- ma soprattutto il costante
aumento della loro dipendenza dalle tecnologie digitali pone le IC al centro
delle politiche di sicurezza dei Paesi maggiormente sviluppati. Nonostante
rappresenti il mercato più grande e ricco del Pianeta, l’Unione Europea non
ha affrontato fino ad ora il problema con la dovuta intensità. Il fatto che le IC
poggino e nella maggioranza dei casi dipendano anche da sistemi cibernetici
aumenta la loro vulnerabilità. Nonostante un malfunzionamento possa avere
effetti di portata non solo nazionale, ma anche regionale o globale, nell’UE
manca una vera e propria agenzia che garantisca una difesa efficace delle
strutture portanti dell’economia continentale. Per ora l’Unione si limita a
sostenere i propri membri attraverso il lavoro della Commissione cui è stato
affidato il compito di facilitare la cooperazione interstatale, favorire lo scambio delle conoscenze e delle capacità rendendo maggiormente consapevoli
dei pericoli le classi dirigenti. Nella speranza di migliorarne la protezione, e
riconoscere la minaccia terroristica come una delle principali priorità geopolitiche, nel 2006 è stato lanciato il programma europeo di protezione delle
infrastrutture critiche (EPCIP) costruito intorno ai principi di sussidiarietà e
di riservatezza. A questi, nel 2016, si è aggiunta la Direttiva sulla sicurezza
delle reti e dei sistemi informativi (NIS). Tuttavia, analizzando le peculiarità
del cyber spazio l’EPCIP e la NIS avrebbero bisogno di un’interpretazione
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più ampia, o di una previsione legislativa concorrente, che incoraggiasse gli
Stati, specialmente nelle regioni caratterizzate dalla frammentazione politica, a promuovere una maggiore coordinazione dei propri sforzi a favore
della sicurezza delle IC e della relativa stabilità economica. Questa ricerca
desidera porre in evidenza che gli schemi di collaborazione attualmente in
essere non affrontano efficacemente le minacce a cui sono sottoposte le infrastrutture critiche in quanto si sottovaluta le vulnerabilità create della loro
interconnessione cibernetica e soprattutto si affida eccessivamente ad un quadro legale ispiratore di soluzioni dannosamente eterogenee.

2. La mancanza di sovranità e la teoria del contatto costante
nello spazio cibernetico
Come già posto in evidenza nell’articolo Resilient critical infrastructure
and economic intelligence in the cyber domain (Gaiser 2017) la strategia della
deterrenza è un concetto
presente nelle strategie militari della Guerra Fredda che nella sua semplicità riesce ad adattarsi in parte anche alle dinamiche inerenti la sicurezza delle infrastrutture critiche. Molti dei presupposti della strategia della deterrenza
trovano applicazione nel campo delle IC in quanto queste devono resistere
agli attacchi malevoli in maniera tale che i potenziali nemici o più comunemente agli hacker desistano dal dedicare tempo e risorse per la loro destabilizzazione ovvero siano consci del fatto che l’eventuale rappresaglia non sia
accettabile dal punto di vista sociale, politico o militare. Tra i contemporanei,
costosi, sistemi di difesa delle IC e quelli di difesa militare in essere nei decenni successivi alla Seconda Guerra mondiale si può tracciare un parallelo dato
che per destabilizzare seriamente “le risorse altamente qualificate, gli hacker
hanno bisogno di accedere a tecnologie all’avanguardia” e “nella maggior
parte dei casi solo i attori statali possono permettersi un simile livello di coordinamento e spesa” (Gaiser 2017). Le IC sono risorse altamente qualificate
protette da tecnologie avanzate sviluppate attraverso dispendiosi programmi
di ricerca e produzione. Significa che per competere, per lo meno in campo
cibernetico, con il difensore è necessario come minimo un equivalente sforzo
economico e tecnologico da parte dell’attaccante. Qualsiasi minaccia seria
nel campo delle IC deve basarsi principalmente su costose tecnologie software e hardware in grado di far fronte alle più avanzate metodologie di difesa
adottate dagli operatori delle infrastrutture. Sono necessarie notevoli capacità
d’intelligence per scoprire le vulnerabilità delle IC e lo sviluppo di capacità
tanto sofisticate richiede congrui livelli di finanziamento. Sorpassata la soglia
della deterrenza si entra nell’ambito formale della guerra. Questo è il motivo
per cui un approccio legato ai vecchi schemi della deterrenza può rappre-
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sentare la strategia di riferimento nella difesa delle IC all’interno del dominio della guerra cibernetica. Tuttavia, tale criterio non fornisce le risposte
desiderate per ogni tipo di minaccia a causa delle caratteristiche specifiche
del cyber spazio la cui peculiarità risiede nel fatto d’essere l’unico dei domini militari completamente disconnesso dal fattore della territorialità ovvero
dal controllo fisico della sovranità. Il concetto di deterrenza è strettamente
connesso al vecchio concetto westfaliano di sovranità e ai suoi corollari del rispetto del principio di non intervento e dell’integrità territoriale. Esso si basa
sulla minaccia dell’uso della forza con il fine di convincere l’avversario che i
costi di un’eventuale sfida allo status quo supererebbero i benefici. Tendendo
i sistemi di difesa e resilienza delle IC alla massima efficacia e risultando
la loro destabilizzazione cibernetica tendenzialmente sempre temporanea è
difficile accettare l’idea che semplici gruppi criminali, non sponsorizzati da
Stati, possano essere capaci d’intaccare l’integrità delle IC provocando danni
che oltrepassino la soglia legale dell’attacco armato. Pertanto dal punto di
vista teorico è verosimile che il numero potenziale delle minacce concretamente destabilizzanti sia assai limitato anche in futuro. La necessità di un
danno fisico importante, gli sforzi economici e il rischio d’essere riconosciuto
colpevole, nonostante la copertura offerta dallo spazio cibernetico ostacoli
l’identificazione immediata dell’attaccante, comportano un azzardo tale da
confermare la validità della strategia della deterrenza. La dissuasione pretende però, nel suo intimo, l’assenza di azione o contatto mentre il mondo
cibernetico è caratterizzato, al contrario, dal contatto continuo. Le armi informatiche sfruttano le vulnerabilità di software e hardware per accedere ai
propri obiettivi. Un conflitto cibernetico è altamente imprevedibile, veloce e
dinamico, poiché annulla i valori strategici della distanza, del tempo e della
territorialità. Nel dominio cibernetico è praticamente impossibile inviare le
notifiche in tempo reale, ma soprattutto il dominio operativo del cyberspazio
– di cui non esiste una definizione legale internazionalmente accettata – è
globale.
Il paradigma della sicurezza delle infrastrutture critiche dipendenti dalle
reti tecnologiche deve riconoscere che la maggior parte delle destabilizzazioni cibernetiche si verifica sotto la soglia legale rinchiusa nella definizione
dell’atto di guerra e che lo spazio cibernetico è caratterizzato da un’interrotta
azione, anziché dall’inazione. Nel cyber gli attori statali e non statali sono
continuamente interconnessi e tutte le operazioni implicano un contatto
operativo. Le basi tattiche, operative e strategiche della deterrenza non si
allineano con le caratteristiche e le dinamiche del cyberspazio (Harknett, Fiscerkeller 2017) dove l’attacco è sempre in vantaggio sulla difesa. Il non-equilibrio offensivo dei sistemi cibernetici favorisce l’azione nei confronti della
passività (Gaiser 2017). Questo è il motivo per cui pur non concordando
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con Harknett nel momento in cui ritiene nella sua polemica con Nye (2017)
che la deterrenza non ha senso all’interno di una strategia di difesa cibernetica, possiamo affermare che essa funziona efficacemente, ma in presenza
di determinate condizioni ovvero è solo parzialmente applicabile quando è
in gioco la stabilità dell’IC a tutti i livelli di conflitto. I soggetti presenti nel
cyberspazio svolgono continuamente operazioni, attività ed azioni cibernetiche (OAA) attraverso le quali tentano d’ottenere una posizione di predominio. L’intensità delle OAA è però generalmente mantenuta ad un livello d’intensità inferiore a quello dell’attacco armato. Le operazioni, attività ed azioni
degli attori cibernetici di solito rientrano nelle categorie del sabotaggio, dello
spionaggio e della sovversione. Tutte e tre le categorie, potendo essere usate insieme o singolarmente per danneggiarne l’efficienza, sono strettamente
connesse alla sicurezza delle IC e la pratica corrente dimostra che il livello
della guerra non viene quasi mai lambito.
Lo spazio cibernetico è un ambiente tecnologicamente fluido il cui grado di complessità deve essere costantemente monitorato da coloro che ivi
si muovono. L’unico modo per rendere sicuro uno spazio insicuro, migliorandone la sicurezza e la resilienza, è quello di mantenervi una presenza
costante in modo da poter anticipare qualsiasi indebolimento del sistema e
carpendo, simultaneamente, anche le capacità del nemico.

3. Infrastrutture critiche nelle politiche dell’UE
Il programma EPCIP racchiude le procedure di riconoscimento delle infrastrutture critiche europee unitamente alle indicazioni che la Commissione Europea fornisce agli Stati Membri per valutare le migliorie necessarie
per la loro protezione e quella delle IC nazionali. Tutto ciò avviene sulla base
dei principi delineati nel paragrafo 2.3 della Comunicazione:
– Sussidiarietà
– Complementarietà
– Riservatezza
– Cooperazione delle parti interessate
– Proporzionalità
– Approccio settoriale
In generale, la sussidiarietà, uno dei principi fondamentali contenuti nei
trattati europei, disciplina l’esercizio delle competenze dell’UE in coordinamento con il principio di proporzionalità. Nei settori in cui l’Unione europea
non ha competenza esclusiva, il principio di sussidiarietà mira a salvaguardare la capacità decisionale degli Stati membri ovvero, nei settori di competenza non esclusiva dell’Unione, essa interviene solo e nella misura in cui gli
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obiettivi dell’azione prevista non possono essere sufficientemente realizzati
dagli Stati membri “in ragione delle dimensioni e degli effetti dell’azione
proposta.” Il riferimento al principio di sussidiarietà nei trattati UE ha come
obiettivo quello di garantire che le decisioni politiche vengano prese sempre
il più possibile vicino ai cittadini, conformemente al principio di prossimità
di cui all’articolo 10, paragrafo 3, del TUE (Gaiser 2018).
All’interno dell’EPCIP il principio di sussidiarietà viene definito come
l’attenzione che la Commissione deve porre nel campo della Protezione
delle Infrastrutture Critiche (CIP) a favore delle infrastrutture d’importanza europea, anziché nazionale o regionale. La Commissione, nonostante si
focalizzi principalmente sulle IC europee, ove richiesta e tenendo presente
le limitazioni derivanti dalle competenze comunitarie può aiutare gli Stati
membri nell’ambito delle IC nazionali. Se si coordina tale possibilità con
i limiti derivanti dal principio di riservatezza sulla base del quale l’accesso
alle informazioni inerenti le IC dovrebbe essere concesso solamente nella
dimensione strettamente necessaria (need-to-know) possiamo sostenere che
l’esistente quadro di sicurezza europeo nel campo delle IC non tiene conto
che le caratteristiche del dominio cibernetico pretendono un approccio diverso, più flessibile, certamente maggiormente coordinato a livello regionale.
Le minacce informatiche sono fluide e costanti mentre l’approccio dell’UE è
ancora basato sul vecchio concetto di sovranità. Pur andando nella direzione
giusta, complementare, la direttiva sulla sicurezza delle reti e dei sistemi informativi non ha comunque risolto completamente la questione evidenziata.
Secondo la Commissione europea, la direttiva NIS fornisce misure giuridiche per aumentare il livello generale di sicurezza informatica nell’UE,
garantendo:
• la preparazione degli Stati membri ovvero richiedendo loro d’essere adeguatamente equipaggiati, ad esempio tramite i centri di risposta agli incidenti di sicurezza informatica (CSIRT) e un’autorità nazionale competente in base alla direttiva NSI.
• La cooperazione di tutti gli Stati membri attraverso l’istituzione di un
gruppo di cooperazione che sostenga e faciliti la collaborazione strategica
e lo scambio d’informazioni. Gli Stato membri dovranno altresì creare
una rete CSIRT per promuovere un’attività operativa rapida ed efficace,
condividendo le informazioni, in caso d’incidenti informatici.
• Una cultura della sicurezza in tutti i settori essendo questa vitale per un’economia ed una società che dipendono in misura sempre maggiore dalle
tecnologie informatiche in particolar modo nei settori energetico, finanziario, logistico, bancario e dei vari servizi essenziali. Le imprese operanti
nei settori dei servizi essenziali dovranno adottare misure di sicurezza adeguate e notificare gli incidenti alle autorità nazionali competenti esatta-
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mente come le principali aziende di fornitura dei servizi digitali dovranno
conformarsi ai requisiti di sicurezza richiesti dalla nuova direttiva.
Sia l’EPCIP, che la direttiva NIS sostengono l’istituzione di autorità nazionali che gestiscano le vulnerabilità cibernetiche facilitando la cooperazione
e lo scambio delle informazioni attraverso l’istituzione della Rete Informativa
di Allarme delle Infrastrutture Critiche (Critical Infrastructure Warning Information Network), della rete CSIRT e favorendo la richiesta cooperazione
transfrontaliera. Sfortunatamente, esaminando attentamente le definizioni
contenute nei documenti citati, unitamente ai loro effetti sulla legislazione
dei singoli Stati, è facile notare come le politiche implementate per ampliare
i margini di sicurezza e stabilità delle IC siano ancora prettamente locali.
Pur nel pieno rispetto della Direttiva NIS, gli Stati stanno dando forma
a un sistema molto eterogeneo di autorità nazionali. Mentre, per esempio,
un Paese come la Slovenia opta per un’istituzione indipendente, l’Italia e
la Repubblica Ceca preferiscono intitolare la responsabilità della strategia
nazionale di cyber sicurezza alle loro principali agenzie d’intelligence e altri ancora scelgono un percorso completamente diverso per raggiungere gli
obiettivi elencati. Infatti, quasi tutti gli Stati membri hanno un proprio approccio specifico di implementazione della Direttiva NIS e l’attuale interpretazione del principio di sussidiarietà nel contesto dell’EPCIP non aiuta
a delineare una rete compatibile, coordinata, di autorità responsabili per la
reti infrastrutturali di rilevanza regionale. Le IC non sono solo nazionali o
europee, ma nella maggioranza dei casi esse connetton gruppi di Stati, sono
transfrontaliere, cioè regionali. I membri dell’UE stanno perseguendo delle
politiche frammentate in cui manca un anello di congiungimento tra il livello nazionale e quello comunitario nella formazione di una struttura capace
di far fronte alle potenziali minacce. Il sempre maggior grado di rischio cui
sono sottoposte le nostre attività quotidiane non trova una risposta altrettanto adeguata da parte delle istituzioni dell’Unione nonostante gli Stati siano
decisamente interdipendenti e le IC in gran parte dei casi transfrontaliere.
Se un’infrastruttura critica connette più Stati il nemico tenterà sempre di
forzare la difesa di quello più debole. Una catena è forte come il suo anello
più debole.

4. La strategia della presenza costante e il principio di sussidiarietà
La complessità di gestione dello spazio cibernetico, e della conseguente
difesa delle infrastrutture critiche ad esso connesse, causata dal fatto che la
maggior parte dei conflitti avviene sotto il livello dello scontro armato e che
questo sub-livello è caratterizzato, anziché dall’assenza di attività, dalla co-
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stante operatività può essere ancora meglio compresa se collegata alla comprensione della minaccia rappresentata dalle attività terroristiche.
Lo spazio cibernetico è un ambiente fluido, tecnicamente mutevole, sofisticato che viene costantemente rimodellato e pertanto deve essere costantemente supervisionato. Le innovazioni sono incessanti e la competizione
inevitabile. A tutto ciò si è adeguato il cyber terrorismo che ha fatto dell’agilità d’adattamento la sua caratteristica principale (Ariely 2014). Le reti terroristiche sono organizzazioni di apprendimento intuitivo (Jackson 2004) che
agiscono come complessi sistemi d’adattamento (Ariely 2006) e ciò mette in
discussione le capacità di contrapposizione dei sistemi gerarchici. Il cyber
terrorismo pretende che le agenzie di sicurezza e le varie organizzazioni governative si adeguino diventando più agili, senza però perdere i vantaggi derivanti dalle impostazioni gerarchiche.
Secondo Ariely (2006) la guerra cibernetica è una competizione basata
sull’apprendimento. In futuro, l’intensità della destabilizzazione cibernetica
delle infrastrutture critiche verosimilmente continuerà ad avvenire al di sotto
del livello dell’aggressione armata, un ambiente in cui però gli OAA potranno comunque avere effetti strategici. Basare la difesa su una strategia di pura
deterrenza, soprattutto in presenza di comportamenti terroristici, porterebbe
a un pesante manco difensivo. Il terrorismo è un confronto asimmetrico nel
quale si riducono gli spazi per la rappresaglia.
In assenza di una definizione generalmente accettata ai sensi del diritto
internazionale, il terrorismo può essere descritto come forma di lotta che
ricorre intenzionalmente all’uso di mezzi violenti a fini eversivi e destabilizzanti o di rivendicazione politica.
Il terrorismo può essere l’atto di un individuo o di un gruppo di individui
che agiscono a titolo individuale o con il sostegno di uno Stato le cui azioni
raramente vengono ricondotte nell’ambito formale dell’aggressione armata.
Tali considerazioni, esanimate congiuntamente con le posizioni sopra esposte relative all’ambiente cibernetico, implicano automaticamente che anche
il terrorismo informatico deve essere, e può essere, opportunamente anticipato e prevenuto prima che l’evento si verifichi. Gli attori che difendono le infrastruttura critiche dipendenti dai sistemi cyber dovrebbero creare continuamente matrici in grado di limitare le capacità di manovra degli avversari eliminando le potenziali minacce. Una strategia di presenza costante consente
di definire una politica di attenuazione continua ed è necessaria a causa della
costante evoluzione dell’ambiente cibernetico, uno spazio creato dall’uomo
in cui le coordinate cambiano ad ogni evoluzione di piattaforma, software
o processo. Lo spazio cibernetico è in perenne costruzione (Harknett, Nye
2017). Una rete europea, eterogenea, di organismi nazionali responsabili per
la stabilita cibernetica tra loro difficilmente comparabili per capacità e man-
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dato, basata sullo scambio prettamente volontario delle informazioni a livello
comunitario, difficilmente può mitigare la forza o le capacità d’attacco degli
attori ostili.
Come evidenziato in precedenza, nonostante la direttiva NIS e le indicazioni dell’EPCIP, quasi tutti gli Stati membri dell’UE hanno implementato
un proprio un ecosistema cibernetico basato sull’esperienza nazionale. Anche la semplice questione di definire i punti di contatto per la protezione delle infrastrutture critiche (CIP) richiesti dall’EPCIP per facilitare lo scambio
d’informazioni e il coordinamento della gestione delle emergenze – finanziati e definiti dai governi – non ha mai portato all’efficienza sperata dato che i
singoli uffici di riferimento sono stati nominati sulla base di approcci e priorità spesso incomparabili. La rete CSIRT definisce solamente una struttura
all’interno della quale i CERT nazionali possono cooperare, scambiarsi le
informazioni e migliorare il livello di fiducia reciproca (ENISA 2018). Grazie
al CSIRT gli Stati sono in grado di migliorare la gestione degli incidenti transfrontalieri e persino di coordinare le risposte in caso di incidenti specifici,
ma si è ancora lontani dal tipo di coordinamento richiesto dalle caratteristiche dello spazio cyber.
Gli Stati membri hanno vari gradi di maturità rispetto allo sviluppo di
una politica di difesa delle IC completa ed efficace e pur avendo esempi di
cooperazione tra gli Stati membri dell’UE manca completamente un concetto operativo a livello comunitario (CEPS 2010). La mancanza di un coordinamento efficiente unito a politiche di difesa delle IC basate su approcci
nazionali e senza centri regionali di cooperazione, non può dare vita a un
sistema di sicurezza che possa metaforicamente definirsi come una fortezza
informatica dello spazio comunitario.
Nel mese di ottobre 2017 il problema è stato correttamente rilevato perfino dal Consiglio europeo che ha proposto l’adozione di un approccio comune alla sicurezza informatica dell’Unione capace di migliorare le misure
messe in atto dalla Direttiva NIS. A ciò ha fatto eco la Commissione raccomandando l’istituzione di un’agenzia comune per la sicurezza informatica con maggiori prerogative ovvero di una nuova autorità sulle fondamenta
dell’attuale Agenzia dell’Unione europea per la sicurezza delle reti e delle
Informazioni (ENISA) il cui mandato termina nel 2010. Il tutto dovrebbe
aiutare gli Stati membri, le istituzioni UE e le imprese a gestire meglio gli
attacchi informatici. Tuttavia, pur analizzando la questione in termini accettabili sia il Consiglio, che la Commissione hanno mancato di fornire una
soluzione sufficiente ed olistica che risolva l’incognita rappresentata da quasi
trenta agenzie o autorità nazionali incaricate di gestire le minacce alle IC
nazionali nella più totale assenza di organismi regionali – posizionati cioè
tra il livello statale e quello comunitario – di coordinamento a favore delle
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infrastrutture di rilevanza transfrontaliera. Sebbene le agenzie di intelligence
nazionali europee e le autorità nate dalla Direttiva NIS abbiano dato vita
allo scambio informativo e ad una collaborazione costante di contrasto alle
minacce, il principio di sussidiarietà come descritto nell’EPCIP e attuato indirettamente attraverso la direttiva NIS non è idoneo a garantire prestazioni
stabili o la sicurezza di infrastrutture critiche regionalmente rilevanti. Un
sistema nazionale di allerta rapida potrebbe risultare non sufficientemente
rapido per i Paesi interconnessi dalle IC comuni. All’interno dell’ambiente
cyber, dove le nozioni di territorialità, distanza e tempo perdono la loro importanza e dove prevenire il danno implica meccanismi complessi, la frammentazione deve essere evitata e sostituita da approcci sinergici. Nel campo
delle IC transnazionali, le vecchie politiche nazionali e la condivisione delle
informazioni sulla base del principio “need-to-know” dovrebbero essere abbandonate soprattutto tenendo conto del fatto che in un ambiente caratterizzato dal costante mutare delle condizioni e dalla conseguente necessità di
una costante presenza è quasi impossibile sapere in anticipo quali siano le
informazioni che ricadono all’interno di tale principio. I margini di sicurezza
preventivamente immaginati potrebbero risultare inadatti per fronteggiare
azioni inaspettate (Zio 2016). L’esistenza di centri di coordinamento privi di
potere reale, la frammentazione, gli ostacoli burocratici, l’eterogeneità degli
approcci e una cooperazione incompleta in tempo reale sono fattori che impediscono politiche efficaci di cyber difesa. Nelle IC di rilevanza regionale
o europea la catena è forte, quanto il suo anello più debole. Pertanto in uno
spazio caratterizzato dalle interconnessioni, dove solamente la strategia della
presenza costante può erodere o annullare la volontà d’agire di una controparte, le istituzioni preposte alla sicurezza delle IC devono tendere alla massima sinergia operativa.
La sussidiarietà rappresenta l’idea che un’autorità centrale debba svolgere
una funzione solamente qualora questa non possa essere eseguita al livello
più prossimo al cittadino.
All’interno dell’Unione europea, il principio di sussidiarietà, purtroppo, è
sempre stato inteso solamente come la divisione dei poteri tra l’UE e gli Stati
nazionali. Non è mai stato interpretato originalmente come il principio che
divide le responsabilità tra più livelli ovvero prevedendo anche la possibilità
di livelli sub o sovra statali (Gaiser 2018).
La costituzione di organismi regionali di sicurezza delle IC, agenti quali
centri di intelligence regionali, potrebbe rappresentare il primo tentativo di
cooperazione intra-comunitaria in questo campo basato su un’interpretazione originaria del principio di sussidiarietà. La necessità di una strategia d’interconnessione che crei ecosistemi cibernetici regionali a favore delle infrastrutture transfrontaliere è dettata dall’importanza contemporanea dell’eco-
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nomia e dalla sua dipendenza dai sistemi informatici. La ricerca di sicurezza
all’interno del cyber spazio non consente la frammentazione istituzionale o
ritardi nelle catene di azione / reazione. È praticamente impossibile adottare
una strategia di presenza costante senza un’azione coordinata, in assenza di
uno scambio effettivo delle informazioni in tempo reale e presumendo ex-ante o sulla base di permessi di sicurezza rigidi quali siano i dati “need-to-know”.
Per ridurre il rischio di attacchi cibernetici alle infrastrutture critiche che
connettono diversi Paesi si devono creare ecosistemi cibernetici che garantiscano un’operatività fluida e costante. Nel caso in cui un attacco cibernetico venga scatenato contro uno Stato non significa che l’obiettivo principale
dell’aggressione sia proprio quel Stato.
Un nemico tenterà sempre di destabilizzare, pianificando attentamente
la propagazione dell’offensiva e provocando il maggior numero di danni possibili, passando attraverso il canale meno rischioso, per l’anello più debole o
impreparato.
Una rete di agenzie regionali autonome all’interno dell’UE, pienamente operative, tecnologicamente aggiornate e con capacità non secondarie
d’intelligence potrebbe rappresentare un ulteriore passo avanti a favore di
un mercato comune più sicuro e di una politica di sicurezza comune maggiormente efficace. Una governance della sicurezza cibernetica comunitaria
modellata su un livello intermedio tra UE e Stati membri potrebbe meglio
prevenire le aggressioni aumentando al tempo stesso le capacità di prevenzione e di gestione delle crisi ed eliminando gli inevitabili attriti derivanti dal
coordinamento di plurime autorità nazionali o agenzie d’intelligence.

5. Conclusioni
L’EPCIP è il risultato della richiesta, espressa nel 2004, dal Consiglio
europeo di una strategia per la protezione delle infrastrutture critiche cui
la Commissione rispose con la Comunicazione sulla Protezione delle Infrastrutture Critiche nella lotta al terrorismo (Commissione Europea 2004).
Analizzando lo stato dell’arte inerente la cyber sicurezza delle IC all’interno
dell’UE e consapevoli che le organizzazioni terroristiche sono pienamente
operative anche in questo campo, si può concludere che l’attuale approccio
intersettoriale è lungi dal rappresentare una soluzione efficace. Coordinati dai programmi e dalle Direttive dell’Unione Europea, gli Stati membri
hanno individuato le IC nazionali ed europee e stanno creando le autorità
nazionali di gestione degli ecosistemi cibernetici rispettando le indicazioni
ricevute, ma soprattutto stanno migliorando la loro reciproca collaborazione
grazie a un sempre migliore scambio delle informazioni, alla messa a punto
di sistemi di allerta rapida e di metodologie di valutazione delle interdipen-
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denze. Tuttavia, la sicurezza delle infrastrutture critiche regionali è ancora
pericolosamente frammentata e gli attacchi terroristici, le attività criminali –
tra cui anche le destabilizzazioni sponsorizzate da Stati – possono rappresentare, soprattutto nel cyberspazio, gravi minacce all’integrità delle infrastrutture comuni qualora gli avversari sappiano sfruttare le carenze presenti nei
sistemi di intelligence, difesa e gestione delle singole autorità nazionali, che
continuano comunque a rimanere i responsabili principali della protezione
di tutte le strutture.
Accettando la teoria che il dominio cibernetico è caratterizzato da un’ininterrotta attività, avente luogo principalmente sotto la soglia della formale
dell’atto di guerra, e che è necessaria una strategia di presenza costante per
controllare e influenzare gli eventi, risulta chiaro che qualsiasi ritardo nella
comprensione degli eventi, nella comunicazione o nel coordinamento può
divenire fatale. Per questo motivo, è necessario affinare l’approccio europeo.
Esso dovrebbe basarsi su un’interpretazione più appropriata del principio di
sussidiarietà e, di conseguenza, ove necessario su una costituzione di centri
di sicurezza delle IC regionali. In tal senso sarebbe bene se l’Unione europea
lanciasse un progetto pilota, per esempio, in una regione politicamente assai
frammentata quale l’Europa Centrale, attraversata da diversi corridoi infrastrutturali di primaria importanza. Ciò consentirebbe lo sviluppo di nuove capacità con cui garantire una migliore sicurezza degli Stati unitamente e una
maggiore solidità del Mercato Comune. Stabilità e resilienza devono essere
raggiunte modellando un nuovo sistema di governance della cyber sicurezza
basato su ecosistemi cibernetici regionali che operino in modo autonomo al
solo fine d’anticipare efficacemente le potenziali situazioni di disturbo modellando continuamente a proprio favore l’ambiente d’operatività.
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Abstract
The connection between Western Balkans and Daesh is real, still represent a huge problem and it
is related to the big amount of arms trafficked every year, by criminal groups or local governments,
directly or thanks to the collaboration of third countries, as Saudi Arabia, Turkey and United States,
whose provide armaments to certain Syrian supported groups of fighters. Facts demonstrate that the
same military equipment risk to be diverted to jihadist groups, or Daesh affiliates, through different
pipelines: on the battlefield, due to corrupted functionals, or by thefts.
The arms trade has not only an “illegal aspect” but also a “legal” one, as most of the States who
were part of former Jugoslavia, are now involved in a business without precedent. Lots of the old
communist stockpiles have been rehabilitated and the arms industries work a full regime to meet
the market demand.
The main importer is Saudi Arabia, who do not compare in any “black register” of arms and who
can reroute the armaments to Syria or Yemen.
The threat is not only rectricted to conflict areas, as Syria and Iraq, but concerns also the European
Community itself, in particular for the alarming presence of the so-called “lone wolves”, able to
spread panic and death.
European authorities are trying to take measures to counter terrorism in all its forms, but this struggle still affects the region and its citizens.
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Globalization as a phenomenon of global market unification has encouraged a huge movement of people and goods, pushing this exchange also in
other areas – including innovation – by promoting the emergence of forms
of communication facilitated by new technologies and greater interconnection. In addition to this positive aspect, both from a social and cultural point
of view, the progressive and irreversible globalization has also facilitated the
expansion of criminal phenomena from one country to another.
The trafficking of drugs, smuggled goods, people reduced in semi-slavery,
are accompanied by those of firearms, following the trends of wars all over the
world and answering a demand that shows no signs of decreasing.
Traded armaments range from light weapons to “heavy” military instruments and transfers can be conducted legally, by State entities, or illegally,
implemented by organized crime groups. Moreover, in recent years, the arms
market has been able to benefit from a new illicit sales method: the dark web,
completely digitalized, based on the use of virtual currencies, far from the
physical exchange of goods and money, difficult to find and as a result, less
actionable.
Worldwide, the great arms exporters are few, but they are accompanied by
a series of small merchant countries, which contribute to exacerbate wars and
terrorism with their war instruments.
Among these States stand out the Western Balkans, famous for being part
of communist Yugoslavia and for having experienced the most brutal and
bloody ethnic conflict in Europe after the Second World War.
Hostilities, in addition to causing thousands of victims, have produced
wakes that impact on the nation-building attempt, put in place by individual
countries and their local authorities: rampant corruption, permanence of a
highly developed and well functioning black market, incorporation of ethnic
conflict’s advocates, both in political parties and in the bureaucratic apparatus, and rehabilitation of old military arsenals.
Weapons, along with organized crime, represent a challenge for those territories that are trying to emancipate themselves from the consequences of
the war, but who struggle to re-establish a fully transparent and legal type of
economy.
This problem does not only concern the Western Balkans but also extends
to the countries who have any kind of connection with them, in particular
those who trade with companies producing weapons or those who, by proximity, are likely to be involved in the illegal trafficking of Balkan criminals.
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The arms of the former Yugoslavia contribute to exacerbate the Middle
Eastern conflicts of Syria and Iraq and, unfortunately, serve as military support for the rebels established in the territory and for the Daesh affiliates.
Balkan armaments have become part of the terrorist arsenals, not only in
Syria, but also in Europe, because of the numerous extremist cells present, as
shown by the Paris attacks, made with old Yugoslavian rifles1.
A number of treaties have been established and ratified to discourage
misguided arms trafficking and national legislation has been implemented
whose purpose is to regulate this trade, but the theory is frequently untied
from the practice.
The “Balkan bridge” links peoples and cultures, but also buyers and arms
dealers, “lone wolves” and local criminals.
The Balkan bridge promotes exchanges from East to West and connects
the Middle East to Europe, in a view, unfortunately, very often negative.
The absence of a solid institutional framework is a characteristic feature
of those countries which, after experiencing conflict situations, are forced to
rebuild their economic and social fabric.
This structural precariousness facilitates the establishment of deviant
forms of economic management, often linked to the birth or development of
groups connected to organized crime.
In this regard, we speak of shadowy, submerged economies, which are
beyond state control or often subject to them. In fact, it is not uncommon the
close connection between public bodies and the local mafia, in a relationship
of collusion of interests, mostly economic, difficult to undermine.
Research and literature on this matter often tend to neglect the criminal
dynamics, considered as collateral phenomena of the post-war transition; on
the contrary, it is necessary to consider organized crime in the study of international relations, especially in respect to its effects on the societies and the
economies that are moving towards peace.
In first analysis, the transnational criminal activities grew simultaneously
with the global economy, reaching a turnover of about one trillion dollars in
the last decade. This increasing has made the gray or semi-legal sector particularly relevant in those areas subject to strong instability2.
Secondly, the advent of economic globalization has contributed to the
creation of new opportunities for the illegal business, on various levels: from

1

Dennis Lynch,, 2015.
Francesco Strazzari, Notte balcanica – Guerre, crimine, stati falliti alle soglie dell’Europa, Il
Mulino, 2008, p. 27
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the goods exchanged, to the transport logistics, to the strategies adopted in
response to the actions of contrast and repression3.
Finally, it is particularly important to understand how criminal agendas
can influence political instability and the strengthening of structures and violent mechanisms within society.
The failure of peace building attempts can be sought not only in those
turbulent processes typical of transition, such as the affirmation of an elective
democracy or the start of a market economy, but also in the development of
parallel dynamics, linked to lawlessness and to the role played by criminal
networks4. It is therefore necessary to read the extralegal economy as a factor
having a decisive weight in the social fabric’s reconstruction and in the consolidation of the post-conflict institutional structures.
The triggering cause is to be found in the outbreak of the wars that have
affected the Balkan peninsula and which have led to the weakening of the
state apparatus, accompanied by a strong legal vacuum and the coexistence
of organized crime groups within the State itself5.
The combination of these elements has favored the creation of the ideal
breeding ground for the explosion of the criminal phenomenon, making the
Western Balkans one of the most important epicentres of organized crime6,
not only at regional level but also at transnational and global one.
Local criminal networks focus primarily on drug trafficking, stolen vehicles, cigarette smuggling, oil, money laundering, weapons and human trafficking.
A further, but not less important, traffic is linked to arms. This kind of
illicit market represents the least visible activity among those conducted by
criminal organizations in the region. On a social level, moreover, it is perceived as a minor problem compared to the trafficking of drugs or human
beings, despite its dangerousness and its connections with extremist groups
all over the world.
This type of business takes place on two levels: the first concerns light
weapons and is managed by organized crime, while the second is related to
military weapons and equipment, conducted by national governments.
To better understand the contemporary arms trafficking it is necessary to
read its origins, both cultural and warlike, linked to the ‘90s civil conflict.
In the first instance, a common hypothesis concerning the presence of
firearms in the Western Balkans is related to the so-called “gun culture”,
3

Id.
Ibid., p. 33.
5
Věra Stojarová, Organized Crime in the Western Balkans, working paper for “ECPR Conference”, Pisa, 2007, p. 1.
6
After Russia and China.
4
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which predisposes the population not only to acquire and possess armaments,
but also to use them7.
Although there are few scientific analyzes on this issue, sources from the
academic literature trace the Balkan weapons culture to the figure of the
“bandit”, which carries with it “connotations of oppression, thirst for freedom, and heroic masculinity”8.
The bandit’s representation has roots in popular folklore but also in the
history of the region, with particular reference to the Ottoman Empire and
its state-building practices: the consolidation of its power and its authority derived, in fact, from agreements made with the local armed bands. When, over
the course of the Eighteenth century, the Empire began to falter, becoming
increasingly weak, and ideas of national liberation began to make its way, the
figure of the bandit quickly assumed a strong cultural relevance. Moreover,
the period of insecurity that accompanied the emergence of nation-states led
not only to the proliferation of gangs of bandits, but also to the idea that weapons could guarantee personal, family and community security.
Although the notion of bandit can refer to a social phenomenon, it also
reflects the Ottoman character of the local elites, with a certain degree of tolerance towards local bandits, who never represented a threat to central power
or colonial domination.
While the bandit’s socio-cultural image could shed light on the symbolic
meaning of owning a gun and even using it in certain situations, it is not clear
to what extent it actually determines the proliferation of firearms9.
Regarding the war-spreading relationship of armaments, it can be said
that the transformations and institutional weaknesses of the early 1990s had
a strong impact on the levels of weapons in the Western Balkans, especially
in quantitative terms, given the large number of instruments warfare out of
government control.
One of the primary reasons for the high number of firearms in the region
is related to the fact that, before 1991, the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugo-

7

Small Arms Survey, Handgun Ownership and Armed Violence in the Western Balkans, Armed
Violence Issue Brief n. 4, 2014, p. 2.
8
Locally definined with the names o hajduk, haidut, uskok e klepht.
Id.
9
Recent studies show that culture and tradition do not represent the primary source of problems related to widespread possession of weapons in the region, even if there are exceptions:
according to interviews conducted in Montenegro, Albania and Serbia, numerous subjects
have stated that the possession of weapons depended from tradition (22%, 16% and 15% respectively, as opposed to 5% found in the rest of the countries).
Id.
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slavia had the fourth largest army in Europe and a corresponding industrial
military complex10.
The Yugoslav People’s Army (also called Yugoslav National Army or JNA)
was composed of two elements: regular land forces controlled by the Federal
Government of Belgrade, and territorial defense forces, particularly important for the protection of the large armaments stockpiles. When the wars in
Croatia and Bosnia broke out, these stocks passed under the control of the
People’s Army and, consequently, of the Serbian government. Furthermore,
part of the weapons was assigned to paramilitary and criminal groups, supported by the various local governments and playing a key role in the conflict.
Following the Dayton Accords of 1995, some weapons came into the
hands of civilians, while others were obtained by organized crime groups,
whose importance in the region was constantly growing.
Another reason for the proliferation of firearms is the result of the widespread clandestine channels operating in Croatia and Bosnia during the war:
the disintegration of the Federation and the outbreak of the conflict led to
the imposition of international sanctions and the embargo of arms in all the
Yugoslav republics, which particularly hit the two countries, which had to
resort to smuggling to arm their own armies11.
Although it is difficult to accurately estimate the quantity and value of the
armaments that flowed into Croatia during the period considered, between
1993 and 1995 around 308 million dollars of weapons were supposed to have
been illegally introduced into the country. Similarly, about 38 million dollars
of armaments were smuggled into Bosnia, only during the last year of the
conflict, while it is estimated that the total value of illegal arms imports in
the country, during all the years of the war, reached 800 millions of dollars12.
Another circumstance that contributed to the increase in arms circulating
in the Western Balkan countries was the fall of the Albanian regime of Enver
Hoxha, in 1990. He placed particular emphasis on the creation of a strong
and well-equipped army, leading to a constant increase in arms within the
borders of the region. Following the fall of his regime, the majority of these
military resources were looted13 and only a small part, equal to 15% of the total, returned to the authorities. The responsibility for the largest proportion of
the looting was attributed to the local population, which has led to the spread
of illicit weapons and ammunition.

10

Ibid., p. 3.
Unlike Serbia and Montenegro, where these measures had little effect, since, as previously
mentioned, they had inherited the JNA troops and their armed escorts.
12
Id.
13
Id.
11
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However, it is considered that a significant part of the latter, about 150,000,
was smuggled across the border with Kosovo and sold to various rebel groups,
including the Kosovo Liberation Army, the Albanian National Army and the
National Liberation Army.
It was the paramilitary factions themselves that played a crucial role in
smuggling, especially given the different availability of armaments among the
various warring parties, which not only influenced the conduct of war, but
also the types of illegal markets in which were involved the different organized crime groups. For example, in Croatia and Bosnia, the latter played a
crucial role in providing arms to their respective countries, in close cooperation with the central government; contrary to what happened in Serbia
where, given the abundance of weapons under the army’s control, the main
focus of organized crime groups was not the arms trade, although they dealt
with it, but the smuggling of gasoline, drugs, cigarettes, food and other scarce
goods14.
Regarding the current situation, a research carried out by the Small Arms
Survey shows that in the Western Balkans there are between 3.2 and 6.2 million weapons, registered or not.
The typology varies from country to country: in Macedonia, of the 157,000
registered firearms, most are pistols, revolvers, rifles and carbines; in Serbia
the registered weapons are 1.2 million and 90% of these are constituted by
pistols and rifles. In the country, 874,000 people own a weapon. The same
survey estimated that there are around 100,000 registered firearms in Montenegro, such as in Macedonia and Serbia, most of which are light weapons.
Furthermore, there are about 80,000 licensed gun owners in Montenegro
(compared to around 60,000 unregistered), most of whom are civilians, men
and only 500 are state officials15.
But the most alarming data refer to weapons not equipped with identification documents, whose figures remain particularly high16: the highest number of unregistered weapons is visible in Serbia and is presumably between
500,000 and one million.
The amount of unlicensed weapons is also high in other countries, such
as Kosovo (260,000), Bosnia-Herzegovina (between 150,000 and 750,000),

14

According to some estimates, up to 643,220 have been raided between light weapons and
armaments.
Id.
15
Id.
16
Ibid., p. 5
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Croatia (150,000-600,000), Albania (about 200,000), Macedonia (160,000450,000) and Montenegro (40,000-90,000)17.
The presence of such a large number of unregistered weapons in Balkan
area has contributed, over the years, to the development of a flourishing traffic handled by organized crime.
Illegal weapons can be obtained in different ways: through illicit exchanges between citizens, including paramilitary and criminal units, or illegal actions of a company18.
There are many factors that favor the possession or trade of illegal weapons: first of all, the so-called economic and criminal “grey areas”, to which
they belong the smuggling of drugs and people, the seizure and usury, that
are linked to the possession of arms, whose circulation is facilitated by the
presence of porous legal borders, coupled with widespread corruption.
Another crucial element is the substantial difference in the price of arms
in this region and in EU member states19, which provides additional incentives for smuggling. Finally, terrorism and the outbreak of conflicts in the
Middle East further increase the demand for arms among members of extremist groups in the concerned countries.
Understanding the exact functioning of exchanges and especially of illegal
international trafficking is very difficult, the sources come mainly from investigations carried out by local organizations or from journalistic inquiries20.
It is evident, however, that the Balkans remain “one of the epicentres of
global arms trade, transit area and source of illegal weapons”21.

17

Unfortunately, the sums reported correspond to an estimate of the unregistered weapons, as
the data in question remain rather incomplete.
18
Small Arms Survey, Handgun Ownership and Armed Violence in the Western Balkans, Armed
Violence Issue Brief n. 4, 2014, p. 5.
19
Unlicensed production, weapons produced legally but introduced on the black market or
illegal sales.
Svetlana Djurdjevic-Lukic, Small Arms and Human Security in the Western Balkans: beyond
conflict and fatal victims, working paper for “Second International Conference on Human
Security”, 2014, p. 8.
20
Where an AK-47 is about three times more expensive.
Id.
21
The difficulty is also linked to the transport of the weapons themselves, which is carried out
through small or medium-sized deliveries, making it difficult to contrast by the local governments.
Ludovic Lamant, Da dove vengono le armi usate dai terroristi, Mediapart, 2015
(https://www.internazionale.it/notizie/2015/11/20/traffico-d-armi-in-europa).
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The business in question as well as being undoubtedly profitable, would
also be “multi-ethnic”, as it develops thanks to the close collaboration between criminal groups, regardless of their ethnic or religious affiliation22.
Next to the illegal traffic, there is a “legal” one, although the limited available sources: the most complete and exhaustive is surely represented by the
report conducted by the Balkan Investigative Reporting Network (BIRN), in
collaboration with Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project (OCCRP).
Since 2012, when the Arab Spring has turned into reals armed conflicts,
1.2 billion euros of arms have passed through the Balkans, by air and by ship.
According to arms and human rights experts, the trade in question is almost
certainly illegal, even though the concerned governments do not consider it
as such23.
The arms business is extremely flourishing, profits are around hundreds
of millions of euros, factories contribute to the growth of national GDP and
the lowering of the unemployment rate, reasons that disincentive a change of
perspective from local institutions.
The exporting countries have been able to benefit from the granting of
many arms export licenses, which should guarantee the final destination of
the goods, even though there are many proofs of their arrival in the hands of
Syrian and Iraqi rebel armed groups, accused of abuse and atrocities towards,
in particular, of the civilian population.
Technically, according to a statement by the former US ambassador in
Syria, Robert Stephen Ford, the trade that crosses Turkey, the Gulf States and
Jordan, is under the CIA supervision, although in practice the procedures are
often circumvented.
According to an examination by BIRN and OCCRP, based on international reports, sales contracts and flight logs, a large number of weapons in the
hands of the Daesh, including rifles, grenades, rocket launchers, anti-tank armaments and machine guns, have Balkan origins and interest countries such
as Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Montenegro, Romania, Serbia and Slovakia. In total, these eight countries, since
2012, have sent, as already mentioned, 1.2 billion euros of arms and ammu-
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Stefano Giantin, Traffico d’armi nei Balcani, Belgrado rilancia l’allarme, Il Piccolo, 2016.
(http://ilpiccolo.gelocal.it/trieste/cronaca/2016/10/10/news/traffico-d-armi-nei-balcani-belgrado-rilancia-l-allarme-1.14227853?ref=search).
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nition to Saudi Arabia, Jordan, United Arab Emirates and Turkey, although
there is a presumption that the number is actually much more conspicuous24.
The four recipient countries are expected to supply arms to Syria and
Yemen, as no purchases were made from Eastern Europe before 2012 and the
pace of imports is still not slowing down; on the contrary, 2015 represented a
year full of acquisitions, with particularly important orders25.

With regard to logistical details, as reported previously, the weapons of
Eastern Europe are delivered to the Middle East countries through the use of
cargo flights and ships26.
The identified flights, carrying weapons in the conflict areas, were, in total, 68 during the years 2015-2016. The most affected European cities were
Bratislava, Sofia and Belgrade, city where was found the highest frequency of
departures.
The arms loads were directed towards Saudi or Emirates military bases, or
carried out by official arms exporters.
Many of the organized air travel for deliveries do not take place directly,
but they make additional stops in other Eastern and Central European countries, probably to load other goods, before reaching their final destination.
24

Lawrence Marzouk, Ivan Angelovski e Miranda Patrucic, Making a Killing: The €1.2 Billion
Arms Pipeline to Middle East, OCCRP, 2016
(https://www.occrp.org/en/makingakilling/making-a-killing/).
25
Patrick Wilken, a researcher of Amnesty International, said the facts would lead to a systematic displacement of arms to armed groups guilty of serious human rights violations and, if that
were the case, such transfers would violate the UN Arms Trade Treaty.
Id.
26
This is due to bureaucratic gaps: data on arms export licenses for four of the eight countries
concerned were not made available for the year 2015, as well as for seven out of eight countries
for 2016.
Id.
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The European Union has provided flight statistics that confirm the researchers’ hypothesis: the flights leaving the airports of Bulgaria and Slovakia
have delivered, since the summer of 2014, 2,268 tons of cargo, equal to 44
flights, to Saudi and Emirates military bases27.
Once they reach the respective importing countries, the weapons are routed to Jordan and Turkey, using two secret command centers, the so-called
Military Operation Centers (MOCs), coordinated by security officers and
military forces from Gulf countries, Jordan, Turkey and the United States,
capable of controlling the distribution of equipment to the various supported
Syrian opposition groups28; from the MOCs the weapons arrive by land, or
launched with parachutes by military aircraft, up to the border with Syria29.
Some of the Islamic groups not supported by the US, have received weapons from Turkey and Saudi Arabia and have often clashed with the same
factions endorsed by the Military Operation Centers.
Syria does not seem to be the only belligerent country concerned, in fact,
BIRN and OCCRP researchers, support the thesis that even Yemen seems to
have received Serbian assault rifles through air launches carried out by the
Saudis.
The United States is also involved in traffic: data show that the Department of Defense and the Special Operations Command (SOCOM) played a
crucial role in the purchase and delivery of significant military equipment to
Syrian opposition groups, whose provenance is, once again, Balkan30.
Since the last months of 2015, SOCOM has carried out a commission
of three cargo ships, in order to transport 4,700 tons of weapons and ammunition, from Romanian and Bulgarian harbors, to the Middle Eastern territories. Among the goods transported there were a wide range of armaments,
including heavy machine guns, rocket launchers, anti-tank weapons, projectiles, mortars, explosives, rockets and grenades, whose origin is unfortunately
unknown31.
27

Id.
The analysis took place through the identification of aircraft and ships that deliver armaments, added to a detailed analysis of airport timetables, the history of cargo carriers and flight
tracking data. Thanks to this study, journalists were able to monitor the flow of weapons in
real time.
29
Id.
30
Former US Ambassador Ford said that “each of the countries involved to help the armed opposition maintained a final decision-making power over which groups in Syria would receive
assistance”.
Id.
31
A Free Syrian Army commander based in Aleppo told to BIRN and OCCRP that weapons
from Central and Eastern Europe were being distributed in Syria, saying that “we are not interested in the country of origin, we only know that they come from Eastern Europe”.
28
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In the two-year period 2014-2016, SOCOM has allocated 27 million dollars to Bulgarian weapons and ammunition and 12 million dollars to Serbian
military goods, for operations linked to Syrian rebels32.
A specific case concerns Serbia, and in particular a weapon called “Coyote”.
Many social networks, in February 2016, showed a picture of two young
Syrian boys holding a Zastava M02 Coyote, a heavy 12.7mm armament manufactured by the Serbian company Zastava33.
After a year of careful analysis by BIRN and OCCRP, what emerged confirms the facts listed above: the weapons were sold to a Bulgarian enterprise
specialized in arms brokering, the Bulgarian Industrial Engineering and
Management (BIEM), based in Sofia, for the export of the M02 to Saudi
Arabia in the years 2015-2016, from which they were sent to Turkey, to the
northern Syrian border, in order to be acquired by fighters on the spot.
According to some interviews conducted by journalists towards some Syrian soldiers, the latter would have played two weeks of training in the Saudi
desert in order to learn the correct use of the powerful Coyote, only to be
transferred, via Turkey, on the field of the Syrian battle together with the
weapons themselves.
In 2015, BIEM commissioned a large order from the state-owned Zastava
Arms, which produces its own version of the Russian AK-47 and the heavy
M02 machine gun. While the details of the contract remain confidentials,
fragments of official information, including the accounts of Zastava for 2015,
indicate that BIEM has paid 2.75 million euros for 205 Coyotes. A weapons
expert, said that the figure corresponds to the typical price for the purchase of
such armament, whose value corresponds to about 12,000 euros per piece34.
One of the majority members of BIEM is the Bulgarian entrepreneur Petar Mandjoukov, an arms dealer, media mogul and former agent of State Security, the communist secret service; his company, BIEM, had already been
linked to other arms disputes, although he always claimed to comply with
international law.

Id.
32
This purchase is part of an American training and equipment program, whose total value
amounts to 500 million dollars.
Id.
33
A proof of such delivery resides in images published on social media by a Syrian Kurdish
group, in which they show a warehouse full of boxes of ammunition arrived through a US
mediation in northern Syria.
Id.
34
Id.
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The export license of BIEM for the sale of Coyote has been granted by
the Serbian Ministry of Commerce on the basis of a legal document called
“final certificate”, which guarantees the direct use of the weapon by, in this
case, the forces of security of Saudi Arabia. Although any further export of
the equipment requires Serbia’s approval, the Coyotes seen in Syria appear to
have been illegally diverted to the country by the Saudis and this may not be a
surprise for Serbian officials: they are responsible for issuing weapons licenses
and they are also aware of the disregard of the Wahabite armed forces for such
armaments, which prefer latest equipments and more sophisticated weapons.
Serbia has been asked to stop the export of weapons that can be diverted,
especially in the war zones and to non-state groups accused of war crimes,
according to a series of regulations: the national law against arms trafficking;
the Arms Trade Treaty supported by the United Nations and the European
Union’s common position on the arms trade, with which the country is lining
up in the expetactation of joining the EU community. In 2013, therefore,
sales of Saudi Arabia were stopped, but they were resumed two years later,
when was approved the agreement on the transport of M02 to the Wahabi
kingdom, together with a series of other weapons and ammunitions, for a sum
of which amounted to 135 million euros35.
The Syrian war has therefore helped the flowering of the arms business in
Serbia: the armament factories that work at full capacity have added further
shifts or have stopped taking new orders to meet the demand.
In 2015, Zastava recorded an increase of 34% compared to the previous
year, equal to 35.7 million euro. Krusik, another state-owned missile and munitions company, reported a 73% growth in turnover (26.4 million euros) over
the same period36.
In addition, the Serbian Civil Aviation Directorate confirmed the presence of 49 flights, departing or in transit in the country, carrying weapons and
ammunition, from 1 of June 2015 to 4 of July 201637. Ten of these flights were
made to Al Kharj Prince Sultan airbase, in Saudi Arabia and to Al Dhafra Air
Base in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates, probably containing weapons or
ammunition; while 14 were, in all certainty, loaded with armaments of war,
according to documents from the Serbian Civil Aviation itself.
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A Machine Gun’s Path from Serbia to Syria, OCCRP, 2017.
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The total flights were divided as follows: 28 Belgrade-Gedda; 9 Belgrade-Prince Sultan Air Base; 5 Belgrade-Al Dhafra Air Base; 2 Belgrade-Sharurah; 1 Belgrade-Tabuk; 1 Nis-Amman; 1 Nis-Gedda38.
The challenge to combat arms trafficking from Eastern Europe to Syria
and Iraq is not the only one to be tackled: a further source of alarm concerns
the so-called “lone wolves” or the different terrorist existing cells within the
European countries.
According to a survey carried out by the Time, in recent years there has
been an exponential increase in the number and type of weapons that cross
the borders from East to West. The demand for simple guns has decreased,
while the demand for assault military weapons has increased; this reflects a
very different kind of crime: small criminals and drug dealers prefer small,
easily concealable weapons; on the contrary, terrorists buy AK-47s who can
inflict maximum damage39.
Given the high number of weapons circulating in the Western Balkans,
ranging from three to six million, the area is particularly liable to internal and
international traffic. Within Schengen area, weapons can cross the borders
with great ease and representatives of the French police, following the Paris
attacks, said that there are links between Balkan organized crime and terrorists40.
The arms market works based on a basic system of supply and demand.
Starting from 2011, the amount of illegal armaments going from South-eastern Europe to different parts of the European Union, through “micro-traffic”
dynamics, which consists in the transport of small quantities of weapons by
individuals, has certainly increased and it is extremely difficult to track41.
Experts confirm that the Charlie Hebdo attacks, on 7 of January 2015,
were made using weapons from the Western Balkans and from Eastern Europe42: some of them were Slovakian deactivated weapons, while others are
presumed to be Croatian and Serbian, with the addition of Bosnian munitions.
It is evident, therefore, that the traffic and the spread of weapons in the
Balkans is a risk, not only for the Middle Eastern theaters of war, but also for
38

Id.
Lawrence Marzouk e Ivan Angelovski, The Middle East Airlift, OCCRP, 2016
(https://www.occrp.org/en/makingakilling/the-middle-east-airlift/).
40
Id.
41
Naina Bajekal e Vivienne Walt, How Europe’s Terrorists Get Their Gun, Time, 2015
(http://time.com/how-europes-terrorists-get-their-guns/).
42
Id.
39
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the European Community itself, subjects to threats and terrorist attacks carried out through equipment that come from neighbouring countries and that
can claiming thousands of victims.
The scope of the arms trade is thus critical, both towards the Middle East
and the territories of the Eurozone.
The investigations carried out against the Balkan countries involved in
transfers to Saudi Arabia and, consequently, to Syria, have not had a substantial impact at local level, as the states have initially blocked exports, which
are, however, almost immediately resumed, in the name of profit, with no
considerations on presumed violations of international and humanitarian
law.
Although countries like Bosnia, Serbia, Montenegro, Croatia and Albania
have ratified and incorporated into their legal systems most of the international treaties on transnational crime and weapons, along with the creation
of local law enforcement systems, it is clear how far the implementation is
untied from the regulations themselves.
Intermediate destinations, such as the Saudi Kingdom, Jordan, the Emirates and Turkey, certainly have an impact on the choice of export by the Balkan countries, as well as on the subsequent transfer of war instruments. The
fact that such countries have the power to import armaments, even if diverted
elsewhere, allows exporters to sell their stocks legally and de-empowers them
on a legal and moral level.
As long as international law remains confined to mere voluntary implementation and as long as international sanctions remain subject to economic
and geopolitical interests, the respect for human rights will always be in the
background. The arms movements control, not only internally but also in
respect of the third countries involved, is fundamental and must not be underestimated in any way, although this concept may seem unrealistic and
utopian.
The implementation of more stringent measures towards powers such as
Saudi Arabia, would be a first step to prevent the Balkan weapons from contributing to fuel the ongoing conflicts, as well as to arm the many affiliates of
the Islamic State.
The underlying problems that characterize countries who emerged from
a brutal ethnic conflict since only two decades and that continues to have
evident repercussions, relapse not only on the native societies but also on the
realities that come into contact with them, by triggering a vicious circle with
dramatic and dangerous implications.
The assimilation of good judicial, bureaucratic and economic practices is
still far from being completed, although all the states of the Western Balkans
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are trying to reach the EU standards of the, with the aim of a future membership.
Unfortunately, however, the existing dynamics are extremely difficult to
undermine: corruption is not accepted but still tolerated, as it is necessary for
the population wellbeing and appears, in the eyes of citizens, as a problem
of impossible solution; as well as crime and the development of parallel markets, which were so useful during the war period in the 1990s, and became
part of the institutional structure of a still weak and divided area.
The failure to dismantle the Yugoslav war arsenals has certainly influenced
the traffic, characterized by a significant reduction in costs, due to the lack
of a real production of military instruments, but only by the rehabilitation of
present and fully functional stocks. It would therefore be necessary getting to
the root cause, through a work of correct de-activation of armaments, perhaps
by implementing an economic reward mechanism for weapons made inoperable; as well as the development of a more precise and effective weapons
cataloguing, by their registration in appropriate internationally and obligatorily shared registers.
Moreover, the work of change and cooperation should start from the bottom, through a radical change of perspective by those who still suffer from the
consequences of the war and who have feelings of distrust of state bodies and
military apparatus. It is not easy to erase the occured atrocities, just as it is not
easy to fully re-establish a state of law, when the same political class took part
in the armed struggle two decades ago.
Surely, as demonstrated by the implementation of domestic legislative
measures and the signing of the UN treaties, there are signs of improvement
and progress has been made, at least from the theoretical point of view.
In practice, the gaps remain, above all because of the enormous amount
of money that arms deals bring to state coffers.
Greater economic diversification, better structural plans for the reduction
of unemployment and the implementation of an effective transfer control system would be needed, not only by local authorities but also thanks to the support of international organizations, first and foremost the European Union.
It is clear that illegal weapons and terrorism are closely connected, both
for the Daesh operational theaters in Syria and Iraq, and for the direct armaments market from Eastern Europe to the so-called “lone wolves” or to the
european extremist cells.
The prevention of Islamic attacks should also incorporate the fight against
the reckless transfer of firearms, therefore, pay more attention to the exports
of individual countries, through practical collaboration and the imposition of
real sanctions; moreover, it would be crucial the implementation of strategies
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aimed at hindering the actions of the various European criminal groups, trying to focus not on the profit, but rather on the law.
Europe, in particular, should protect its citizens and those of third countries, following the logic of humanity and learning to erect walls, not so much
to remove those pleople who flee from war or hunger, but on the contrary, to
prevent the claiming of other victims by lethal tools, capable to spread horror
and panic in its population.
Fighting without weapons, against weapons, is difficult, but not impossible, and fighting terrorism without terror must be a priority.
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Abstract
In the last decade, Europe has been affected by an unprecedented migratory flow: millions
of people fleeing civil wars, poverty, persecution and continuing violations of fundamental
human rights have crossed European borders in search of better living conditions. Europe,
which does not provide for the possibility of legal entry for asylum seekers, has responded to the
humanitarian crisis by increasing controls at external borders and implementing agreements
with countries such as Turkey and Libya, with the aim of reducing arrivals. The impossibility to enter legally in the European territory has meant that migrants are forced to turn to
networks of human traffickers who, in agreement with the criminal gangs in the European
destination countries, take care of the journey and the subsequent exploitation of migrants.
The implementation of long-term solutions in Europe, combined with development programs
to improve the living conditions in the countries of origin, are necessary to make migration
a safe phenomenon, both for host countries and for the thousands of victims of conflicts and
environmental disasters.
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Human history is characterized by the constant mobility of individuals,
groups and sometimes entire populations, from one region to another of the
globe, searching for better conditions of life. Migratory movements are not
only encouraged by economic motivations: over the last few decades, political
crises, civil wars, persecutions and the continuing violations of fundamental
human rights have caused collective movements with increasingly massive
dimensions. Migrations are therefore induced by a combination of economic, environmental, political and social factors: the economic prosperity and
political stability of the European Union attracted millions of foreigners, especially since the second post-war period.
However, since 2011, the year of the so-called “Arab Springs”, the living
conditions of millions of people have drastically worsened, due to the continuing economic difficulties, the persistence of unstable dictatorial regimes,
civil wars and the strong inequalities in access to food and water. According
to the data released by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR), 2016 was the year with the highest levels of migration ever recorded: 65.6 million people worldwide were forced to flee from their country.
According to the data reported in the UNHCR Global Trends Force Displacement 2016, about 55% of all refugees present in the world come from
only three countries: there are 5.5 million refugees from Syria, from Afghanistan and South Sudan respectively 2.5 and 1.4 million.
According to UNHCR estimates, 51% of refugees are under 18 and 84%
of refugees are hosted in economically backward regions of the world, where
human rights are poorly protected and access to food and water cannot be
guaranteed1.
In the specific case of Europe, 2015 was the year of the largest number
of asylum seekers arrivals: overall more than one million people arrived in
the continent, of which over 150,000 in Italy and about 850,000 in Greece.
However, in a desperate attempt to reach it, about 3,770 people lost their lives
(including over 3,500 in the Mediterranean).
The maps published by the Missing migrant project of the International
Organization for Migration (IOM), show the three main routes by sea: from
western Libya, from the Turkish coasts and from Morocco to the Strait of
Gibraltar2.

1

UNHCR, Global Trends Force Displacement in 2016, available at http://www.unhcr.
org/5943e8a34.
2
OIM, Infographics/Maps, available at http://migration.iom.int/europe/.
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The route that affects the central Mediterranean is, rightly, considered the
most dangerous in the world3, and initially it could count on numerous ports
of departure in several countries of North Africa; in recent years the focal
point for refugee departures has become Libya, where thousands of people
fleeing from many countries in Africa and the Middle East arrive, waiting to
set sail on crumbling boats to the Italian coasts. In 2015, based on Frontex
data, 157,220 fleeing people travelled this route, including over 38,000 Eritreans, 21,914 Nigerians and 12,430 Somalis4.
Although today the most massive flow of migrants gets into Europe through
the central Mediterranean, the route of the Eastern Mediterranean still has
some importance and for a long time it was considered the point of entrance
to Europe: 885,000 people have crossed Turkey heading, via sea, to the Greek
islands to avoid land borders and, overland, to Bulgaria. Among the main
countries of origin there are Syria, Afghanistan and Iraq.
This route, unlike that of the central Mediterranean, sees the passage of
entire families and, also for this reason, on the total deaths, many are of children: about two children per day are losing their lives along the so-called
Balkan route5.
The western Mediterranean route, numerically less significant, involves
mainly Morocco and Spain. The constant cooperation between these two
countries has reduced the number of migrants entering Europe and many
refugee camps near Ceuta and Melilla6 have been systematically dismantled
by the Moroccan authorities. During 2015 about 7,000 migrants travelled
this route, of which 1,991 from Guinea, 1,052 from Algeria and around 800
from Morocco7.
Eurozone states have reacted to the wave of migration by strengthening
controls at external borders, considering the question of asylum seekers as a
mere problem of security and public order.

3

The second most dangerous route in the world is that of Bengal, in the direction of Malaysia,
where in 2015 about 800 people lost their lives; the third route is between Mexico and the
USA, where they died 350 in 2015.
4
ANCI, Caritas Italiana, Cittalia, Fondazione Migrantes e Servizio Centrale dello SPRAR,
in partnership with UNHCR, Rapporto sulla protezione internazionale in Italia, 2016, p. 18.
5
Ibid.
6
In the Moroccan territory there are the Spanish enclaves of Ceuta and Melilla, two autonomous towns overlooking the Mediterranean and still claimed by Morocco. Since they have a
strategic geographical position, these cities are considered by migrants as possible access doors
to Europe.
7
Rapporto sulla protezione internazionale in Italia 2016, cit., p. 22.
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The uncontrolled flow of migrants affecting the European continent generates feelings of fear and insecurity, in extreme cases of racism and Islamophobia.
The refugee emergency is linked to issues related to the security of citizens, in particular because of the risk that the flows of irregular migrants can
be used by terrorists to enter the EU. Although there is no direct correlation
between the two phenomena, the fear of jihadist infiltrations remains.
The news that fifty suspected militants of the Islamic State had arrived in
Italy between July and October 2017 has created concern: the list of names
was drafted by Interpol and sent on November 29 to the Italian Ministry of
the Interior, which informed the agencies of anti-terrorism in Europe8. The
news was then denied directly by the Department of Public Security, which
stressed the importance of the Italy-Tunisia collaboration to report and block
any subjects with a dangerous profile.
According to Europol statistics, Islamic terrorism is responsible for 0.7% of
the terrorist attacks in Europe between 2006 and 2013. The remaining 99.3%
is of another matrix9.
Also the work of the Italian researcher Margherita Belgioioso, (British
University of Essex) confirms a media overexposure of the jihadist attacks,
which in the biennium 2014-2015 were 3.89% of the total, compared to those
made by autochthonous neo-fascist groups, anti-Semitic, racist, antigitanist
and Islamophobic10.
Those who are guilty of terrorist attacks on European territory are foreigners mostly born and raised in Europe or who have resided there for a long
time. However, the massive and uncontrolled entry of migrants into European territory in recent years has in some cases been exploited by extremists to
send foreign fighters to carry out terrorist attacks (as in the case of the 2015
Paris attacks)11. The ideology of the Islamic State has a certain appeal not only
on Muslims resident in Europe but more generally on that segment of the
population that is least represented, forced to live on the margins of a society
in which it does not recognize, now devoid of values of reference.
The uncontrolled arrivals of refugees and asylum seekers constitute an
element of strong destabilization for the “host” societies. The lack of con8

ANSA, Interpol, 50 fighters Isis giunti in Italia su barconi. Dubbi della Ps, 31 January 2018,
available at http://www.ansa.it/sito/notizie/mondo/europa.
9
Stenographic report of the Chamber of Deputies, Proposta di legge: Dambruoso ed altri: Misure per la prevenzione della radicalizzazione e dell’estremismo violento di matrice jihadista
(A.C. 3558-A), 18 July 2017, available at http://documenti.camera.it/leg17.
10
Idem.
11
TE SAT, EUROPOL, European Union Terrorism Situation and Trend Report 2017, European Union Agency for Law Enforcement Cooperation 2017.
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trol of those who cross European borders makes the population vulnerable,
generating feelings of growing insecurity and discontent; the perception of
the absence of institutions in the maintenance of public order has led some
extremists to rise up to defenders of the homeland, triggering violent reprisals
against the immigrant population.
Furthermore, what should alarm governments and public opinion are the
connections between illegal immigration and organized crime.
While States implement restrictive policies against migration, criminal
groups invest in human trafficking, offering the services needed to reach Europe.
The criminal system that manages the traffics is well articulated and covers every phase of the migration process, from transport to the falsification
of the necessary documents and the sorting of the illegal immigrants to the
various destinations. Usually the criminal organizations manage the traffic of
their own compatriots and they can count on the support of local cartels that
allow them to operate also on the Italian territory. After the illegal trade in
drugs and weapons, human trafficking is the most lucrative and it makes the
organized crime gain several billion euros a year12.
Attempts to stem entrances to Europe by intercepting smugglers in the
waters of the Mediterranean have not proved effective, because the network
of traffickers has branched across the African continent, in the countries of
origin and transit.
According to the Africa-Frontex Community Joint Report 2016, the main
countries that migrants are forced to cross before arriving in Libya are Mali
and Niger, which over the years have been able to exploit the desperation of
refugees by implementing articulated smuggling networks and tracing, often
with the support of local police forces, precise routes to reach the shores of
the Mediterranean. The fact that local tribes are involved in these trades facilitates travel, both for the knowledge they have of the territory and thanks
to the alliances stipulated between clans13. In Mali and Niger transit refugees
mainly from Nigeria, Ivory Coast, Ghana, Senegal and Gambia. The “bosses” who manage human trafficking in Africa can count on a dense network
of collaborators all over the continent and in particular on the support of
12
Digirolamo A., Connessioni tra fenomeno migratorio e criminalità organizzata, 6 March
2013, available at http://www.avvocatocastellaneta.it.
13
Frontex, AFIC Report 2016, p. 14, available at http://frontex.europa.eu/assets/Publications/
Risk_Analysis/AFIC/ AFIC_2016.pdf. Transportation is most commonly provided by Tuareg,
Toubou and Arab tribes who have operated throughout the Sahara for generations. It should
be emphasized that the territories occupied by these ethnic groups extend beyond national
borders, which means that the tribes are able to provide the necessary connections for the
transport of people and goods in the desert.
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Libyan security authorities. We also consider that in some cases there is a
strong collusion between terrorists and organized crime, who work together
to manage migratory flows, a particularly profitable and constantly growing
business. Some smuggling networks are directly managed by terrorist groups,
which over the years have dedicated themselves to illicit trafficking in drugs,
weapons, diamonds and human beings: after causing situations of great internal instability and fear, the terrorists are responsible for managing the transfer
of the fleeing population, crossing the state borders.
Trafficking of human beings has once again become predominant in the
Balkan area, especially after the start of the Syrian crisis. In general, the smuggling activity can be divided into three sub-categories: trafficking of women
(linked to prostitution), trafficking of children (especially Rom, forced to carry out theft or begging) and trafficking of men (from the perspective of labour
exploitation).
Studies carried out by the European Parliamentary Research Service
(EPRS), dating back to 2014, show that induction to prostitution is by far
the most common form of trafficking in human beings and affects 61% of
victims, 95% of whom women, compared to 25% of victims of exploitation at
work (75% are men) and 14% linked to other forms of coercion14.
Traffickers promise a better life, in developed countries like those of Western Europe, offering accommodation and employment. Once they arrive at
their destination, however, the victims are deprived of their identification
documents and placed under the total control of the criminals. In the absence of financial resources, regular documents and a good knowledge of the
language of the countries of arrival, the exploited are forced, under the use
and threat of violence, to submit to the orders of their torturers.
The gains from smuggling activities are continuous and prolonged over
time, compared to relatively lower risks related to arms and drug trafficking.
Refugees, convinced by deception or force to rely on the criminal organizations, come from the poorest countries in the world, characterized by a
widespread instability that causes and feeds the same migratory phenomenon. Once arrived in Europe, migrants are mainly placed in the sector of the
exploitation of prostitution and undeclared work.
Starting from 2014, the scourge of forced prostitution has reached alarming dimensions, involving thousands of women, often minors. The victims of
this trafficking move from poverty to sexual slavery. The promise of a better
future pushes them to start relying on traffickers and smugglers: they are in14

H. Richard Friman, Simon Reich, Human Trafficking and the Balkans, University of Pittsburgh Press, 2007, p. 2. Dimitri Bettoni, Traffico di esseri umani: destinazione Europa, Osservatorio Balcani e Caucaso, 2014.
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structed about the behaviour to be taken with the police once they have landed and are then forced to sell themselves to repay the debt contracted to arrive
in Europe. The nightmare for these women begins before their arrival on
the Italian coasts: they are a bargaining chip to overcome the various check
points during the desert crossings and abused during their imprisonment in
the Libyan detention centres. Over the years, these sex slaves are increasingly
young, despite being forced to appear as adults on their arrival in Italy to
avoid being placed in more controlled refugee reception centres.
Even the problem of labour exploitation has taken alarming dimensions
and we have begun to talk about new slavery. We are talking about 400,000
people who, only in the Italian agricultural sector, suffer forms of extortion
and exploitation or are exposed to “caporalato”15 (labour boss), of which about
80% are migrants. in Italy there are 100,000 workers in the agricultural sector
subject to conditions of serious labour exploitation, that can be considered
slavery16. In Italy there are 80 distressed agricultural districts in which caporalato is a common practice; of these, 33 exploit foreign laborers in working
conditions that can be defined as “indecent” and in 22 of them serious forms
of labour exploitation have been found. We are talking about people who are
particularly vulnerable and isolated from Italian society, who are recruited
at home and brought to work in Italy hoping to improve their condition, but
on arrival they are forced to repay the debt incurred for the trip and therefore
they are forced to work for 14 hours per day for 2 euros per hour17.
This sight of the phenomena brings out the other side of immigration,
not the one in which the clandestine is an outlaw, but one in which he is the
victim of continuous abuse and violence. In the current situation, criminal
15

The caporalato is based on the subtraction of part of the wages of workers, up to 50% of their
income on a daily salary that varies between 25 euros and 30 euros, for an average of 10-12
hours of work. The caporali also impose a series of taxes to the workers: 5 euros for transport,
3.5 euros for the sandwich and 1.5 euros for each bottle of water consumed.
Marco Omizzolo, Tratta internazionale e sfruttamento lavorativo della comunità punjabi in
provincia di Latina, 2016, Roma. Available at http://www.romanischestudien.de/index.php/rst/
article/view/147/328.
16
Research points out that 62% of migrant seasonal workers engaged in agriculture do not have
access to essential services; 64% of them do not have access to water, while 72% have contracted diseases (in particular musculoskeletal diseases) during working hours.
Marco Omizzolo, Tratta internazionale e sfruttamento lavorativo della comunità punjabi in
provincia di Latina, 2016, Roma. Available at http://www.romanischestudien.de/index.php/rst/
article/view/147/328.
17
Previous information regarding labour exploitation and the new slavery refer to M. Omizzolo, Il movimento bracciantile in Italia e il caso dei braccianti indiani in provincia di Latina
dopati per lavorare come schiavi, in Migranti e territori, ed. Marco Omizzolo e Pina Sodano
(Roma: Ediesse, 2015).
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networks have become the only possibility for migrants to reach the European continent, because the current legislation does not allow legal entry also
for those who need protection. A large proportion of migrants trying to cross
the borders of the Union irregularly have the requirements that guarantee
the right to a form of protection (under the 1951 Geneva Convention relating
to the Status of Refugees and the EU Directive on International Protection
Qualifications18).
In an attempt to manage the phenomenon of migration, national and supranational authorities have primarily focused on two types of instruments,
both internal and external. Thanks to the latter, intervening in the countries
of origin and transit, short-term measures have been implemented (to limit
the flows dismantling the networks of traffickers, blocking the borders and financing the security apparatus) or long-term (for example through financing
to make transit and origin countries more stable). The internal instruments,
on the other hand, concern reception procedures, social integration programs, but also border patrols and strict community legislation in this area.
Regarding European legislation on reception and asylum, reference
is made in particular to the Common European Asylum System (CEAS),
which establishes that the applicant has the right to apply for protection only
once he has reached the territory of the Union19. On the basis of the Treaty
on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU)20, the EU Directive on
common procedures for the recognition and revocation of the status of international protection was created. This Directive, which also highlights the
importance of implementing a common European asylum policy, in Article
3, restricts its scope to applications for international protection presented in
the territory of the Union, thus excluding applications for diplomatic or territorial asylum lodged at member states’ representations.
The 1951 Geneva Convention itself does not regulate any procedure for
the recognition of the aforementioned status and therefore does not include

18

Directive 2011/95 / EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 December
2011, Strasbourg, laying down rules on the allocation, to third country nationals or stateless
persons, of the status of beneficiary of international protection, on a uniform status for refugees
or for persons eligible for subsidiary protection and on the content of the recognized protection
(recast).
19
Gruppo di Studio Progetto Lampedusa, Riflessioni su possibili strumenti di ingresso protetto
di richiedenti protezione internazionale sul territorio europeo, in Cultura e diritti, magazine
published by the Higher School of Advocacy, 2015.
20
In particular, Article 78 (2), subparagraph (d) [..] the European Parliament and the Council,
acting in accordance with the ordinary legislative procedure, shall adopt the measures relating
to a common European asylum system including: [..] d ) common procedures for obtaining
and losing the uniform status of asylum or subsidiary protection.
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the possibility of applying for asylum to the diplomatic or consular representations of the member states in third countries21.
Likewise, the common visa policy also has a strongly restrictive footprint,
particularly towards people from the so-called “risk countries”, which are
more likely to generate large flows of applicants for international protection22:
to reach the European Union and stay there, they must be in possession of an
entry visa. However, we consider that, in order to obtain a Schengen visa, the
foreigner is required to demonstrate particular requirements that are difficult
to prove and must also guarantee that he has the sincere intention of returning to his country of origin when the entry visa expires, a requirement that a
potential refugee, by definition, cannot satisfy.
The paradox is clear: individuals to whom our system guarantees rights
of protection are forced to risk their lives to obtain them. Legitimate measures to combat irregular immigration and protect borders should not prevent
refugees’ access to protection in the EU and should ensure respect for the
fundamental rights of all migrants.
Although instruments (applicable on a purely voluntary basis) that allow
applications for protection at diplomatic missions and therefore legally access
to the territory of the Union are envisaged23, many member states continue
to maintain an attitude of closure and participate in the humanitarian paths
proposed by the UNHCR to an extent that is still too limited.
To fully understand the limitations of the current regulatory system on immigration and reception, a reflection on the direct and indirect effects of the
Dublin Regulation is necessary: not only does it not provide criteria for concrete solidarity and fair sharing, but on the contrary, it imposes disproportionate burdens on some member states, in particular those at the border. What
is most disputed to the Dublin system is the rule of the “state of first entry”24,
which is not only obsolete, coercive and detrimental to the fundamental hu-

21

Directive 2013/32 / EU of the European Parliament and of the Council, 26 June 2013
laying down common procedures for the purpose of recognition and withdrawal of international protection status (recast), available at http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/it/
ALL/?uri=celex%3A32013L0032.
22
Considerando n.3 della direttiva 2004/83/CE del Consiglio, recante norme minime sull’attribuzione, a cittadini di paesi terzi o apolidi, della qualifica di rifugiato o di persona altrimenti
bisognosa di protezione internazionale, nonché norme minime sul contenuto della protezione
riconosciuta, 29 April 2004.
23
M. Di Filippo, La circolazione dello straniero nel diritto dell’Unione europea: una geometria variabile dei diritti e delle garanzie, in A.M. Calamia, M. Di Filippo, M. Gestri (edited
by), Immigrazione, Diritto e Diritti: profili internazionalistici ed europei, CEDAM, Padova,
2012, p.256.
24
Ibid. M. Di Filippo, La circolazione dello straniero... cit., p. 257 e pp. 202-203.
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man rights of migrants but it is also a strong obstacle to the implementation
of internal solidarity25.
The Dublin regulation thus undermines the principle of solidarity between states: it is the same preamble to the Geneva Convention that states
that, once granted the right to asylum, “exceptionally heavy obligations may
arise for certain countries”, to be mitigated effective cooperation based on
international solidarity.
The responses of individual European countries to the phenomenon remain individual and based on the logic of emergency and security26. An example is the recent refusal by Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic to
fulfil the obligations dictated by the relocation tool, which provides for the
division among the countries of the Union of refugees present in Italy and
in Greece. The accusation of non-solidarity towards the border countries,
strongly rejected by the states involved, was formalized on June 14th, 2017 by
the European Commission, which initiated the infringement procedures for
disregarded relocations.
In December 2016, thanks to the proposal of the European Commission,
border controls were reintroduced between the countries of the Schengen
area27, while some states opted for a total closure of the borders, reinforced by
the construction of “anti-migrant walls” to prevent the entrances28.
With regard to the “external” management tools, the EU has given priority
to a short-term approach, with immediate effect and dedicated to curbing
the entry of migrants and asylum seekers, in order to ease the pressure on the
Schengen and Dublin systems. Another type of solution, in the long term,

25

We talk about the complementary channels of access to protection in the member states: the
Protected Entry Procedures (PEP), the use of Humanitarian Visas, Humanitarian Admissions
and resettlement programs.
26
The general principle is: the competence to assess the asylum application is the first state in
which the migrant has set foot illegally, by land, sea or air.
27
G. Morgese, Solidarietà e ripartizione degli oneri..., cit. pp. 369-370; G. Caggiano, Alla
ricerca di un nuovo equilibrio istituzionale per la gestione degli esodi di massa: dinamiche
intergovernative, condivisione delle responsabilità fra gli stati membri e tutela dei diritti degli
individui, in Studi sull’integrazione europea, n.3, Cacucci Editore, Bari, 2015, pp.465 e 487,
M. Di filippo, La circolazione dello straniero, cit., pp. 248-251, O. Feraci, Il nuovo regolamento Dublino “III” e la tutela dei diritti fondamentali dei richiedenti asilo, 2013, available at
www.osservatoriosullefonti.it.
28
The 26 countries that signed the Schengen Treaty for the free movement of persons, with the
approval of the European Commission, have the possibility to reintroduce border controls for
six months, extending the period to two years in the event “the threat for security is combined
with border issues such as those presented by the migration crisis “. Article available at http://
www.stranieriinitalia.it/attualita/attualita/attualita-sp-754/ue-controlli-a-frontiere-area-schengen-per-3-anni-per-sicurezza-e-ordine-pubblico.html.
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is the political, social and economic stabilization of the contexts of origin of
the flow, thanks, among other actions of external engagement, to funds allocated to the development programs and to the strengthening of the security
apparatus.
Since migration is a complex phenomenon, extremely sensitive and difficult to manage by individual states, in recent years a multilateral approach
has been chosen, which envisages cooperation in particular between the
countries of destination and transit of refugees.
To curb entrances, in March 2016, a series of actions were agreed with
Turkey to limit migratory flows to Europe, in particular in order to limit entry
into Greece, which in 2015 had been approximately 850,000. The experts
have made many criticisms of a substantive, formal and procedural nature
regarding various aspects of the cooperation agreement implemented, and in
particular the possibility of fully considering Turkey as a “safe third country”
has been questioned29. Further violations arise from the repatriations, prepared by the Turkish authorities, of asylum seekers and refugees to countries
of origin that cannot be considered safe, such as Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan,
as well as documented cases of human rights violations, such as arbitrary detention, medical treatment denied and deprivation of legal representation. In
the Greek islands the living conditions of refugees have deteriorated drastically over the last year; repatriations to Turkey are struggling to take off, making
Greece a veritable open-air prison.
Again with the aim of putting a stop to arrivals, in February 2017 a cooperation pact was signed between the Government of National Reconciliation
(GNA) of Libya and the Italian Government, under the chairmanship of Paolo Gentiloni.
Italy is committed to providing support and funds to development programs in the regions most affected by migration, as well as technical and technological support to the bodies responsible for fighting illegal immigration30.
Control of the terrestrial borders of southern Libya is crucial, as well as the
financing of reception centres by Italy31. The implementation of a more com29

One example is the defensive walls built by Hungary and Macedonia. It should also be remembered that the reinstatement of border controls is practicable by virtue of Articles 25 and
ss. present in Chapter II, Title III, of the Schengen Borders Code. European Commission,
Member States’ notifications of the temporary reintroduction of border control at internal borders pursuant to Article 25 et seq. of the Schengen Borders Code, available at www.ec.europa.
eu/dgs/home-affairs/.
30
G. Morgese, Luci e ombre delle nuove iniziative europee di solidarietà in materia di asilo,
in Sud in Europa, 2015, p. 13.
31
These qualifications, as governed respectively pursuant to arts. 35 and 38 of Directive
2013/32 / EU, are essential to ensure that the implementation of measures, and in particular
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prehensive and broader “Euro-African cooperation” to eliminate the causes
of illegal immigration is also considered as a priority, in order to support the
migrants’ countries of origin in implementing strategic development projects,
level of service sectors, thereby improving living standards and health conditions, and contributing to the reduction of poverty and unemployment”32.
However it must be considered that the provision of funds to partners who
are not really reliable, regardless of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, can be disastrous or at least not effective in order to reduce migratory pressure, especially considering that the same corrupt elites are often
the ones causing mass displacements.
The Italian initiative has had the favour of European leaders, who have
supported the proposal for collaboration with Libya and accepted the solicitation reported in art. 2 par. 4 of the agreement, concerning the desire for
Euro-African cooperation. On the example of the Italian project, a summit
was held at the Élysée on 28 August 2017, during which the French President
Emmanuel Macron welcomed representatives of Germany, Italy and Spain
to Paris; the leaders of Libya, Niger and Chad were also present.
The criticisms came immediately and they were very hard. Many NGOs
and associations involved in the protection of human rights have denounced
the Italo-Libyan cooperation agreement, in virtue of the inhumane conditions of life to which migrants are subjected in Libya, a country that, we recall, has never ratified the Geneva Convention 1951 on the status of refugees,
thus releasing from any obligation to comply with the standards of protection.
of repatriations, is considered legitimate. The numerous actions of the Turkish state cannot be
ignored in violation of the principle of non-refoulement and the multiple condemnations by
the European Court of Human Rights following established cases of torture and / or inhuman
and degrading treatment (see article 3 of the ECHR) placed in detention centers or identification of applicants for international protection. Finally, consider the Commission’s findings on
the inadequacy of reception conditions, both in Turkey and in Greece, which would hinder effective access to asylum procedures and the individual examination of applications (see COM
(2016) 349 final, 2.2) which, as is well known, must always be considered necessary to confirm
the existence of the presumption of security and to allow the individual person to challenge
the application of this same concept. M. Marchegiani e L. Marotti, L’accordo tra l’Unione
europea e la Turchia per la gestione dei flussi migratori: cronaca di una morte annunciata?,
in Diritto, immigrazione e cittadinanza, Franco Angeli, 1.2.2016, pp.67-69; Cfr. C. Favilli, La
cooperazione UE-Turchia..., cit., pp.412 ss., E. Roman, L’accordo UE- Turchia: le criticità
di un accordo a tutti i costi, 21 March 2016, in SIDIBlog, available at http://www.sidiblog.
org/2016/03/21/laccordo-ue-turchia-le-criticita-di-un-accordo-a-tutti-i-costi/.
32
The aid will flow into “different sectors, such as renewable energy, infrastructure, health,
transport, human resource development, teaching, staff training and scientific research”. See
art. 1 par. B of the Italy-Libya Agreement, text of the Memorandum, 2 February 2017, available
at http://www.repubblica.it/esteri/2017/02/02/news/migranti_accordo_italia-libia_ecco_cosa_
contiene_in_memorandum-157464439/.
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Moreover, in November 2017, UN and UNHCR have made serious accusations against Europe and Italy, guilty of ignoring the inhumane conditions
of refugees detained in Libya and collaborating with the Libyan Coast Guard
to intercept and reject migrants in the Mediterranean33.
According to the High Commissioner for Human Rights Zeid Raad al
Hussei, UN observers operating in Libya have been shocked by the inhumane conditions in which thousands of refugees are being held in detention
centres. Of this shame the EU and the member states are accomplices “for
not doing anything to reduce the abuses perpetrated on migrants” and for
having entered into agreements with the Libyan government to stem the migratory flow.
The commitment to block departures from Libyan ports has significantly
reduced the arrivals of boats on the Italian coast in the summer months of
2017: according to UNHCR data between January and June 2017, 83,000
people arrived, 18% more than in the same period in 2016, while between
July and December 2017, 36,000 people arrived, 67% less than in the same
period of 201634.
It should be noted that in July the landings fell by 51.3% compared to the
previous year and in a month and a half (1 July-15 August 2017) a reduction
of arrivals amounted to 43.3% compared to 2016 (13,539 against 31,285 year
before).
However, the situation changed rapidly as the refugees modified their travel routes and new routes, perhaps even more dangerous, were inaugurated.
Those who are in Libya, outside the detention centres, head west, to Tunisia
and Algeria, where they wait for the smugglers, who organize the transfer on
dilapidated boats to the coasts of Sicily and Sardinia. Those who have not
yet arrived in Libya change their itinerary: from Sub-Saharan Africa it heads
towards Morocco, to reach Spain, which in the last months of 2017 witnessed
an increase in landings of 300%35.
The strong political focus on mainly restrictive policies has not only led to
a noticeable deterioration in the living conditions of asylum seekers in transit
33

The aforementioned bodies are represented by the Border Guard and the Coast Guard of
the Ministry of Defense, as well as by the competent bodies and departments at the Ministry
of the Interior.
34
“The Italian side contributes, through the supply of medicines and medical equipment to the
reception health centres, to meet the health care needs of illegal migrants, for the treatment
of serious and chronic transmissible diseases” as well as “the training of Libyan personnel
within the aforementioned reception centres to cope with the conditions of illegal migrants,
supporting Libyan research centres operating in this sector “. Ibid. respectively par. 2 and 3 art
2 of the Agreement.
35
Ibid. Art. 2 par. 4.
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countries, but it has also not produced the desired results. Furthermore, the
initiatives undertaken are based on the logic of the short term, while clearly the migratory phenomenon is characterized by structural and long-term
problems.
According to the forecasts in the Global Trends 2030, the probabilities
that further conflicts may explode in sub-Saharan Africa in the coming years
remain high, as well as the risk of inter-state conflicts caused by the insufficiency of natural resources such as water and arable land. The political instability and internal rivalries that characterize many countries in Asia, Africa
and Latin America will only exacerbate the civilian population. The possible
changes that are taking shape within the international system, first of all the
gradual “US disengagement”, will strongly impact on global security creating
a strong instability, especially in South Asia and the Middle East. According
to the Italian Institute of Strategic Studies, in the next 15-20 years, many
States will continue to use terrorist groups to create a strong sense of insecurity. On the basis of this analysis, the countries of sub-Saharan Africa, Central
America and the Caribbean will also remain highly vulnerable and unstable
from now until 2030, becoming fertile ground both for the proliferation of
terrorist and criminal networks that of local rebel groups36. The increasing
instability of countries already strongly in crisis will only cause an increase in
the phenomenon of migration.
Moreover, within this context, mass migration is dangerously emerging as
a political “weapon” in the hands of state and non-state actors37.
These projections highlight the ineffectiveness of the current European
migration policy, geared only to the control of external borders and cooperation with countries of origin and transit to block the flow of migration. What
appears to be an urgent need is also the reform of the Common European
Asylum System, in order to facilitate access to protection outside the territory
of the Union38, by adopting and encouraging the creation of new legal entry
channels in Europe. Furthermore, the revision of the Dublin Regulation is
necessary, as it is detrimental to the principle of solidarity among the states of
the Union due to the rule of “state of first entry”.

36

M. Caruso, Migranti: Onu condanna la collaborazione Ue-Libia, 15 November 2017.
UNHCR, Operational Portal Refugee Situations, available at http://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/mediterranean.
38
Greenhill, Kelly M., Weapons of Mass Migration: Forced Displacement as an Instrument of
Coercion; Strategic Insights, v. 9, issue 1 (Spring-Summer 2010), Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, California. Available at https://calhoun.nps.edu/bitstream/handle/10945/11515/
SI_V9_I1_2010_Greenhill_116.pdf.
37
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In 2016 there were 49 conflicts in the world39, 815 million people suffering from hunger40, 24.2 million environmental migrants41 and over 900
million of these ones those living below the poverty line42: these and other
motivations have pushed 65.6 million individuals to abandon their places of
origin. Blocking the entrances without implementing development programs
to improve the living conditions in the countries of origin will only force the
refugees to change their migration route and to undertake increasingly dangerous journeys, relying only on criminal gangs and smugglers.
European states, promoters of freedom and equality, should work together
to implement long-term solutions, with the aim of making migration a safe
phenomenon, both for host countries and for the thousands of victims of
conflicts and environmental disasters.

39

A. Ziniti, Le nuove rotte dei migranti. Dopo la stretta in Libia cambiano i percorsi per entrare
in Europa, 03 September 2017.
40
Italian Institute of Strategic Studies, Global Trends 2030: Alternative Worlds, Machiavelli
editions, January 2013, available at https://www.strategicstudies.it/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/
Edizioni-Machiavelli.
41
Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions of 17 June 2008
– Piano strategico sull’asilo: un approccio integrato in materia di protezione nell’UE, COM
(2008) 360 def., p. 2.
42
Of these, two involved multiple states (India-Pakistan, Eritrea-Ethiopia) while the remaining
47 were classified as internal conflicts to the same state. Recent trends have shown that more
and more often, during intra-state conflicts, foreign troops are involved in support of the different factions; for this reason, in 2016 one third of the conflicts (about 38%) was internationalized and in a large part of these (13 out of 18) Islamist organizations were involved. SIPRI Yearbook 2017, Armed conclict and peace processes, 2017, available at https://sipri.org/node/4275.
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